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This Planning and Urban Design Rationale report has
been prepared in support of an application by Broccolini
HLS Limited Partnership (“Broccolini”) to amend the
City of Toronto Official Plan and City-wide Zoning Bylaw No. 569-2013, as amended, with respect to lands
within the westerly portion of the city block bounded
by Selby Street, Huntley Street, Linden Street and
Sherbourne Street. The lands consist of 22 parcels,
municipally addressed as 47, 49, 51, 53, 55, 57, 59, 61,
63 and 65 Huntley Street, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 Selby Street
and 8, 12, 16, 18, 24 and 26 Linden Street
(the “subject site”).
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This Planning and Urban Design Rationale report
has been prepared in support of an application by
Broccolini HLS Limited Partnership (“Broccolini”)
to amend the City of Toronto Official Plan and Citywide Zoning By-law No. 569-2013, as amended,
with respect to lands within the westerly portion
of the city block bounded by Selby Street, Huntley
Street, Linden Street and Sherbourne Street (see
Figure 1, Location Map). The lands consist of 22
parcels, municipally addressed as 47, 49, 51, 53,
55, 57, 59, 61, 63 and 65 Huntley Street, 1, 3, 5, 7,
9 and 11 Selby Street and 8, 12, 16, 18, 24 and 26
Linden Street (the “subject site”).
The subject site is currently developed with 21 lowrise residential buildings ranging from detached
houses to low-rise apartment blocks, as well as a
single commercial hostel. With a combined area
of approximately 0.50 hectares (1.24 acres), the
subject site is bisected by a public lane that runs
in a north-south direction. The eastern portion
of the subject site has an area of 0.26 hectares
(0.64 acres), while the western portion has an
area of 0.24 hectares (0.60 acres).
Given the size of the subject site, its location
within Downtown Toronto, the surrounding land
uses and its proximity to existing higher-order
transit infrastructure, including the Sherbourne
Subway Station, an opportunity exists to create
a transit-supportive mixed-use development.
The proposed development will promote transit
ridership, create a unique opportunity for the
provision of affordable housing and assist in
implementing the goals of the Downtown Plan.
The proposed development consists of a mix
of community, retail and residential uses in
two high-rise buildings of 48 and 59 storeys,
inclusive of a 3- to 4-storey podium. A new public
park is proposed at the corner Linden Street and
Huntley Street. Although none of the existing
buildings are currently listed or designated on
the City’s Heritage Register, many of them are
proposed to be retained and integrated into
the new development in accordance with the
recommendations of ERA Architects.
A total of 77,266 square metres (831,684 square
feet) of gross floor area is proposed, comprised
of approximately:

• 76,253 square metres (820,780 square feet) of
residential uses;
• 110 square metres (1,184 square feet) of retail
uses;
• 428 square metres (4,607 square feet) of
community space; and
• 476 square metres (5,124 square feet) of
daycare space.
Located at the southwest corner of the subject
site, a new 460.3 square metre public park will
provide a year-round community focal point,
animated by active retail and community space
adjacent to the park.
Fifteen of the existing buildings on the subject
site are proposed to be conserved and restored
as a part of the development, allowing for the
existing physical character at street level to
be largely retained. Where new structures are
proposed at grade, they have been sensitively
designed to integrate with and enhance the
character of the existing buildings.
While the existing public lane bisecting the
subject site is proposed to be widened as required
by the City as a part of the current application,
Broccolini and its team wish to pursue closure
and acquisition of the lane, which would allow
the realization of a significantly enhanced public
realm, should City staff and Council support the
disposition. Further details on this matter and,
specifically, the potential enhancements to the
public realm that the acquisition of the public lane
would facilitate, are detailed in Section 5.3 of this
report (the “preferred development scheme”).
In combination, the elements described
above will foster a highly pedestrianized and
exceptional public realm at street level that
retains and enhances the residential character
of the surrounding streets while providing new
community, retail and residential uses near
transit. In addition to the physical elements
described above, the proposal also includes
the establishment of a Community Land Trust,
or partnership with an existing not-for-profit
community organization, either of which
would take ownership of community space(s)
and/or affordable housing units, and work to
maintain and enhance the social fabric of the
neighbourhood.
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This report concludes that the proposal is in
keeping with the planning framework established
in the Provincial Policy Statement (the “PPS”), the
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe
(the “Growth Plan”), the City of Toronto Official
Plan (the “Official Plan”) and the Downtown
Secondary Plan (the “Downtown Plan”) and has
regard for the applicable urban design guidelines.
From a land use planning perspective, the proposal
will contribute to the achievement of numerous
policy objectives that promote intensification and
a range of housing options (including upgrades to
existing rental stock) within built-up urban areas,
particularly in proximity to higher-order transit
and within an Urban Growth Centre and a Major
Transit Station Area. In this respect, the subject
site is located within a 3-minute walk from the
Sherbourne Subway Station and approximately
an 8- to 9-minute walk from the closest entrances
to the Bloor-Yonge Interchange Subway Station.
From a built form and urban design perspective,
the proposal represents an appropriate design
response to the existing and planned built form
context. The proposal’s height is in keeping
with existing and approved buildings in the
immediate and greater context, including several
50- to 55-storey buildings directly to the east
of the subject site. The proposed development
provides an appropriate transition in height to
the lower-scaled Neighbourhoods area to the
south, by placing the proposed towers toward
the northerly portion of the site and locating
the proposed public park directly opposite the
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existing residences on the south side of Linden
Street. Further, the proposed towers exceed the
minimum 20 metre separation from adjacent
lower scale neighbourhood areas recommended
in the Downtown Tall Building Guidelines.
The proposed development’s podium and its
interaction with the public realm has been
carefully designed to maximize integration
with the surrounding neighbourhood and
ensure that the existing residential character
of adjacent streets is retained and enhanced
through the conservation and restoration of
many existing buildings on the site, the provision
of a 3- to 4-storey podium with generous tower
setbacks from the podium levels, and extensive
landscaping elements to create green street
frontages and soften the development’s impact
on the public realm.
In our opinion, the height, setbacks and stepbacks
of the proposed buildings will fit harmoniously
within the existing and planned built form
context. The buildings have been sensitively
designed to respond to the existing conditions
of the subject site, while respecting nearby
lower-scale Neighbourhoods. In our opinion,
the proposed development conforms with the
Official Plan, including the policies addressing
land use, built form, massing and urban design,
and appropriately addresses the Tall Building
Design Guidelines.
For the foregoing reasons, it is our opinion that
the proposal represents good planning and urban
design and, accordingly, we recommend approval
of the Official Plan Amendment and Zoning Bylaw Amendment application.

2

Site &
Surroundings

2.1 The Site
The subject site consists of three parcels of
land located east of Huntley Street, bounded by
Selby Street to the north and Linden Street to the
south. It consists of an assembly of 22 existing
properties, municipally addressed as 47, 49, 51,
53, 55, 57, 59, 61, 63 and 65 Huntley Street, 1, 3,
5, 7, 9 and 11 Selby Street and 8, 12, 16, 18, 24 and
26 Linden Street. The subject site is divided into
two parts by an existing public lane, 3.05 metres
in width, which runs north-south behind the
residential dwellings fronting Huntley Street.
The easterly portion of the subject site has an
area of 2,601 square metres, while the westerly
portion has an area of 2,433 square metres.
Combined, the two blocks have a total area
of 5,034 square metres. The easterly portion
of the site is comprised of two parts. The two
properties at 24-26 Linden, which are separated
from the remainder of the site by the two existing
dwellings at 20 and 22 Linden Street which are
not a part of the assembly, total 279.1 square
metres, while the remaining easterly portion is
2,321.9 square metres.
The westerly block is rectangular in shape, while
the shape of the easterly block is somewhat
irregular. The westerly block has frontages of
approximately 59.16 metres (194 feet) along
Huntley Street, approximately 41.14 metres (135
feet) along Selby Street, and approximately 41.14
metres (135 feet) along Linden Street. The easterly
block has approximately 45.16 metres (148 feet)
of frontage along Selby Street and approximately
42.55 metres (140 feet) of frontage along Linden
Street, split into two separate frontages of
approximately 33.2 metres (109 feet) and 9.35
metres (31 feet).
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The site is generally flat and has no significant
natural features. There are several trees on the
subject site, located in the rear yards of the
buildings. In addition, there is a large number of
trees within the City-owned rights-of-way along
the various site frontages.
The subject site currently consists of a mix of
low-rise residential uses, varying from detached
dwellings to walk-up apartment buildings. One
building currently operates as a hostel. These
uses are spread across 22 existing properties and,
combined, have 25 rental units in seven different
buildings, 31 dwelling rooms in three buildings,
and 12 single-unit owner-occupied buildings. The
existing structures and their respective uses are
listed in Table 1 below:

65
63

3

5

1

59
57
55
53
51

8 12 16 18

49
47

THE SELBY
(TRICON)

7 9 11

61

SHERBOURNE STREET

HUNTLEY STREET

SELBY STREET

15 SELBY
HERITAGE

20 22

24 26

JAMES COOPER MANSION
(TRIDEL)

2

LINDEN STREET
Rental
Owner Occupied
Hostel
Rooming House

Figure 2 - Annotated Aerial of Subject Site – Identifying Features Described Below

Table 1 - Existing Uses

Address

Use

Description

11 Selby Street

Townhouse dwelling
with secondary suite

2-storey, townhouse with below-grade garage and
front driveway. Mix of material types including red
brick, plaster, and wood siding. A basement apartment
is also within the dwelling.

9 Selby Street

Townhouse dwelling

2-storey, single unit townhouse. Red brick on ground
floor with mansard second floor. Owner occupied.

7 Selby Street

Townhouse dwelling

2-storey, single unit townhouse. Red brick on ground
floor with mansard second floor. Owner occupied.

5 Selby Street

Hostel

Converted 3-storey detached dwelling. Yellow brick
with bay window on first and second floors. The
3rd storey features a mansard roof with a dormer
containing two Juliet balconies. Operating as a
commercial hostel.

3 Selby Street

Semi-detached
dwelling

3-storey, single unit semi-detached dwelling. Red
brick with front window bay and a mansard 3rd storey.
Contains a single rental unit.

1 Selby Street

Semi-detached
dwelling

3-storey, single unit semi-detached dwelling. Red
brick with front window bay and a mansard 3rd storey.
Owner occupied.
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Address

Use

Description

65 Huntley
Street/1A and 1B
Selby Street

Multiple Dwelling

Two structures on the lands. The main dwelling
structure fronting onto Huntley St. consists of a
2-unit, 2-storey yellow brick bay & gable semidetached dwelling converted to a multiple-dwelling,
with a white & blue plaster second storey addition in
the rear. The second structure is a 2-storey yellow
plaster coach house with a garage at grade and
storage above.

63 Huntley Street

Semi-detached
dwelling

2-storey yellow brick semi-detached dwelling. Single
storey garage structure in the rear of the property
along the public lane. Owner occupied.

61 Huntley Street

Detached Dwelling

2-storey yellow brick townhouse dwelling. 1-storey
garage in the rear of the property along the public
lane. Owner occupied.

59 Huntley Street

Semi-detached
Dwelling

2-storey red brick bay and gable semi-detached
dwelling. 1-storey garage in the rear of the property
along the public lane. Owner occupied.

57 Huntley Street

Semi-detached
Dwelling

2-storey red brick bay and gable semi-detached
dwelling. Owner occupied.

55 Huntley Street

Rooming House

13-room, 2-storey red brick bay and gable rooming
house, converted from a townhouse dwelling.

53 Huntley Street

Rooming House

6-room, 2-storey red brick bay and gable rooming
house converted from a townhouse dwelling. 1-storey
garage in the rear of the property along the public
lane.

51 Huntley Street

Townhouse Dwelling

2-storey red brick bay and gable townhouse dwelling.
Owner occupied.

49 Huntley Street

Townhouse Dwelling

2-storey red brick bay and gable townhouse dwelling.
Owner occupied.

47 Huntley Street/2
Multiple Dwelling
Linden Street

An 8-unit multiple dwelling structure which consists
of a converted 2-storey white-painted brick bay &
gable townhouse dwelling along Huntley Street, with
a 3-storey white-painted brick addition to the rear of
the original dwelling

8 Linden Street

Multiple Dwelling

3-storey yellow brick rooming house with 12 units. Bay
window & front balconies feature on the south façade.

12 Linden Street

Multiple Dwelling

4-unit, 3-storey white-painted brick bay and gable
multi-unit dwelling. Converted from a detached
dwelling.

16 Linden Street

Multiple Dwelling

7-unit, 2-storey red brick bay and gable semidetached multi-unit dwelling. Converted from a semidetached dwelling.

18 Linden Street

Semi-detached
dwelling

2-storey red brick bay and gable semi-detached
dwelling. Owner occupied.

24 Linden Street

Townhouse dwelling

2-storey blue-painted brick bay and gable townhouse
dwelling. Owner occupied.

26 Linden Street

Townhouse dwelling

2-storey blue-painted brick bay and gable
townhouse dwelling. Owner occupied.
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1 Selby Street

3 Selby Street

5 Selby Street, a Commercial Hostel

7 Selby Street
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9 Selby Street

11 Selby Street

2 Linden Street

47 Huntley Street
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12 Linden Street

16 Linden Street

24 and 26 Linden Street

18 Linden Street

Looking north in the lane
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Looking north along the lane from Linden Street

Surface parking and rear yard of 1 Selby Street

Looking south along the lane at the rear garage of 65
Huntley Street

Rear Yard of 8 Linden Street along the laneway, looking
south
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2.2 Area Context
The subject site is located southwest of the
intersection of Sherbourne Street and Bloor Street
East in the North St. James Town Neighbourhood
of Downtown Toronto. The greater North St.
James Town neighbourhood is bounded by Bloor
Street to the north, Parliament Street to the east,
Wellesley Street to the south and Jarvis Street
to the west. The neighbourhood is a diverse and
dense part of the City Toronto within the city’s
downtown core and with excellent transit access.
It consists of a wide mix of built form typologies,
ranging from high density mid-century tower-inthe-park developments in the southeastern part
of the neighbourhood to high density commercial
and mixed-use developments along Bloor Street,
to low-scale residential neighbourhood areas in
the southwestern portion of the neighbourhood.
As described above, the subject site consists of
westerly portion of the block bounded by Huntley
Street, Selby Street, Sherbourne Street and
Linden Street. The easterly portion of the block
has been redeveloped over the past decade with
two high-rise mixed-use developments at 28
Linden Street and 592 Sherbourne Street.
The subject site is generally surrounded to the
east, north and west by other mixed-use areas
which have been developed at significant heights
and densities. Building heights exceed 50 storeys
in all three directions, and uses range from hotels
to office, retail and high-rise apartments.
To the south of the subject site is a low-rise area
which includes a diverse variety of residential
and institutional uses. The area includes uses
such as the Elementary Teachers Federation of
Ontario (ETFO) headquarters, Monsignor Fraser
College and Casey House, a hospital focusing
on treatment of patients with HIV/AIDS. Further
south is a mix of apartment neighbourhoods and
low-rise neighbourhoods, with uses ranging from
2-storey semi-detached dwellings to 20-storey
apartment buildings.
On the east side of Sherbourne Street are two
approved 51- and 53-storey developments, at 591
Sherbourne Street and 611 Sherbourne Street,
respectively. Additionally, the Trinity Evangelical
Lutheran Church lies to the northeast, as well as a
6-storey office building which contains the main
entrance to the Sherbourne Subway station. To
the southeast lies the St. James Town apartment

complex, which consists of 19 high-rise apartment
buildings of up to 32 storeys. Primarily built in the
middle of the 20th century in a “tower-in-the-park”
form, these towers are currently in the process
of undergoing renewal with several active and
recently completed development applications to
improve the public realm and introduce additional
density through the addition of new residential
buildings and new community uses.
To the north of the subject site along Bloor Street
East is Greenwin Square, a large mixed-use
complex, including a 20-storey office building
and 27-storey apartment building atop a shared
retail podium. To the east of Greenwin Square is a
55-storey mixed use apartment and hotel building
currently under construction. Apartment buildings
of 17-18 storeys and a 7-storey office building line
the north side of Bloor Street East. Beyond lies the
Rosedale Valley and low-scale residential areas in
Rosedale further north.
To the west of the subject site is the Rogers
Headquarters office building, a sprawling
17-storey office complex running from Selby Street
to Isabella Street to the south. The complex fronts
onto Jarvis Street and the southern end of Mount
Pleasant Road, a high-capacity arterial road which
runs beneath Bloor Street in an underpass and
provides high capacity and high-speed vehicular
movement from the east end of Downtown Toronto
to neighbourhoods lying to the northeast.
Further east are a number of high-density
apartment buildings, three of which have been
constructed since 2010. These towers, at 42,
45 and 49 storeys, represent a continuation of
the high-density development surrounding the
subject site.
Beyond these buildings lies the Bloor-Yonge
neighbourhood, which features some of the
tallest buildings in the city and a wide variety of
commercial, employment and residential uses.
These uses and densities are focused around the
Bloor-Yonge Subway station, the busiest subway
station in the city and primary interchange station
between Line 1 and Line 2
A summary of nearby development applications
within a 500-metre radius of the subject site is
provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1- Nearby Development Applications
Address

Height

Density/Units

Use

Status

508 residential
units with 188
hotel suites.
Up to 30,800 sm
residential GFA
Up to 13,700 sm
non-residential
GFA

Council approved
(July 3, 2015).
Minor variance to
Condominium
increase height by
Apartment
3 storeys approved
building and
August 28, 2019.
Hotel with
NOAC for Site
commercial uses
Plan issued,
at grade.
construction
underway.
Rental
apartments,
retail at grade,
expansion of
adjacent park

Approved (ZBA,
approved March
28, 2019). Site Plan
under review

387-403 Bloor
Street East

55-storey building
(186 metres
including MPH)

591 Sherbourne
Street

51-storey building
(152.65 metres
including MPH)

532 units
34,200 sm
residential GFA
400 sm retail GFA
FSI 7.38

603-611
Sherbourne
Street

53-storey building
(162 metres
including MPH)

501 units
38,227 sm
residential GFA
963 sm nonresidential GFA
FSI 13.95

Residential
apartment, retail
at grade

Approved (OPA
& ZBA, approved
December 18,
2013). Site Plan
under review,
Under Construction

100 Howard
Street

37- and 45-storey
buildings (116
metres and 138
metres including
MPH)

838 units,
1,738 sm nonresidential GFA
FSI 13.95

Residential
apartment, retail
at grade

Approved (OPA &
ZBA, approved May
2015). Site Plan
approved, under
construction

59-storey building
(201.9 metres
including MPH)

651 units, 46,282
sm residential
GFA, 10,101 sm
office GFA, 559 sm
retail GFA.

Rental apartment
building with
office uses in the Appealed to OLT
podium levels
(ZBA)
and retail at
grade

625 Church
Street
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2.3 Immediate Surroundings
Directly north of the subject site is Greenwin
Square (345 Bloor Street East), a large mixed-use
complex featuring a No Frills grocery store and
other retail at grade, with a 20-storey office tower
and a 27-storey rental apartment tower along
Huntley Street. Greenwin Square was completed
in 1977 and acts as a significant commercial
centre for the neighbourhood. The single-storey
podium has a zero setback from the street rightof-way along Selby Street, although it is buffered
from the sidewalk by a landscaped area featuring
several mature trees. The south face of the
complex features a mix of poured concrete and
grey brick façade treatments, with an entrance
to the interior commercial mall of the complex
located approximately mid-way along the Selby
Street frontage. Additionally, the primary loading
dock for the complex is located off Selby Street on
the eastern portion of the Selby Street frontage.

To the east of Greenwin Square is a condominium
and hotel development at 387-403 Bloor Street
East, marketed as “The Rosedale on Bloor”, which
is currently under construction. The building
features a 10-storey podium level extending south
to Selby Street with a 55-storey tower along Bloor
Street East. The building has a 17-metre setback
from Selby Street with a Privately-Owned Publicly
Accessible Open Space (“POPS”) between the
building and the street. The podium levels, clad
in silver metal and dark glass, will be home to the
hotel portion of the development. The building’s
vehicular and loading access is provided off Selby
Street.

The rental apartment tower within the Greenwin
Square complex features a generous setback from
Huntley Street, including a small privately-owned
green space on the corner of Huntley and Selby
Streets. North of the green space is the building’s
parking ramp from Huntley Street and an exterior
loading area shielded from the public realm by
fencing.
To the west of Greenwin Square, across Huntley
Street, is Mount Pleasant Road. Mount Pleasant
Road passes under Bloor Street East in a gradeseparated underpass, before rising to street level
to meet Jarvis Street to the west of the subject
site. The 4-lane road is a significant vehicular
thoroughfare for neighbourhoods to the north of
Downtown Toronto. Due to the underpass, there
is a large retaining wall between Mount Pleasant
Road and Huntley Street. A pedestrian staircase
provides access down to the street from Huntley
Street, north of Selby Street.

Under-construction 55 storey development and future
POPS space on the north side of Selby Street.
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Existing loading area for Greenwin Square on the north
side of Selby Street

Looking northwest at the existing staircase down to
Mount Pleasant Road at the terminus of Selby Street.

Selby Street frontage of Greenwin Square

Looking south at the retaining wall that separates
Huntley street from Mount Pleasant Road.

Looking southeast at the existing green space at the
north-east corner of Selby and Huntley Streets.

Looking southwest at high density commercial and
mixed used development at Bloor and Sherbourne
Streets.
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Looking east along Bloor Street, showing high density
commercial and mixed use development, including
Greenwin Square.

Rosedale Valley runs to the north of Bloor Street,
looking west.

Directly to the east of the subject site are two
recently-completed mixed use developments.
The first of the two, located at 28 Linden Street,
consists of a 32-storey condominium apartment
building which was completed in 2011 following
a zoning by-law amendment application which
was approved by City Council in May of 2007
(James Cooper Mansion). The building contains
274 residential units and 23,275 square metres of
gross floor area and features the retention and
restoration of the heritage-designated James
Cooper House along Sherbourne Street, which
is used as the building’s amenity space. The
28 Linden Street tower is set back 22 metres
from the subject site, with a 3-storey podium
and an access driveway occupying the space.
Townhouses line Linden Street at grade, with the
primary building entrance closer to Sherbourne
Street.

The second development is a recently-completed
mixed-use building at 592 Sherbourne Street. The
building consists of a 50-storey rental apartment
building inclusive of a 3-storey podium, with
commercial uses at grade within the restored
Gooderham Mansion along Sherbourne Street.
The building contains 557 units and 38,125 square
metres of gross floor area. The building required
an Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-Law
Amendment, which were approved by City Council
on July 18, 2014, with minor modifications to add
an additional floor to the building subsequently
approved on February 11, 2015. In addition to
the new apartment building, the development
proponent conveyed the existing residential
building at 15 Selby Street to the City for the
provision of 5 affordable housing units as a part
of the development’s Section 37 contribution.
The building was completed in 2019.
592 Sherbourne Street features a restaurant
space in the restored Gooderham Mansion along
Sherbourne Street, with the primary building
entrance and driveway behind, along Selby
Street. Townhouses line Selby Street moving
east towards the subject site. When combined
with the adjacent 15 Selby Street, the building
has a 20-metre tower setback from the subject
site, with a 3-storey podium between 15 Selby
and the tower. Soft landscaping lines the Selby
Street frontage, including a row of trees, with a
hard landscaped parking area in front of the 15
Selby affordable rental housing component.
Directly in front of the Gooderham Mansion is
a signalized intersection on Sherbourne Street
with Howard Street, which runs east towards
Parliament Street. At the southeast corner of
this intersection Is a site subject to an approved
rezoning application for a 51-storey rental
apartment building at 591 Sherbourne Street,
which is proposed to include an expansion of
the adjacent St. James Town West Park and
commercial space at grade along Sherbourne
Street. The north side of Howard Street is also
subject to an approved rezoning application for
a 53-storey residential condominium building
at 603-611 Sherbourne Street, which recently
started construction. The building will include
several restored heritage properties with
commercial uses and a publicly accessible open
space along Sherbourne Street, with several
additional commercial units along Howard Street.
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Looking southeast along Selby Street showing the Selby
frontage of the development at 592 Sherbourne Street.

Looking south at residential multiple-dwelling at 15 Selby
Street conveyed to the city for affordable housing as a part
of the adjacent development.

Driveway access to 28 Linden Street along the subject
site’s east lot line, looking northwest.

Looking northeast at 28 Linden Street’s frontage along
Linden Street.

The restored James Cooper Mansion along Sherbourne
Street, looking southwest

The restored Gooderham Mansion along Sherbourne
Street, now occupied by a restaurant. Looking west.

Existing commercial and residential block at
Sherbourne and Howard Streets, soon to be
redeveloped. Looking southeast.

Existing dwellings at the northeast corner of Howard
and Sherbourne Streets in the process of being
integrated into a new mixed-use development.

Office building on the southeast corner of Bloor and
Sherbourne Streets, with integrated T TC subway
entrance.

T TC subway entrance on the east side of Sherbourne
Street, 130 metres northeast of the subject site.
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Directly to the south is the Monsignor Fraser
College Isabella Campus, a Catholic alternative
and adult high school run by the Toronto Catholic
District School Board. The campus consists of a
2-storey building with a generous setback along
Linden Street, as well as a 2-storey building along
Isabella Street to the south. The remainder of
the campus is occupied by a playground along
Linden Street and surface parking between the
two buildings.
Also south of the subject site along the south
side of Linden Street are six red brick, 2- to
3-storey semi-detached dwellings. As well, 2to 3-storey yellow brick buildings line the east
side of Huntley Street to the south of Selby
Street. South of these buildings, at the corner of
Huntley Street and Isabella Street, is a recentlycompleted 4-storey office building which houses
the headquarters of the Elementary Teachers
Federation of Ontario. The building features a mix
of red metal panel and curtain wall glazing and
is generously landscaped along street frontages
to create a lush tree canopy and to buffer the
building from the street.

Looking south along Huntley Street from Linden Street.

Looking southeast at the ETFO headquarters from
Huntley Street.

Looking southwest at existing residential buildings
along Huntley Street, south of the Rogers building.
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The Case House hospital at the southwest corner of
Isabella Street and Huntley Street.

Directly to the west of the subject site is the
Rogers Building, a sprawling 17-storey office
building that runs from Isabella Street to the south,
north to Selby Street (1 Mount Pleasant Road).
The building is clad in red brick, red stone and
glass, designed in a post-modernist architectural
style typical for the period of its completion in
1992. It features a series of stepbacks, with the
17-storey height being reached at the corner of
Jarvis Street and Mount Pleasant Road, stepping
downwards to the south and east.

Existing residential buildings along the south side of
Linden Street.

Monsignor Fraser College on the south side of Linden
street

Playground and school yard for Monsignor Fraser
College along Linden Street, looking east

The Huntley Street frontage features a series
of 3-storey townhouse units set back from the
street with mature trees and landscaping lining
Huntley Street. A 9-metre stepback is then
employed above to the primary office tower,
which rises to a total height of 12 storeys along
Huntley Street. Further south is a 14-storey
component of the building, which is stepped back
from the townhouses below by 18 metres. The
Rogers Building fronts onto Huntley Street from
approximately Selby Street to Linden Street. The
townhouses line the northern portion of this
frontage, with a mid-block connection through
the building and several loading and parking
ramp accesses provided closer to Linden Street.
South of the Rogers Building along Huntley
Street is a 3-storey walk-up apartment building,
two 3-storey blue-painted brick semi-detached
dwellings, a 3-storey stucco dwelling with large
front porch and second storey deck overlooking
Huntley Street, and a 3-storey semi-detached
yellow brick building. All buildings are set back
from Huntley Street and feature several mature
trees and driveway accesses off Huntley Street. A
3-storey red brick residential building is located
on the corner of Huntley Street and Isabella
Street, with a large mature tree on the corner. All
buildings on this block, with the exception of the
walk-up apartment at 44 Huntley Street, are also
owned by Rogers.
Five 3-storey yellow brick contemporary
detached homes, dating from approximately
the 1980s, line Isabella Street to the west before
reaching the Rogers Building at the intersection
of Isabella Street and Jarvis Street. Behind
these contemporary homes is a public laneway,
which is accessed off Huntley Street. It is our
understanding that Rogers currently owns the
majority of the properties on this block.
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Casey House, a hospital specializing in care for
those with HIV/AIDS, is located on the south side
of Isabella Street, east of Huntley Street. This
3-storey building features a restored heritage
mansion along Jarvis Street and a contemporary
addition behind.

Parking and loading facilities for the Rogers building
accessed off Huntley Street

Looking northwest from Jarvis Street at the large
apartment buildings on the west side of Jarvis Street.

Mid-block connection from Huntley Street and Linden
Street through the Rogers Building to Jarvis Street,
looking east.

The Rogers building frontage on Jarvis Street, looking
north.

The main portion of the Rogers building is set back
from Huntley Street
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2.4 Transportation Context
The subject site is exceptionally well served
by rapid and surface public transit. The site is
within approximately 145 metres radius distance
(210 metres walking distance), or a 3-minute
walk, southwest of the primary entrance to the
Sherbourne Subway Station on Line 2, located
at Bloor Street and Sherbourne Street. The site
is also within approximately 560 metres distance
(650 metres walking distance), or an 8- to
9-minute walk, from the Bloor-Yonge Interchange
Subway Station, which offers access to both Line
1 and Line 2 of the TTC subway system.

The Bloor-Yonge Subway station is currently in
the early stages of a major capacity enhancement
project which will involve the construction of new
platforms, station entrances, new escalators,
elevators and stairs, as well as various ventilation
and utility upgrades to the station, to ensure it
has adequate capacity to service growing transit
ridership levels on both Lines 1 and 2. The $1.5
billion capital project is expected to be completed
in 2029.
Numerous surface transit routes are also located
within walking distance of the subject site. These
are illustrated on Figure 3 – TTC Map.

SUBJECT
SITE

Figure 3 - T TC Map
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• 75 Sherbourne bus: Operates along
Sherbourne Street between the Rosedale
neighbourhood to the north of Bloor Street,
south to George Brown College’s waterfront
campus at Queen’s Quay. The 75 bus route
operates at 7.5-minute frequencies during
peak hours, 8.5 minute frequencies mid-day,
and 15-minute frequencies in the evenings.
Weekend service sees reduced frequencies
varying between 30-minute frequencies in
the evenings to 10-minute frequencies midday on Saturdays.
• 94 Wellesley bus: Operates along Parliament,
Wellesley and Harbord Streets and Ossington
Avenue in an east-west direction from
Parliament subway station in the east to
Ossington subway station in the west. The
route is a part of the 10-minute bus network,
running at a minimum frequency of 10 minutes
all day long, 7 days a week.
• 65 Parliament bus: Operates from Castle Frank
subway station south along Parliament Street
to Front Street. The 65 bus route operates at
12.5-minute frequencies during weekdays,
and 17.5-minute frequencies in the evenings.
Weekend service sees reduced frequencies,
generally running on 15-minute frequencies
throughout the day.
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In addition, the 300 Bloor Blue Night bus operates
during the overnight period, seven days a week,
between Pearson International Airport, south
to Bloor Street West across the city to Kennedy
Subway Station, following Bloor Street East
a block to the north of the subject site. The 65
Parliament bus also operates as the 365 Blue
Night bus in the overnight period.
The subject site is well connected to the
surrounding road network. Bloor Street West
is a Major Arterial, Sherbourne Street to the
east is a Minor Arterial, and Huntley Street and
Linden Street are collector streets. The site
also has convenient vehicular access to the
Don Valley Parkway via the on-ramp across
the Prince Edward Viaduct and the BayviewBloor Interchange to the northeast. Mount
Pleasant Road also provides easy access to
neighbourhoods to the north and Midtown
Toronto.
In terms of cycling infrastructure, Bloor Street,
Wellesley Street and Sherbourne Street
have designated cycle tracks adjacent to the
subject site, to the north, south and east. The
Sherbourne Cycle Tracks connect from the
Rosedale neighbourhood to the north to the
Martin Goodman Trail along the waterfront south.
The Bloor Street cycle tracks connect across the
Prince Edward Viaduct to Danforth Avenue and
Scarborough to the east, and across Toronto
to High Park to the west. A multi-use path also
exists along Rosedale Valley Road to the north,
providing access via Church Street and Park
Road to the Don Valley trail network to the
east. The Wellesley Street cycle track connects
from Parliament Street to the east through to
Ossington Avenue to the west.

3

Proposal

3.1 Description of Proposal
OVERVIEW
The redevelopment of the subject site presents
an opportunity to restore and adaptively reuse the existing buildings on the site to create
a unique mixed-use development with a finegrained, engaging public realm, close to transit,
urban amenities and services. The design of
the proposed development has involved careful
consideration of an appropriate conservation
of existing structures, community facilities and
parkland, structured on a clear and coherent site
design and public realm that retains the existing
residential character of the surrounding streets.
• A total of 77,266 square metres (831,684
square feet) of gross floor area (GFA) is
proposed, comprised of approximately:
• 76,253 square metres (820,780 square feet) of
residential uses;
• 110 square metres (1,184 square feet) of retail/
commercial uses;
• 428 square metres (4,607 square feet) of
community space; and
• 476 square metres (5,124 square feet) for a
proposed daycare.
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A total of 1,297 residential units will be provided
within two residential towers, one on each side of
the public laneway.

SITE ORGANIZATION
The proposed redevelopment of the subject
site as includes the retention and the required
widening of the existing public laneway, the
introduction of a new 460.3 square metre public
park at the northeast corner of Linden Street and
Huntley Street, and two development blocks on
either side of the laneway, each with a residential
tower on a 3- to 4-storey base building. The
proposed lane widening, 2.95 metres in width,
would be taken entirely from the west side of
the lane. The proposed development on the two
blocks is shown on Figure 4 – Site Plan.
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Buildings
The proposed development will be comprised of 3
new buildings, as shown on Figure 4 – Site Plan.
The westerly development block is proposed
to be developed with Building A. The easterly
development block is irregular in shape, wrapping
around two properties on Linden Street that are
not a part of the subject site. This irregular shape
creates two areas of development on the block,
a smaller area along Linden Street, proposed to
be occupied by Building C, and a larger, L-shaped
area, proposed to be occupied by Building B.
Building A is proposed 59-storey residential
tower including a 3-storey base building,
integrating several of the existing buildings on the
site. On the corner of Selby and Huntley Streets,
the front portions of the existing buildings at 6365 Huntley Street are proposed to be retained,
and proceeding south, the front portions of the
buildings at 51 through 59 Huntley Street.
Building A is proposed to have a Gross Floor Area
of 41,654 square metres, with 690 residential
units. A new 460.3 square metre public park is
proposed on the southern portion of the block
at the corner of Huntley Street and Linden
Street. A 265 square metre community space is
proposed to front onto the public park, as well as
a 110 square metre retail space inclusive of the
retained portion of 51 Huntley Street, which will
be shifted to the north to accommodate the park.
Five residential townhouse units are proposed
along Huntley Street in the retained portions
of the existing buildings along the street, along
with the new residential lobby entrance. The
Selby Street frontage features two additional
townhouse units. An exterior Type G loading
space is proposed along the public laneway, with
an internal Type C space also accessed off the
lane.
The tower portion of Building A is proposed to
have a floor plate of 785 square metres (Gross
Construction Area) and is rectangular in shape.
It will feature a minimum 5 metre stepback from
the retained buildings along both Huntley and
Selby Streets, with the second and third levels
inset an additional 2.5 metres, creating an even
greater 7.5 metre stepback from the facades
for the lower levels along Huntley Street. The
tower is proposed to have generous setbacks of
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5 metres from Selby Street and 7 metres from
Huntley Street, as well as a greater setback of 19
metres from Linden Street, in order to transition
to adjacent lower scale building forms to the
south and ensure that the tower is adequately set
back from the public realm.
Building B is proposed to be a 48-storey
residential tower including a 3- to 4-storey base
building with 34,625 square metres of Gross
Floor Area and 607 residential units. The ground
floor will consist of 3 residential townhouse units
within retained portions of existing buildings
along Selby Street, and 2 residential townhouse
units with retained portions of existing buildings
along Linden Street, as well as the main building
lobby opposite the entrance to Greenwin Square.
A dedicated bike parking entry area is proposed
along the eastern lot line, including direct stairs
down to the P1 level where a large bike parking
room is proposed.
The Linden Street building frontage proposes two
residential townhouse units within the retained
portions of 16 and 18 Linden Street, as well as a
new 163 square metre community space partially
within the retained portion of 8 Linden Street.
This proposed community space wraps along the
frontage with the widened public laneway, which is
proposed to be widened entirely onto the eastern
development block. The wrapped portion will give
the community space direct frontage facing the
adjacent public park proposed on the westerly
development block. The laneway frontage is
primarily utilized for back-of-house purposes,
including vehicular access to the proposed Type
C and Type G loading spaces and parking ramp to
the underground parking, located in the centre of
the proposed building.
The proposed 48-storey tower has a 785 square
metre floor plate, in an “L” shape around the
adjacent properties at 20-22 Linden Street,
which are not part of the subject site. The tower
features generous setbacks of 7.5 metres from
Selby Street and 8.5 metres from Linden Street.
Tower separation distances are proposed to
be 25 metres from the Building A tower, as
well as 26 metres from the adjacent tower at
592 Sherbourne Street. A 5.5 metre setback is
proposed above the third storey from the lot lines
facing 20-22 Linden Street, as well as a 5.5 metre
setback above the second floor along the east lot
line bordering 15 Selby Street.

Building C is proposed to be a 3-storey daycare
building fronting on Linden Street. The building
would consist of a small, 159 square metre floor
plate with a total Gross Floor Area of 476 square
metres. The building features zero setbacks from
the west, east, and south lot lines, with a 5.5 metre
setback from the north lot line to accommodate
an outdoor play area.

Parks And Landscaping
A new 460.3 square metre public park will be
located on the north side of Linden Street,
between Huntley Street and the public lane. The
proposed park will be “L” shaped, allowing for
frontage onto Huntley Street and a high-profile
corner location. The park is proposed to be a part
of a high quality landscape plan and public realm
surrounding the proposed development, as seen
in Figure 5 – Landscape Plan.
The proposed landscape plan includes numerous
open planter beds along all three street frontages
to create a lush street frontage, replicating
existing conditions further south on Huntley
Street adjacent to the ETFO office building.
Similarly, a total of 10 existing street trees along
the three street frontages are proposed to be
retained, with 19 additional trees being planted
as a part of the development. These trees will
maintain and enhance the existing mature tree
canopy on the three street frontages.
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Parking, Bicycle Parking, and
Loading
Parking and bicycle parking will generally be
provided in four below-grade levels. A total of 192
parking spaces are proposed within the belowgrade parking garage, including 4 car share
parking spaces, 38 commercial, community
space and visitor parking spaces, and 150
residential parking spaces. A single vehicular
access is proposed in Building B from the public
lane. A below-grade connection underneath
the public lane will allow vehicles to access the
parking garage below Building A to the east on
the P1 level.
A total of 1,558 bicycle parking spaces are
proposed, located on the ground floor, second
floor and P1 levels of the building, in addition to
an 11-space bike share station at grade. Of the
1,558 spaces, 156 are proposed to be short-term
spaces and 1,402 are proposed to be long-term.
The proposed bicycle parking supply exceeds
the requirements of the zoning by-law and
meets the minimums for Tier 2 of the Toronto
Green Standards. A dedicated bicycle entrance is
proposed at the northeast corner of Building B,
which will provide direct access to bicycle parking
spaces at grade as well as a dedicated staircase
and bicycle ramp to access the bicycle parking
on the P1 level. Cyclists accessing Building A will
be able to travel via the underground connection
below the public lane to access the elevator core
for Building A.

Community Equity
The proposal also includes the establishment
of a Community Land Trust (CLT), or partnership
with an existing not-for-profit community
organization. The objective is to create a
dynamic, responsive, and valuable communityowned asset that fosters opportunity and
equity for the neighbourhood. In this regard, the
intention is to offer well-located, high-quality
program area for the future Community Land
Trust or community organization, bringing all the
required expertise and resources to the table,
potentially accompanied by some initial seed
funding provided by the Applicant.
While many CLT’s and not-for-profits work
tirelessly for years to secure the donation of the
land and funds that are needed to achieve their
goals, the Huntley-Selby CLT (as a pilot project)
could own a significant property asset from “day
one” as a deliberate outcome of the redevelopment
process. In addition to the property, the HuntleySelby development team will bring professional
resources to the table to facilitate a communityled process that establishes governance,
an organizational charter, and the inaugural
partnerships and programming that will bring the
community spaces to life

Four loading spaces are proposed, one Type C
loading space and one Type G loading space for
both Buildings A and B, respectively. The Type G
space for Building A is proposed to be located
outside, parallel to the public lane, with the Type
C space located inside the building. Both loading
spaces for Building B are proposed to be located
within the building, sharing an access off the
public lane with the proposed parking garage
ramp.
No dedicated pick-up or drop-off facilities
are proposed for the development, with these
activities anticipated to be accommodated along
the existing street curbs.
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3.2 Key Statistics
Site Area

5,034 square metres

Total Gross Floor Area:
Residential
Retail
Community Space
Daycare

77,266 square metres
76,253 square metres
110 square metres
428 square metres
476 square metres

FSI (based on gross site area)

15.35

Total Units

1,297 units
275 bachelor (21.2%)
178 one-bedroom (13.7%)
425 one-bedroom plus den (32.8%)
279 two-bedroom (21.5%)
140 three-bedroom (10.8%)

Indoor Amenity Space
Outdoor Amenity Space

2,594 square metres
890 square metres

Vehicular Parking Spaces

192 spaces
150 spaces for residents (including 5 accessible spaces)
4 Car Share spaces
38 spaces for commercial/visitor spaces (including 3 accessible
spaces)

Bicycle Parking Spaces

1,558 spaces
1,402 long-term spaces and 156 short-term spaces, and 11 bikeshare spaces

Loading Spaces

2 Type “G” loading space, as well as 2 Type “C” spaces

3.3 Required Approvals
The proposal requires an amendment to the
Official Plan to redesignate the subject site
from Neighbourhoods to Mixed Use Areas and
Parks in order to permit the proposed mixeduse development and on-site public park. A
corresponding amendment to the Downtown
Secondary Plan is also proposed to designate the
subject site Mixed Use Areas 2 – Intermediate,
in keeping with the designation applied to
lands to the west, north and east. In order to
plan comprehensively for the entire block,
the proposed redesignation also includes the
property at 20-22 Linden Street.
The draft Official Plan Amendment also includes
a site and area specific policy to allow for
flexibility in the approach to rental replacement,
specifically in order to allow a small number of
existing over-sized units on the subject site to
be replaced with more appropriate unit sizes and
shifting that excess gross floor area to otherwise
undersized replacement units.
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The proposal also requires an amendment to
the new City-wide Zoning By-law 569-2013, as
amended. The Zoning By-law Amendment, which
would apply only to the subject site, is required
in order to increase the permitted height and
density, to permit additional non-residential uses
and to revise other development regulations as
necessary to accommodate the proposal.
A plan of subdivision application is also being filed
as a part of this application in order to facilitate
the creation of 6 new blocks to facilitate the
proposed development, including two residential
development blocks, a parkland block, a lane
widening block, a street widening block, and a
commercial daycare block.
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4

Policy &
Regulatory
Context

4.1 Overview
As set out below, the proposed development is
supportive of numerous policy directions set out
in the Provincial Policy Statement, the Growth
Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, the
Regional Transportation Plan, the City of Toronto
Official Plan and the Downtown Secondary Plan,
all of which promote the efficient use of land
and infrastructure within built-up areas, and
specifically in proximity to higher order public
transit.

4.2 The Planning Act
Section 51(24) of the Planning Act R.S.O. 1990,
specifies that, in considering draft plans of
subdivision, regard shall be had, among other
matters, to the health, safety, convenience,
accessibility for persons with disabilities and
welfare to the present and future inhabitants of
the municipality and to:
a. the effect of development of the proposed
subdivision on matters of provincial
interest as referred to in section 2;
b. whether the proposed subdivision is
premature or in the public interest;
c. whether the plan conforms to the official
plan and adjacent plans of subdivision, if
any;
d. the suitability of the land for the purposes
for which it is to be subdivided;
d.1. if any affordable housing units are
being proposed, the suitability of the
proposed units for affordable housing;
e. the number, width, location and proposed
grades and elevations of highways, and the
adequacy of them, and the highways linking
the highways in the proposed subdivision
with the established highway system in the
vicinity and the adequacy of them;
f. the dimensions and shapes of the
proposed lots;
g. the restrictions or proposed restrictions,
if any, on the land proposed to be subdivided
or the buildings and structures proposed to
be erected on it and the restrictions, if any,
on adjoining land;
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h. conservation of natural resources and
flood control;
i. the adequacy of utilities and municipal
services;
j. the adequacy of school sites;
k. the area of land, if any, within the
proposed subdivision that, exclusive of
highways, is to be conveyed or dedicated
for public purposes;
l. the extent to which the plan’s design
optimizes the available supply, means of
supplying, efficient use and conservation
of energy; and
m. the interrelationship between the
design of the proposed plan of subdivision
and site plan control matters relating to
any development on the land, if the land
is also located within a site plan control
area designated under subsection 41 (2) of
this Act or subsection 114 (2) of the City of
Toronto Act, 2006

4.3 Provincial Policy
Statement (2020)
On February 28, 2020, the Ministry of Municipal
Affairs and Housing released the Provincial Policy
Statement, 2020, which came into effect on May
1, 2020 (the “2020 PPS”).
The PPS provides policy direction on matters of
Provincial interest related to land use planning
and development. In accordance with Section
3(5) of the Planning Act, all decisions that affect
a planning matter are required to be consistent
with the PPS. In this regard, Policy 4.2 provides
that the PPS “shall be read in its entirety and
all relevant policies are to be applied to each
situation”.
As compared with the 2014 PPS, the 2020 PPS
includes an increased emphasis on transitsupportive development, encouraging an
increase in the mix and supply of housing,
protecting the environment and public safety,
reducing barriers and costs for development and
providing greater certainty, and supporting the
economy and job creation.

Part IV of the PPS sets out the Province’s vision
for Ontario, and promotes the wise management
of land use change and efficient development
patterns:
“Efficient development patterns optimize
the use of land, resources and public
investment in infrastructure and public
service facilities. These land use patterns
promote a mix of housing, including
affordable
housing,
employment,
recreation, parks and open spaces, and
transportation choices that increase the
use of active transportation and transit
before other modes of travel. They support
the financial well-being of the Province
and municipalities over the long term,
and minimize the undesirable effects of
development, including impacts on air,
water and other resources. They also
permit better adaptation and response to
the impacts of a changing climate, which
will vary from region to region.”
One of the key policy directions expressed
in the PPS is to build strong communities by
promoting efficient development and land use
patterns. To that end, Part V of the PPS contains
a number of policies that promote intensification,
redevelopment and compact built form,
particularly in areas well served by public transit.
In particular, Policy 1.1.1 provides that healthy,
liveable and safe communities are to be sustained
by promoting efficient development and land
use patterns; accommodating an appropriate
affordable and market-based range and mix of
residential types, employment, institutional,
recreation, park and open space, and other
uses to meet long-term needs; and promoting
the integration of land use planning, growth
management, transit-supportive development,
intensification and infrastructure planning to
achieve cost-effective development patterns,
optimization of transit investments and
standards to minimize land consumption and
servicing costs.
Policy 1.1.3.2 supports densities and a mix of
land uses which efficiently use land, resources,
infrastructure and public service facilities and
which are transit-supportive, where transit is
planned, exists or may be developed. Policy

1.1.3.3 directs planning authorities to identify
appropriate locations and promote opportunities
for
transit-supportive
development,
accommodating a significant supply and range
of housing options through intensification and
redevelopment, where this can be accommodated
taking into account existing building stock or
areas and the availability of suitable existing
or planned infrastructure and public service
facilities.
In addition, Policy 1.1.3.4 promotes appropriate
development
standards,
which
facilitate
intensification, redevelopment and compact
form, while avoiding or mitigating risks to public
health and safety.
Policy 1.3.1 states that planning authorities
shall promote economic development and
competitiveness by, among other approaches,
providing for an appropriate mix and range
of employment, institutional and broader
mixed uses to meet long-term needs. It also
encourages compact, mixed-use development
that incorporates compatible employment uses
to support liveable and resilient communities.
With respect to housing, Policy 1.4.3 requires
provision to be made for an appropriate range
and mix of housing options and densities to meet
projected market-based and affordable housing
needs of current and future residents by, among
other matters, permitting and facilitating all types
of residential intensification and redevelopment,
promoting densities for new housing which
efficiently use land, resources, infrastructure
and public service facilities and support the use
of active transportation and transit, and requiring
transit-supportive development and prioritizing
intensification in proximity to transit, including
corridors and stations.
The efficient use of infrastructure (particularly
transit) is a key element of provincial policy
(Section 1.6). Section 1.6.3 states that the
use of existing infrastructure and public
service facilities should be optimized, before
consideration is given to developing new
infrastructure and public service facilities. With
respect to transportation systems, Policy 1.6.7.4
promotes a land use pattern, density and mix
of uses that minimize the length and number of
vehicle trips and support current and future use
of transit and active transportation.
Policy & Regulatory Context
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Policy 1.7.1 of the PPS states that long-term
prosperity should be supported through a
number of initiatives including: encouraging
residential uses to respond to dynamic marketbased needs and provide necessary housing
supply and a range of housing options for a
diverse workforce; optimizing the use of land,
resources, infrastructure and public service
facilities; maintaining and enhancing the vitality
and viability of downtowns and mainstreets;
encouraging a sense of place by promoting welldesigned built form and cultural planning, and by
conserving features that help define character,
including built heritage resources.
With respect to energy conservation, air quality
and climate change, Policy 1.8.1 directs planning
authorities to support energy conservation
and efficiency, improved air quality, reduced
greenhouse gas emissions and preparing for
the impacts of a changing climate through
land use and development patterns which:
promote compact form and a structure of
nodes and corridors; promote the use of active
transportation and transit in and between
residential, employment and other areas; and
encourage transit-supportive development and
intensification to improve the mix of employment
and housing uses to shorten commute journeys
and decrease transportation congestion.
With respect to cultural heritage, Policy 2.6.1
states that significant built heritage resources
and significant cultural heritage resources
shall be conserved. In this regard, Policy 2.6.3
states that planning authorities shall not permit
development on adjacent lands to protected
heritage property except where the proposed
development has been evaluated and it has been
demonstrated that the heritage attributes of the
protected heritage property will be conserved.
In this regard, the subject site is adjacent to
designated heritage properties at 15 Selby Street
and 582 Sherbourne Street (28 Linden Street).
As well, the Heritage Impact Assessment by
ERA Architects concluded that a number of the
properties that comprise the subject site have
cultural heritage value (see Section 5.8 of this
report).
While Policy 4.6 provides that the official plan is
“the most important vehicle for implementation
of this Provincial Policy Statement”, it goes on
to say that “the policies of this Provincial Policy
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Statement continue to apply after adoption and
approval of an official plan”. Accordingly, the
above-noted PPS policies continue to be relevant
and determinative.
For the reasons set out in Section 5 of this report,
it is our opinion that the proposed development
and, specifically, the requested Official Plan
and Zoning By-law Amendments are consistent
with the PPS, in particular, the policies relating
to residential intensification, the efficient
use of land and infrastructure, and heritage
conservation.

4.4 Growth Plan for
the Greater Golden
Horseshoe (2019)
On May 16, 2019, A Place to Grow: Growth Plan
for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (the “2019
Growth Plan”) came into full force and effect,
replacing the 2017 Growth Plan for the Greater
Golden Horseshoe (GGH). Under Section 7 of
the Places to Grow Act, all decisions affecting a
planning matter must conform with 2019 Growth
Plan. Subsequently, on August 28, 2020, the
2019 Growth Plan was amended by Growth Plan
Amendment No. 1.
Section 1.2.3 provides that the Growth Plan is to
be read in its entirety and the relevant policies
are to be applied to each situation.
The Guiding Principles, which are important for
the successful realization of the Growth Plan, are
set out in Section 1.2.1. Key principles relevant to
the proposal include:
• supporting the achievement of complete
communities1 that are designed to support
healthy and active living and meet people’s
needs for daily living throughout an entire
lifetime;
• prioritizing
intensification
and
higher
densities in strategic growth areas to make
efficient of land and infrastructure and
support transit viability; and
• supporting a range and mix of housing
options, including additional residential units
and affordable housing, to serve all sizes,
incomes, and ages of households.
1 Complete Communities
Places such as mixed-use neighbourhoods or other areas within cities,
towns, and settlement areas that offer and support opportunities for
people of all ages and abilities to conveniently access most of the
necessities for daily living, including an appropriate mix of jobs, local
stores, and services, a full range of housing, transportation options and
public service facilities. Complete communities are age-friendly and
may take different shapes and forms appropriate to their contexts.

The Growth Plan policies emphasize the
importance of integrating land use and
infrastructure planning and the need to optimize
the use of the land supply and infrastructure. It
includes objectives to support the development
of a complete community and promotes transitsupportive development. Section 2.1 states that:
“To support the achievement of complete
communities that are healthier, safer, and
more equitable, choices about where and
how growth occurs in the GGH need to
be made carefully. Better use of land and
infrastructure can be made by directing
growth to settlement areas and prioritizing
intensiﬁcation, with a focus on strategic
growth areas, including urban growth
centres and major transit station areas,
as well as brownﬁeld sites and greyﬁelds.
Concentrating new development in these
areas provides a focus for investments
in transit as well as other types of
infrastructure and public service facilities
to support forecasted growth, while also
supporting a more diverse range and mix of
housing options [...]”
Section 2.1 of the Growth Plan goes on to further
emphasize the importance of optimizing land use
in urban areas:
“This Plan’s emphasis on optimizing the
use of the existing urban land supply
represents an intensification first approach
to development and city-building, one
which focuses on making better use of
our existing infrastructure and public
service facilities, and less on continuously
expanding the urban area.”
The subject site is located within a “strategic
growth area” as defined by the Growth Plan (i.e.
a focus for accommodating intensification and
higher-density mixed uses in a more compact built
form). The Growth Plan defines “strategic growth
areas” as those areas identified by municipalities
or the Province to be the focus for accommodating
intensification and higher-density mixed-uses in
a more compact built form. These include urban
growth centres, major transit station areas and
other major opportunities that may include infill,
redevelopment, brownfield sites, the expansion
or conversion of existing buildings, or greyfields.
Lands along major roads, arterials or other areas

with existing or planned frequent transit service
or higher order transit corridors may also be
identified as strategic growth areas.
In this regard, the subject site is located within
the Downtown Toronto “urban growth centre”, is
situated in an area that falls within the definition
of a “major transit station area”.
A “major transit station area” is defined by the
Growth Plan as “the area including and around
any existing or planned higher order transit
station or stop within a settlement area […] Major
transit station areas generally are defined as the
area within an approximate 500 to 800 metre
radius of a transit station, representing about a
10-minute walk”. In turn, “higher order transit”
is defined as transit that generally operates in
partially or completely dedicated rights-of-way,
outside of mixed traffic, including heavy rail
(such as subways and inter-city rail), light rail and
buses in dedicated rights-of-way.
In this regard, the subject site is located
approximately 145 metres from the Sherbourne
subway station on Line 2 Bloor-Danforth and
approximately 560 metres from the BloorYonge interchange subway station. While it is
recognized that the City has not yet completed
its 2019 Growth Plan conformity exercise, the
Growth Plan provides direction regarding how
boundaries are to be delineated and requires
that, prior to the completion of the conformity
exercise, municipalities must still consider
the impact of the decision as it relates to the
applicable Growth Plan policies (see below). As
well, the City has undertaken preliminary work to
delineate the boundaries of both the Sherbourne
and Bloor-Yonge Protected Major Transit Station
Areas (see Section 4.8 below).
Policy 2.2.1(2)(c) provides that, within settlement
areas, growth will be focussed in delineated
built-up areas, strategic growth areas, locations
with existing or planned transit (with a priority
on higher order transit where it exists or is
planned), and areas with existing or planned
public service facilities. Policy 2.2.1(3)(c) directs
municipalities to undertake integrated planning
to manage forecasted growth to the horizon of
the Growth Plan, which will, among other things,
provide direction for an urban form that will
optimize infrastructure, particularly along transit
and transportation corridors, to support the
achievement of complete communities through a
more compact built form.
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With respect to forecasted growth, Schedule
3 of the Growth Plan forecasts a population of
3,650,000 and 1,980,000 jobs for the City of
Toronto by 2051. The 2016 Census data indicates
that population growth in Toronto is continuing
to fall short of the past and updated Growth Plan
forecasts. The City’s population growth from 2001
to the 2016 population of 2,822,902 (adjusted
for net Census undercoverage) represents only
73.2% of the growth that would be necessary on
an annualized basis to achieve the population
forecast of 3,650,000 by 2051.
Policy 2.2.1(4) states that applying the policies of
the Growth Plan will support the achievement of
complete communities that, among other things,
feature a diverse mix of land uses including
residential and employment uses, and convenient
access to local stores, services, and public
service facilities, provide a diverse range and mix
of housing options, expand convenient access
to a range of transportation options, provide for
a more compact built form and a vibrant public
realm, mitigate and adapt to climate change
impacts, and contribute to environmental
sustainability.
Policy 2.2.2(3) requires municipalities to develop
a strategy to achieve the minimum intensification
target and intensification throughout delineated
built-up areas, which will, among other things,
identify strategic growth areas to support
achievement of the intensification target and
recognize them as a key focus for development,
identify the appropriate type and scale of
development in strategic growth areas and
transition of built form to adjacent areas,
and ensure lands are zoned and development
is designed in a manner that supports the
achievement of complete communities.
Policy 2.2.3(1) states that urban growth centres
will be planned to accommodate and support
the transit network at the regional scale and
to accommodate significant population and
employment growth. In this regard, Policy
2.2.3(2) requires that each urban growth centre
in the City of Toronto be planned to achieve a
minimum density target of 400 residents and
jobs combined per hectare by 2031 or earlier.
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The Growth Plan includes a number of policies
applying to “major transit station areas”. In
particular, Policy 2.2.4(2) requires the City of
Toronto to delineate the boundaries of “major
transit station areas” on subway lines “in a transit
supportive manner that maximizes the size of
the area and the number of potential transit
users that are within walking distance of the
station” (our emphasis). Policy 2.2.4(3)(a) goes
on to require that “major transit station areas” on
subway lines be planned for a minimum density
target of 200 residents and jobs combined per
hectare.
With regard to targets, Policy 5.2.5(1) provides that
the minimum intensification and density targets
are minimum standards and municipalities are
encouraged to go beyond these minimum targets,
where appropriate, except where doing so would
conflict with any policy of the Growth Plan, the
PPS or any other provincial plan.
Policy 2.2.4(5), added by the 2019 Growth Plan,
allows municipalities to delineate the boundaries
of “major transit station areas” and identify
minimum density targets for “major transit
station areas” in advance of the next municipal
comprehensive review, provided it is done in
accordance with subsections 16(15) or (16) of the
Planning Act.
Policy 2.2.4(6) states that, within major transit
station areas on priority transit corridors or
subway lines, land uses and built form that would
adversely affect the achievement of the minimum
density targets will be prohibited. Policy 2.2.4(9)
provides that, within all major transit station
areas, development will be supported, where
appropriate, by: planning for a diverse mix of
uses to support existing and planned transit
service levels; providing alternative development
standards, such as reduced parking standards;
and prohibiting land uses and built forms that
would adversely affect the achievement of
transit-supportive densities.
With respect to “frequent transit”, Policy 2.2.4(10)
states that lands adjacent to or near to existing
and planned frequent transit should be planned
to be transit-supportive and supportive of active
transportation and a range and mix of uses and
activities.

Section 2.2.6 deals with housing. Policy 2.2.6(1)
requires municipalities to support housing
choice through, among other matters, the
achievement of minimum intensification and
density targets in the Growth Plan by identifying
a diverse range and mix of housing options and
densities to meet projected needs of current and
future residents, including establishing targets
for affordable ownership housing and rental
housing. Notwithstanding Policy 1.4.1 of the
PPS, Policy 2.2.6(2) states that, in implementing
Policy 2.2.6(1), municipalities will support the
achievement of complete communities by:
planning to accommodate forecasted growth;
planning to achieve the minimum intensification
and density targets; considering the range and
mix of housing options and densities of the
existing housing stock; and planning to diversify
the overall housing stock across the municipality.
Generally, the infrastructure policies set out
in Chapter 3 place an emphasis on the need to
integrate land use planning and investment in
both infrastructure and transportation. The
introductory text in Section 3.1 states that:
“The infrastructure framework in this Plan
requires that municipalities undertake
an integrated approach to land use
planning, infrastructure investments, and
environmental protection to achieve the
outcomes of the Plan. Co-ordination of
these different dimensions of planning
allows municipalities to identify the most
cost-effective options for sustainably
accommodating forecasted growth to
the horizon of this Plan to support the
achievement of complete communities.
It is estimated that over 30 per cent of
infrastructure capital costs, and 15 per
cent of operating costs, could be saved by
moving from unmanaged growth to a more
compact built form. This Plan is aligned
with the Province’s approach to long-term
infrastructure planning as enshrined in
the Infrastructure for Jobs and Prosperity
Act, 2015, which established mechanisms
to encourage principled, evidence-based
and strategic long-term infrastructure
planning.”

Policies 3.2.3(1) and 3.2.3(2) state that public
transit will be the first priority for transportation
infrastructure planning and major transportation
investments, and that decisions on transit
planning and investment will be made according
to a number of criteria including prioritizing
areas with existing or planned higher residential
or employment densities to optimize return
on investment and the efficiency and viability
of existing and planned transit service levels,
and increasing the capacity of existing transit
systems to support strategic growth areas.
Policy 4.2.7(1) directs that “cultural heritage
resources” will be conserved in order to foster
a sense of place and benefit communities,
particularly in strategic growth areas, while
Policy 4.2.7(2) provides that municipalities
will work with stakeholders in developing and
implementing official plan policies and strategies
for the identification, wise use and management
of cultural heritage resources.
With respect to climate change, Policy 4.2.10(1)
provides that municipalities will develop policies
in their official plans to identify actions that
will include, among other things, supporting the
achievement of complete communities as well as
the minimum intensification and density targets
in the Growth Plan, and reducing dependence
on the automobile and supporting existing and
planned transit and active transportation.
The timely implementation of the 2019 Growth
Plan policies is seen as a key consideration in
the Implementation section (Section 5). In this
respect, Section 5.1 provides that:
“The timely implementation of this Plan
relies on the strong leadership of upperand single-tier municipalities to provide
more specific planning direction for
their respective jurisdictions through a
municipal comprehensive review. While
it may take some time before all official
plans have been amended to conform with
this Plan, the Planning Act requires that all
decisions in respect of planning matters
will conform with this Plan as of its effective
date (subject to any legislative or regulatory
provisions providing otherwise) ... Where
a municipality must decide on a planning
matter before its official plan has been
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amended to conform with this Plan, or before
other applicable planning instruments
have been updated accordingly, it must
still consider the impact of the decision
as it relates to the policies of this Plan
which require comprehensive municipal
implementation.” (Our emphasis.)
Policy 5.2.5(6) addresses targets and states
that, in planning to achieve the minimum
intensification and density targets in this Plan,
municipalities are to develop and implement
urban design and site design official plan policies
and other supporting documents that direct the
development of a high-quality public realm and
compact built form.
For the reasons outlined in Section 5.1 of this
report, it is our opinion that the proposed
development and, specifically, the requested
Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments,
conform with the 2019 Growth Plan and, in
particular, the policies that seek to optimize the
use of land and infrastructure and to encourage
growth and intensification in “strategic growth
areas”, including “urban growth centres” and
“major transit station areas”.

4.5 2041 Regional
Transportation Plan
On March 8, 2018, Metrolinx adopted a new
Regional Transportation Plan (the “2041 RTP”)
that builds on and replaces the previous RTP
(“The Big Move”), adopted in 2008. The 2041 RTP
goes beyond the Growth Plan and is intended
to provide more detailed, integrated and multimodal strategies and actions for the Greater
Toronto and Hamilton Area’s transportation
systems. As a result, it uses the Growth Plan’s
previous planning horizon of 2041, which is ten
years later than the 2031 horizon used in The Big
Move.
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The 2041 RTP provides a vision statement that
“the GTHA will have a sustainable transportation
system that is aligned with land use, and
supports healthy and complete communities.
The system will provide safe, convenient and
reliable connections, and support a high quality
of life, a prosperous and competitive economy,
and a protected environment”. In pursuit of this
vision, the 2041 RTP outlines three goals:
• Strong Connections – connecting people to
the places that make their lives better, such
as homes, jobs, community services, parks
and open spaces, recreation, and cultural
activities;
• Complete Travel Experiences – designing
an easy, safe, accessible, affordable and
comfortable door-to-door travel experience
that meets the diverse needs of travellers; and
• Sustainable and Healthy Communities –
investing in transportation for today and for
future generations by supporting land use
intensification, climate resiliency and a lowcarbon footprint, while leveraging innovation.
The 2041 RTP then sets out a path to achieve this
vision and goals by establishing five strategies,
each with different priority actions:
1. Strategy 1: Complete the delivery of current
regional transit projects;
2. Strategy 2: Connect more of the region with
frequent rapid transit;
3. Strategy 3: Optimize the transportation
system;
4. Strategy 4: Integrate transportation and land
use; and
5. Strategy 5: Prepare for an uncertain future.

Strategy 1 recommends completing regional
transit projects that are now In Delivery or
In Development, while also modifying some
projects from The Big Move to reflect more upto-date information. In this respect, the RTP
emphasizes that the GO Regional Express Rail
(“RER”) program now underway represents a
major focus of the Province’s ‘Moving Ontario
Forward’ commitment. The RER program will
transform the existing GO rail system from a
commuter-focussed service into a two-way, allday service on core segments of the network by
2025. This includes improvements to all seven
GO rail corridors, with electrified service on core
segments, running every 15 minutes or better allday in both directions. By 2025, the RER program

is planned to double GO train service during
peak periods and quadruple service during off
peak periods. Map 3 (“Existing and In Delivery
Projects”) identifies the planned expansion of
GO service to Union Station, approximately 2.8
kilometres to the south of the Subject Site (see
Figure 6).

SUBJECT
SITE

Figure 6 - 2041 Regional Transportation Plan Map 3: Existing and In Deliver y regional rail and rapid transit projects
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Strategy 2 aims to implement a comprehensive
and integrated Frequent Rapid Transit Network by
2041. This strategy proposes several additional
BRT, LRT, Priority Bus, subway and RER projects,
in addition to existing and planned projects to
form an integrated network. Map 5 shows the
Frequent Rapid Transit Network planned to be
delivered by 2041 and identifies the existing Line
2 Bloor subway line, approximately 100 metres
to the north of the Subject Site, for unspecified
upgrades, and the “Bloor Yonge Station Capacity
Enhancement” to the nearby Bloor-Yonge station
(see Figure 7). It is our understanding that the
TTC plans to implement signal upgrades, similar
to the work currently underway on Line 1, in order
to allow for improved subway frequencies on Line
2, although this is not specified in the RTP.

Strategy 3 seeks to optimize the transportation
system by, among other things: advancing
the integration of transit services and fares;
expanding first- and last-mile choices at all
transit stations, including improvements to
pedestrian and cyclist access and facilities; and
prioritizing transportation demand management
(TDM) to support all new rapid transit services,
transit station areas, and areas impacted by
major construction and events.

SUBJECT
SITE

Figure 7 - 2041 Regional Transportation Plan Map 5: Frequent Rapid Transit Network
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Strategy 4 encourages the integration of
transportation and land use and the creation
of a system of connected Mobility Hubs, as
introduced in the “Big Move”. To achieve this, the
RTP identifies several priority actions, including
among others, to:
• make investment in transit projects contingent
on transit-supportive planning being in place;
• focus development at major transit station
areas along priority transit corridors identified
in the Growth Plan;
• evaluate financial and policy-based incentives
and disincentives to support transit-oriented
development;
• plan and design communities, including
development and redevelopment sites and
public rights-of-way, to support the greatest
possible shift in travel behaviour, particularly
towards walking and cycling;
• develop and implement a Regional Cycling
Network, creating new on- and off-road
facilities that connect with high cycling
potential to rapid transit stations and Urban
Growth Centres, helping commuter cyclists
traverse boundaries and physical barriers;
• embed transportation demand management
(TDM) in land use planning and development;
and
• rethink the future of parking.
The 2041 RTP recognizes that, to achieve the
vision for the transportation system, investments
and decisions must align with land use plans. As
such, the 2041 RTP contains actions to better
integrate transportation planning and land use,
aiming to focus development at Mobility Hubs
and “major transit station areas” along “priority
transit corridors”. The RTP recognizes that
the close integration of transit stations with
commercial, residential and office uses is an
“essential” approach to station development or
redevelopment. The RTP further notes that major
transit station areas can be “prime opportunities
for collaboration by public and private sectors
to create transit-oriented developments that
enhance transit service”.

As part of Strategy 4, the RTP places emphasis on
the creation of connected Mobility Hubs (major
transit station areas at key intersection points on
the frequent rapid transit network), considering
them particularly significant because of their
combination of existing or planned frequent rapid
transit service with an elevated development
potential.
The subject site forms part of the Yonge-Bloor
Mobility Hub, which is served by two subway lines,
Line 1 and Line 2 on Yonge Street and on Bloor
Street, respectively. According to the Metrolinx
Backgrounder on Mobility Hubs (2008), the
Yonge-Bloor Mobility Hub is planned to service
42,000 boardings and alightings by 2031 and to
have 110,000 residents and jobs within an 800
metre walking distance of the station.
The RTP states that, with the continued expansion
of the region’s Frequent Rapid Transit Network,
Mobility Hubs present a vital opportunity to
maximize the benefits of transit investments,
establish a well-connected regional transit
network and foster transit-oriented development
through collaboration by public and private
sectors. The RTP directs that the Mobility Hub
Guidelines (2011) are a tool to address the existing
and anticipated opportunities and challenges
of integrating transportation and development
functions at these important locations. The
Mobility Hub Guidelines are addressed below.
Strategy 5 identifies the need to prepare for an
uncertain future and address the need for all
levels of government to work together to protect
the public interest, while fostering innovation and
partnerships that can create new or improved
services. This includes, among other things:
developing a regional framework for on-demand
and shared mobility; co-ordinating across the
region to build resilience to climate change;
utilizing data to optimize infrastructure and
improve services; and developing a region-wide
plan for autonomous mobility.
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Mobility Hub Guidelines
To assist in communicating the role and function
of a mobility hub, Metrolinx prepared Mobility
Hub Guidelines for the Greater Toronto and
Hamilton Area (2011), to be used as a tool for all
parties to address the existing and anticipated
opportunities and challenges of integrating
transportation and development functions
at these important locations. The 2041 RTP
indicates that the Mobility Hub Guidelines will
be updated to reflect new provincial policy
including updates to the Growth Plan. Metrolinx
is currently consulting with the public via an
online survey as part of the process to review
and update the guidelines.
The current Mobility Hub Guidelines identify
a number of zones around a mobility hub
within which to consider transportation and
land use decisions, including a primary zone
within approximately 250 metres (a 2½-minute
walk) of the station, a secondary zone within
approximately 500 metres (a 5-minute walk) and
a tertiary zone within 800 metres (a 10-minute
walk). The subject site is approximately 560
metres from Bloor-Yonge Station, meaning it
would fall within the Tertiary Zone.
The Mobility Hub Guidelines outline that the
Tertiary Zone is the transition from the mobility
hub to the broader area outside of the hub,
and that direct and safe walking and cycling
connections from this zone to the station are
critical, although cycling and transit feeder
services will play a larger role as walking
distances increase. With respect to land use
considerations for the Tertiary Zone, the
guidelines state that the density and height of
development should be stepped down gradually
toward the periphery of the mobility hub.
The guidelines also include suggested density
and mode share targets within mobility hubs.
For hubs served by subways, transit-supportive
densities of 250+ residents and jobs per hectare
are suggested, with a suggested transit mode
share of 40%.
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Guideline 5.2 aims to focus and integrate
increased and transit-supportive densities at
and around transit stations to create a compact
built form and a critical mass of activity,
while ensuring appropriate transition to the
surrounding community. In this regard, the
guidelines state that:
“Mobility hubs… are to be planned to achieve
increased residential and employment
densities that support and ensure the
viability of existing and planned transit
service levels. Strategies to accommodate
population and employment growth, by
focussing intensification in the Primary
and Secondary Zones, are critical in
achieving higher densities in mobility than
surrounding areas and an appropriate
transition of built form to adjacent areas.
In addition, density targets within mobility
hubs should ideally exceed the policies in
the Growth Plan pertaining to urban growth
centres.” (Our emphasis.)

4.6 City of Toronto Official
Plan
The Official Plan for the amalgamated City of
Toronto was adopted on November 26, 2002
and was substantially approved by the Ontario
Municipal Board on July 6, 2006. Numerous
amendments to the Official Plan have subsequently
been approved, including amendments arising out
of the Official Plan Review initiated in 2011.
Policy 5.6(1) provides that the Plan should be read
as a whole “to understand its comprehensive
and integrative intent as a policy framework for
priority setting and decision making”. Policy
5.6(1.1), introduced by Official Plan Amendment
No. 199, provides that the Plan is more than a set
of individual policies and that “all appropriate
policies are to be considered in each situation”,
the goal being to “appropriately balance and
reconcile a range of diverse objectives affecting
land use planning in the City”.

Growth Management Policies
Chapter 2 (Shaping the City) outlines the City’s
growth management strategy. It recognizes that:
“Toronto’s future is one of growth,
of rebuilding, of reurbanizing and of
regenerating the City within an existing
urban structure that is not easy to change.
Population growth is needed to support
economic growth and social development
within the City and to contribute to a better
future for the Greater Toronto Area (GTA). A
healthier Toronto will grow from a successful
strategy to attract more residents and more
jobs to the City.”
To that end, Policy 2.1(3) provides that Toronto is
forecast to accommodate 3.19 million residents
and 1.66 million jobs by the year 2031. The marginal
note regarding Toronto’s growth prospects makes
it clear that these figures are neither targets nor
maximums; they are minimums:
“The Greater Toronto Area … is forecast to
grow by 2.7 million residents and 1.8 million
jobs by the year 2031. The forecast allocates
to Toronto 20 percent of the increase in
population (537,000 additional residents)
and 30 percent of the employment growth
(544,000 additional jobs) … This Plan takes
the current GTA forecast as a minimum
expectation, especially in terms of
population growth. The policy framework
found here prepares the City to realize this
growth, or even more, depending on the
success of this Plan in creating dynamic
transit oriented mixed use centres and
corridors.” (Our emphasis.)
Policy 2.1(1) provides that Toronto will work
with neighbouring municipalities, the Province
of Ontario and Metrolinx to address mutual
challenges and to implement the Provincial
framework for dealing with growth across the
GTA which, among other things, focuses urban
growth into a pattern of compact centres,
mobility hubs, and corridors connected by a
regional transportation system, featuring fast,
frequent, direct, inter-regional transit service
with integrated services and fares.

A non-policy sidebar in Section 2.2 outlines the
role of Mobility Hubs in land use planning, stating:
“The Mobility Hub system is designed
to reinforce the land use/transportation
policies of the Province’s Growth Plan for
the Greater Golden Horseshoe, particularly
in terms of focusing development growth
around major transit station areas.”
The growth management policies of the Official
Plan direct growth to identified areas on Map 2,
which include Centres, Avenues, Employment
Areas and the Downtown and Central Waterfront,
where transit services and other infrastructure
are available. As illustrated on Map 2, the subject
site is located within the Downtown and Central
Waterfront (see Figure 8, Urban Structure – Map
2).
In Chapter 2, one of the key policy directions is
Integrating land use and transportation (Section
2.2), based on the recognition that the integration
of transportation and land use planning is
critical to achieving the overall aim of increasing
accessibility throughout the City. As amended
by OPA 456, approved on June 9, 2021, the Plan
states that:
“… future growth within Toronto will be
steered to areas which are well served
by transit, the existing road network and
which have a number of properties with
redevelopment potential. Generally, the
growth areas are locations where good
transit capacity can be provided along
frequent bus and streetcar routes and at
higher-order transit stations. Areas that
can best accommodate this growth are
shown on Map 2: Downtown, including
the Central Waterfront, the Centres, the
Avenues and the Employment Areas. A
vibrant mix of residential and employment
growth is seen for the Downtown and the
Centres…” (Our emphasis.)		
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Policy 2.2(2) provides that “growth will be
directed to the Centres, Avenues, Employment
Areas and the Downtown as shown on Map 2” and
sets out series of objectives that can be met by
this strategy, including:
• using municipal land, infrastructure and
services efficiently;
• concentrating jobs and people in areas well
served by surface transit and higher-order
transit stations;
• promoting mixed use development to increase
opportunities for living close to work and to
encourage walking and cycling for local trips;
• offering opportunities for people of all means
to be affordably housed;
• facilitating social interaction, public safety
and cultural and economic activity;
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• improving air quality and energy efficiency
and reducing greenhouse gas emissions; and
• protecting neighbourhoods and green spaces
from the effects of nearby development.
Under Section 2.2.1 (“Downtown: The Heart of
Toronto”), the Plan recognizes that Downtown,
with its recognizable skyline, is Toronto’s
image to the world and to itself. It is the
oldest, most dense and most complex part
of the urban landscape, with a rich variety of
building forms and activities.
Policy 2.2.1(1) provides that the Downtown
Toronto Urban Growth Centre will be planned to
“optimize the public investment in higher order
transit within the Centre” and thus should exceed
the minimum combined gross density target of
400 residents and jobs per hectare set out in the
Growth Plan (our emphasis).

The Plan also notes that mixed use is a key
ingredient to the successful functioning of
Downtown that creates “accessibility through
proximity” and that every home built within
the Downtown offsets the need for in-bound
commuting each day. Policy 2.2.1(2) provides
that “Downtown will continue to be shaped as the
largest economic node in the city and the region”
by accommodating development that “provides a
full range of housing opportunities for Downtown
workers and reduces the demand for in-bound
commuting”.
The Plan states that Downtown is seen as an
attractive place to live and that new housing in
the Downtown makes an important contribution
to the economic health of the City. Policy 2.2.1(4)
provides that the quality of the Downtown will be
improved by, among other matters: supporting
the development of complete communities;
developing buildings that are shaped, scaled and
designed to enhance liveability; and providing
a diverse range and mix of housing options,
including affordable housing, to accommodate
the needs of all household sizes.
Policy 2.2.1(5) provides that the architectural and
cultural heritage of Downtown will be preserved
by designating buildings, districts and open
spaces with heritage significance and by working
with owners to restore and maintain historic
buildings. Policy 2.2.1(6) states that design
guidelines specific to districts of historic or
distinct character will be developed and applied
to ensure new development respects the context
of such districts in terms of the development’s
fit with existing streets, setbacks, heights and
relationship to landmark buildings.
Section 2.4 “Bringing the City Together: A
Progressive Agenda of Transportation Change”
notes that:
“The transportation policies, maps and
schedules of the Plan make provision
for the protection and development of
the City’s road, rapid transit and interregional rail networks. The Plan provides
complementary policies to make more
efficient use of this infrastructure and
to increase opportunities for walking,

cycling, and transit use and support
the goal of reducing car dependency
throughout the city… Reducing car
dependency means being creative and
flexible about how we manage urban
growth. We have to plan in ‘next generation’
terms to make walking, cycling, and transit
increasingly attractive alternatives to
using the car and to move towards a more
sustainable transportation system.”
In this regard, Map 4 (Higher Order Transit
Corridors) and Map 5 (Enhanced Surface Transit
Network) identify existing “TTC Subway and LRT
Lines” along Bloor Street East (TTC Subway Line
2) and Yonge Street (TTC Subway Line 1) (see
Figures 9 and 10 Higher Order Transit Corridor
and Surface Transit Priority Network).
Following therefrom, Policy 2.4(4) states as
follows:
“In targeted growth areas, planning for
new development will be undertaken in the
context of reducing auto dependency and
the transportation demands and impacts of
such new development assessed in terms
of the broader social and environmental
objectives of the Plan’s reurbanization
strategy.”
Policy 2.4(8) further provides that, for sites in
areas well served by transit (such as locations
around rapid transit stations and along major
transit routes), consideration will be given to
establishing minimum density requirements (in
addition to maximum density limits), establishing
minimum and maximum parking requirements
and limiting surface parking as a non-ancillary
use. Furthermore, Policy 2.4(9)(a) directs that
better use will be made of off-street parking
by “encouraging the shared use of parking and
developing parking standards for mixed use
developments which reflect the potential for
shared parking among uses that have different
peaking characteristics”.
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Land Use Designation Policies
The subject site is currently designated
Neighbourhoods on the Land Use Plan (Map 18).
As described below, the subject site is bounded
on three sides by lands designated Mixed Use
Areas. The proposed Official Plan Amendment
would expand and round out the existing Mixed
Use Areas designation to include the subject site.
In addition, the lands at the southwest corner of
the subject sit are proposed to be redesignated
as Parks in recognition of the proposed on-site
parkland dedication. As discussed in greater
detail in Section 5.2 of this report, it is our opinion
that the proposed redesignation will optimize the
opportunity to create a new transit-supportive
community, including the associated public
benefits.

The section below describes the surrounding
land use designations and the applicable policies
of both the existing Neighbourhoods designation
and the proposed Mixed Use Areas designation.
In this regard, the lands to the north of the site
on the north side of Selby Street, the lands to
the immediate west, on the west side of Huntley
Street, and the lands to the east fronting on
Sherbourne Street, are all designated Mixed Use
Areas. The James Cooper Mansion property to
the southeast, at the northwest corner of Linden
Street and Sherbourne Street, is designated
Apartment Neighbourhoods. The lands to the
south of the subject site, on the south side of
Linden Street, are designated Neighbourhoods.
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The Healthy Neighbourhoods policies in Section
2.3.1 provide that, by focusing most new
residential development in the Downtown, the
Centres, along the Avenues, and in other strategic
locations, the shape and feel of neighbourhoods
can be preserved. However, the explanatory text
states that these neighbourhoods will not stay
frozen in time and that some physical change
will occur over time as “enhancements, additions
and infill housing occurs on individual sites”.
Policy 2.3.1(1) states that Neighbourhoods are
considered to be physically stable areas and that
developments within Neighbourhoods will be
consistent with this objective and will respect
and reinforce the existing physical character of
buildings, streetscapes and open space patterns.
Policy 4.1(1) states that Neighbourhoods are
considered physically stable areas made up of
residential uses in lower scale buildings such
as detached houses, semi-detached houses,
duplexes, triplexes and townhouses, as well
as interspersed walk-up apartments that are
no higher than four storeys, as well as parks,
low scale local institutions, home occupations,
cultural and recreational facilities and smallscale retail, service and office uses.
Policy 4.1(5) states that development within
established Neighbourhoods will respect and
reinforce the existing physical character of the
neighbourhood, including the following elements:
• patterns of streets, blocks and lanes, parks
and public building sites;
• prevailing size and configuration of lots;
• prevailing heights, massing, scale, density and
dwelling type of nearby residential properties;
• prevailing building type(s);
• prevailing location, design and elevations
relative to the grade of driveways and garages;
• prevailing setbacks of buildings from the
street or streets;
• prevailing setbacks of buildings from the
street or streets;
• prevailing patterns of rear and side yard
setbacks and landscaped open space;
• continuation of special landscape or builtform features that contribute to the unique
physical character of the geographic
neighbourhood; and
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• conservation of heritage buildings, structures
and landscapes.
The proposed Mixed Use Areas designation
permits a broad range of commercial, residential
and institutional uses in single-use or mixeduse buildings. The introductory text in Section
4.5 states that the intent of the designation is
to achieve a multitude of planning objectives
by combining a broad array of residential
uses, offices, retail and services, institutions,
entertainment, recreational, and cultural actives,
and parks and open spaces. In particular, the
intent is that:
“Torontonians will be able to live, work, and
shop in the same area, or even the same
building, giving people an opportunity
to depend less on their cars, and create
districts along transit routes that are
animated, attractive and safe at all hours of
the day and night.”
Policy 4.5(2) sets out a number of criteria for
development within Mixed Use Areas, including:
• creating a balance of high quality commercial,
residential, institutional and open space uses
that reduces automobile dependency and
meets the needs of the local community;
• providing for new jobs and homes for Toronto’s
growing population on underutilized lands
in the Downtown and Central Waterfront and
other lands designated Mixed Use Areas;
• locating and massing new buildings to provide
a transition between areas of different
development intensity and scale, as necessary
to achieve the objectives of the Plan, through
means such as providing appropriate setbacks
and/or a stepping down of heights, particularly
towards lower scale Neighbourhoods;
• locating and massing new buildings so as to
adequately limit shadow impacts on adjacent
Neighbourhoods, particularly during the
spring and fall equinoxes;
• locating and massing new buildings to frame
the edges of streets and parks with good
proportion and maintaining sunlight and
comfortable wind conditions for pedestrians
on adjacent streets, parks and open spaces;
• providing an attractive, comfortable and safe
pedestrian environment;

• taking advantage of nearby transit services;
• providing good site access and circulation and
an adequate supply of parking for residents
and visitors;
• locating and screening service areas, ramps
and garbage storage to minimize the impact
on adjacent streets and residences; and
• providing indoor and outdoor recreation space
for building residents.
Given the proximity to lands designated
Neighbourhoods south of Linden Street,
Policy 2.3.1(3) is relevant. It provides that
developments within Mixed Use Areas adjacent
to Neighbourhoods will:
• be compatible with those Neighbourhoods;
• provide a gradual transition of scale and
density, as necessary to achieve the objectives
of the Plan, through the stepping down of
buildings towards and setbacks from those
Neighbourhoods;
• maintain adequate light and privacy for
residents in those Neighbourhoods;
• orient and screen lighting and amenity areas
so as to minimize impacts upon adjacent land
in those Neighbourhoods;
• locate and screen service areas, any surface
parking and access to underground and
structured parking so as to minimize impacts
on adjacent lands in those Neighbourhoods,
and enclose service and access areas where
distancing and screening do not sufficiently
mitigate visual, noise and odour impacts upon
adjacent land in those Neighbourhoods; and
• attenuate resulting traffic and parking
impacts on adjacent neighbourhood streets so
as not to significantly diminish the residential
amenity of those Neighbourhoods.
Policy 2.3.1(4) provides that intensification
of land adjacent to neighbourhoods will be
carefully controlled so that neighbourhoods
are protected from negative impact. Where
significant intensification of land adjacent to a
Neighbourhood or Apartment Neighbourhood is
proposed, Council will determine, at the earliest
point in the process, whether or not a Secondary
Plan, area specific zoning by-law or area specific
policy will be created in consultation with the
local community following an Avenue Study, or
area based study.

As well, given that the proposal involves an
Official Plan Amendment, Policy 5.3.1(3) is
relevant. It states that amendments to the
Official Plan that are not consistent with its intent
will be discouraged, and that Council must be
satisfied that any development permitted under
an Official Plan Amendment is compatible with
its physical context and will not affect nearby
Neighbourhoods or Apartment Neighbourhoods
in “a manner contrary to the neighbourhood
protection policies of this Plan”. To that end, the
policy states that, when considering a site specific
amendment to the Official Plan, consideration
shall be given as to whether the application should
be evaluated within the immediate planning
context or whether a broader review and possible
area specific policy or general policy change are
required.
The foregoing policy is addressed in Section 5.2
of this report.

Public Realm Policies
The Official Plan contains policies that emphasize
the public realm as the fundamental organizing
element of the city and its neighbourhoods,
acknowledging its important role in supporting
population and employment growth, health,
liveability, social equity and overall quality of life.
The public realm is a key shared asset that draws
people together and creates strong social bonds
at the neighbourhood, city and regional level.
Section 3.1.1 sets out policies applying to the
public realm, including streets, parks, open
spaces and public buildings. Policy 3.1.1(1) states
that the public realm is comprised of all public and
private spaces to which the public has access.
Policy 3.1.1(2) states that the public realm will,
among other things, provide the organizing
framework and setting for development; foster
complete, well-connected walkable communities
and employment areas that meet the daily
needs of people and support a mix of activities;
support active transportation and public transit
use; provide a comfortable, attractive and
vibrant, safe and accessible setting for civic life
and daily social interaction; contribute to the
identify and physical character of the City and
its neighbourhoods; provide opportunities for
passive and active recreation; and be functional
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and fit within a larger network. Policy 3.1.1(3)
provides that the City will seek opportunities to
expand and enhance the public realm in order
to support the needs of existing and future
populations.
Policy 3.1.1(6) recognizes that City streets are
significant public open spaces which connect
people and places and support the development
of sustainable, economically vibrant and complete
communities. New and existing City streets will
incorporate a “Complete Streets” approach by
balancing the needs, priorities and safety of all
users and uses within the right-of-way, including
pedestrians, cyclists and motorists, together
with ensuring space for street furniture and
green infrastructure; improving the quality and
convenience of active transportation options;
and serving as community destinations and
public gathering places.
Policy 3.1.1(10) states that lanes provide an
important function as off-street access for
vehicles, parking and servicing. As part of the
public realm, lanes will be public and opportunities
for lane enhancements should be identified
as part of the development approval process.
Where appropriate, lanes should be designed
with consideration for safe, accessible and
comfortable pedestrian and cyclist movement.
Policy 3.1.1(12) directs that interior concourses,
plazas, pedestrian mews and mid-block
connections, whether private or publicly owned,
will be designed to complement and extend, but
not replace, the role of the public streets, parks
and open spaces as the main place for civic life
and pedestrian activity. They should be designed
for users of all ages and abilities, comfortable,
safe and integrated into the local network of
pedestrian movement with direct access from
the public sidewalk and clear way-finding within.
Policy 3.1.1(13) states that the design of sidewalks
and boulevards will provide safe, attractive,
interesting and comfortable spaces for users of
all ages and abilities through:
• the provision of well-designed and coordinated tree planting, landscaping, amenity
spaces, setbacks, green infrastructure,
pedestrian-scale lighting, street furnishings
and decorative paving;
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• the location and design of utilities within
streets, within buildings or underground, in a
manner that will minimize negative impacts on
the natural pedestrian and visual environment
and enable the planting and growth of trees to
maturity; and
• the provision of unobstructed, direct and
continuous paths of travel in all seasons with
an appropriate width to serve existing and
anticipated pedestrian volumes.
Policy 3.1.1(16) states that the preservation,
long-term growth and increase in the amount of
healthy trees will be a priority of all development.
Policies 3.1.1(18) and 3.1.1(19) pertain to the
development and enhancement of parks, open
spaces and publicly accessible open spaces.
Policy 3.1.1(18) directs that new parks and open
spaces will be located and designed to:
• connect and extend to existing parks, natural
areas and other open spaces;
• consider opportunities for future expansion
onto adjacent sites with redevelopment
potential;
• provide
a
comfortable
setting
with
comfortable wind and sunlight conditions
that promote use and enjoyment of the space
for community events and by users of all ages
and abilities;
• provide appropriate spaces for varied active
and passive recreation, as well as productive
recreation such as community gardening; and
• emphasize and improve unique aspects of the
community’s identity and character, including
natural and human-made heritage.
Policy 3.1.1(19) identifies that new parks and
publicly accessible open spaces should be made
prominent, visible, functional and accessible by:
• locating them on appropriate public street
frontages to establish direct visual and
physical access; and
• promoting buildings that face parks and open
spaces with active uses along the frontages.

Policy 3.1.1(20) details policies for the design of
Privately Owned Publicly-Accessible Spaces
(POPS), stating that POPS are spaces that
contribute to the public realm but remain privately
owned and maintained. POPS do not replace the
need for new public parks and open spaces. POPS
provided through development will:

Policy 3.1.2(1) provides that development will
be located and organized to fit with its existing
and planned context and to frame and support
adjacent streets, lanes, parks and open spaces.
Relevant criteria include:

• generally be publicly accessible and may
include temporary commercial uses which
animate the POPS;

• locating main building entrances on the
prominent building facades so that they front
onto a public street, park or open space, and
are visible and directly accessible from a
public street;

• be designed and programed for users of a
variety of ages and abilities to serve the local
population;
• be sited in highly visible locations;
• be sited and designed to be seamlessly
integrated and connected into the broader
public realm;
• include new trees, seating, public art,
landscaping and integration of stormwater
capture where appropriate;
• include the City’s POPS signage identifying
the space as being publicly accessible; and
• be informed by the City’s Urban Design
Guidelines for Privately Owned PubliclyAccessible Spaces.

Built Form Policies
The Official Plan recognizes the importance
of good urban design, not just as an aesthetic
overlay, but also as an essential ingredient
of city-building. It demands high quality
architecture, landscape architecture and urban
design, both within the public realm and within
the privately developed built form. The Plan
recognizes that, as intensification occurs in
the Downtown and elsewhere throughout the
City, there is an extraordinary opportunity to
build the next generation of development that
will fit into, reinforce and strengthen the many
diverse contexts and character areas of Toronto,
enhancing liveability and quality of life for
existing and new residents, workers and visitors.
Section 3.1.2 sets out principles that speak
to the relationship between the location and
organization of development, its massing and
appropriate amenity within the existing and
planned context to inform the design of built
form and ensure each new building will promote
and achieve the overall objectives of the Plan.

• generally locating buildings parallel to the
street with consistent front yard setbacks;

• providing ground floor uses, clear windows
and entrances that allow views from, and
where possible, access to, adjacent streets,
parks and open spaces; and
• providing comfortable wind conditions and
air circulation at the street and adjacent open
space to preserve the utility and intended
use of the public realm, including sitting and
standing.
Policy 3.1.2(2) directs that development
will provide accessible open space, where
appropriate. On blocks that have access to direct
sunlight and daylight, development will prioritize
the provision of accessible open space in those
locations.
Policy 3.1.2(3) directs that development will
protect privacy within adjacent buildings by
providing setbacks and separation distances
from neighbouring properties and adjacent
building walls containing windows.
Policy 3.1.2(4) requires development to locate
and organize vehicle parking, vehicular access
and ramps, loading, servicing, storage areas and
utilities to minimize their impact and improve the
safety and attractiveness of the public realm, the
site and surrounding properties by, among other
things:
• using shared service areas where possible
within development blocks including public
lanes, shared private driveways and service
courts;
• consolidating and minimizing the width of
driveways and curb cuts across the public
sidewalk;
• integrating services and utility functions
within buildings where appropriate;
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• providing underground
appropriate; and

parking,

where

• limiting new surface parking and vehicular
access between the front face of a building
and the public street or sidewalk.
Policy 3.1.2(5) directs that development will be
located and massed to fit within the existing and
planned context, define and frame the edge of
the public realm with good street proportion, fit
with the character, and ensure access to direct
sunlight and daylight on the public realm by:
providing streetwall heights and setbacks that
fit harmoniously with the existing and/or planned
context; and stepping back building mass and
reducing building footprints above the streetwall
height.
Policy 3.1.2(6) requires development to provide
good transition in scale between areas of
different building heights and/or intensity of use
in consideration of both the existing and planned
contexts of neighbouring properties and the
public realm. In this regard, Policy 3.1.2(7) states
that transition in scale will be provided within the
development site and measured from shared and
adjacent property lines.
Policy 3.1.2(8) provides that, where development
includes, or is adjacent to, a park or open space,
the building(s) should be designed to provide
good transition in scale to the parks or open
spaces to provide access to direct sunlight and
daylight.
Policy 3.1.2(9) directs that the design of new
building facades visible from the public realm will
consider the scale, proportion, materiality and
rhythm of the facade to:
• ensure fit with adjacent building facades;
• contribute to a pedestrian scale by providing
a high quality of design on building floors
adjacent to and visible from the public realm;
• break up long facades in a manner that
respects and reinforces the existing and
planned context; and
• ensure grade relationships that provide direct
access and views into and from the public
realm.
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Policy 3.1.2(10) requires that development
will promote civic life and provide amenity
for pedestrians in the public realm to make
areas adjacent to streets, parks and open
spaces attractive, interesting, comfortable and
functional by providing:
• improvements to adjacent boulevards and
sidewalks including sustainable design
elements, which may include landscaping,
permeable paving materials and street
furniture;
• co-ordinated landscape improvements in
setbacks to enhance local character, fit with
public streetscapes, and provide attractive,
safe transitions between the private and
public realms;
• weather protection such as canopies and
awnings; and
• landscaped
open
development site.

space

within

the

Policy 3.1.2(11) encourages new indoor and
outdoor shared amenity spaces provided as part
of multi-unit residential developments to be high
quality, well designed, and consider the needs of
residents of all ages and abilities over time and
throughout the year. Policy 3.1.2(13) provides that
outdoor amenity spaces should:
• be located at or above grade; have access to
daylight and access to direct sunlight, where
possible;
• provide comfortable wind, shadow and noise
conditions;
• be located away from and physically separated
from loading and servicing areas;
• have generous and well-designed landscaped
areas to offer privacy and an attractive
interface with the public realm;
• accommodate
growth; and

existing

and

mature

tree

• promote use in all seasons.
Section 3.1.3 of the Official Plan recognizes
that Toronto is a complex city built over many
decades with a diversity of uses, block, lot and
building type patterns. The Official Plan further
notes that three scales of building types –
Townhouse and Low-Rise Apartments, Mid-Rise,
and Tall – for residential, office and mixed-use
intensification have emerged in the recent period
of development.

The Official Plan states that tall buildings are
the most intensive form of growth and come
with both opportunities and challenges. When
the quality of architecture and site design is
emphasized, tall buildings can become important
city landmarks, help to make the city’s structure
visible, and contribute positively to the skyline.
Tall buildings play a role in achieving residential
and office growth ambitions across the city. Tall
buildings should only be considered where they
can fit into the existing or planned context, and
where the site’s size, configuration and context
allow for the appropriate design criteria to be
met.
Policy 3.1.3(8) adds that tall buildings should
typically be designed to consist of three parts – a
base, a tower and a top – carefully integrated into
a single whole. For the base portion, Policy 3.1.3(9)
provides that it should respect and reinforce
good street proportion and pedestrian scale, and
be lined with active, grade-related uses.
For the tower portion, Policy 3.1.3(10) directs that
it should be designed to:
• reduce the physical and visual impacts of the
tower onto the public realm;
• limit shadow impacts on the public realm and
surrounding properties;
• maximize access to sunlight and open views
of the sky from the public realm;
• limit and mitigate pedestrian level wind
impacts; and
• provide access to daylight and protect privacy
in interior spaces within the tower.
• Policy 3.1.3(11) indicates that the objectives in
Policy 3.1.3(10) should be achieved by:
• stepping back the tower from the base
building;
• generally aligning the tower with, and parallel
to, the street;
• limiting and shaping the size of tower floor
plates above base buildings;
• providing appropriate separation distances
from side and rear lot lines as well as other
towers; and

Policy 3.13(12) directs that the top portion of a
tall building should be designed to: integrate
roof top mechanical systems into the building
design; contribute to the surrounding skyline
identity and character; and avoid up-lighting and
excessive lighting.

Heritage Policies
Heritage conservation policies are included
in Section 3.1.5 of the Official Plan. The Plan
recognizes that the protection, wise use and
management of Toronto’s cultural heritage will
integrate the significant achievements of our
people, their history, our landmarks and our
neighbourhoods into a shared sense of place and
belonging for its inhabitants.
Policy 3.1.5(3) states that heritage properties
of cultural value or interest will be protected by
being designated under the Ontario Heritage Act
and/or included on the Heritage Register. Policy
3.1.5(5) provides that proposed development
on or adjacent to a property on the Heritage
Register will ensure that the integrity of the
heritage property’s cultural heritage value and
attributes will be retained. Where a Heritage
Impact Assessment is required in Schedule 3 of
the Official Plan, it will describe and assess the
potential impacts and mitigation strategies for
the proposed alteration, development or public
work.
In this respect, “adjacent” is defined as “those
lands adjoining a property on the Heritage
Register or lands that are directly across from
and near to a property on the Heritage Register
and separated by land used as a private or public
road, highway, street, lane, trail, right-of-way,
walkway, green space, park and/or easement, or
an intersection of any of these; whose location
has the potential to have an impact on a property
on the heritage register; or as otherwise
defined in a Heritage Conservation District Plan
adopted by by-law”. In this regard, the subject
site is located adjacent to designated heritage
properties at 15 Selby Street and 582 Sherbourne
Street (28 Linden Street).

• locating and shaping balconies to limit shadow
impacts.
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Policy 3.1.5(22) states that a Heritage Impact
Assessment (HIA) will address all applicable
heritage conservation policies of the Official
Plan and will demonstrate conservation options
and mitigation measures consistent with those
policies. Policy 3.1.5(23) requires that an HIA
evaluate the impact of a proposed alteration
to a property on the Heritage Register, and/or
to properties “adjacent” to a property on the
Heritage Register.
Policy 3.1.5(24) provides that an HIA will be
required for the proposed demolition of a property
on the Heritage Register. Where demolition of a
property adjacent to a property on the Heritage
Register is proposed, the City may require a
study on the implications of the demolition on
the structural integrity of the property on the
Heritage Register. Policy 3.1.5(26) requires that
new construction on, or adjacent to, a property
on the Heritage Register will be designed to
conserve the cultural heritage values, attributes
and character of that property and to mitigate
visual and physical impact on it.
Policy 3.1.5(27) provides that, where it is
supported by the cultural heritage values and
attributes of a property on the Heritage Register,
the conservation of whole or substantial portions
of buildings, structures and landscapes on those
properties is desirable and encouraged. The
retention of facades alone is discouraged.
In response to the foregoing policies, a Heritage
Impact Assessment (“HIA”) has been prepared by
ERA Architects, as summarized in Section 5.8 of
this report.

Housing Policies
The Plan’s housing policies support a full range of
housing in terms of form, tenure and affordability,
across the City and within neighbourhoods, to
meet the current and future needs of residents
(Policy 3.2.1(1)). A full range of housing includes:
“… ownership and rental housing, affordable
and mid-range rental and ownership
housing, social housing, shared and/or
congregate-living housing arrangements,
supportive housing, emergency and
transitional housing for homeless people
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and at-risk groups, housing that meets the
needs of people with physical disabilities
and housing that makes more efficient use
of the existing housing stock.”
Policy 3.2.1(2) provides that new housing supply
will be encouraged through intensification and
infill that is consistent with the Plan. In addition,
Policy 3.2.1(3) provides that investment in new
rental housing, particularly affordable rental
housing, will be encouraged by all levels of
government.
Policy 3.2.1(6) provides that new development
that would have the effect of removing all or
a part of a private building or related group of
buildings, and would result in the loss of six or
more rental housing units will not be approved
unless: either all of the rental housing units have
rents that exceed mid-range rents at the time of
application; or in Council’s opinion, the supply
and availability of rental housing in the City has
returned to a healthy state and is able to meet
the housing requirements of current and future
residents; or the required planning approvals
secure the following:
• at least the same number, size and type
of rental housing units are replaced and
maintained with rents similar to those in effect
at the time the redevelopment application is
made;
• for a period of at least 10 years, rents for
replacement units will be the rent at first
occupancy, increased annually by not more
than the Provincial Rent Increase Guideline
or a similar guideline as Council may approve
from time to time; and
• an acceptable tenant relocation and assistance
plan addressing the right to return to occupy
one of the replacement units at similar rents,
the provision of alternative accommodation at
similar rents, and other assistance to lessen
hardship.
In addition, through Official Plan Amendment No.
453 (OPA 453), the City has proposed policies to
address the loss of dwelling rooms. OPA 453 was
adopted by the City on June 19, 2019; however, it
has been appealed to the Ontario Land Tribunal
and is not in force.

OPA 453 would introduce two new policies as
part of Section 3.2.1. As adopted, Policy 3.2.1(11)
would provide that new development in areas
where dwelling rooms, such as those in rooming
houses, are permitted that would have the effect
of removing all or part of a private building or
related group of buildings, and would result in
the loss of six or more dwelling rooms will not
be approved unless certain conditions are met,
including:
• at least the same amount of residential gross
floor area is replaced and maintained as
dwelling rooms or rental bachelor units;
• any available replacement housing not
occupied by returning tenants will be offered
to eligible households, as approved by Council;
• for a period of at least 15 years, the rents for
replacement dwelling rooms and replacement
rental bachelor units will be similar to the
dwelling room rents in effect at the time the
development application is made; and
• an acceptable tenant relocation and assistance
plan addressing the right to return to occupy
the replacement housing at similar rents, the
provision of alternative accommodation at
similar rents, and other assistance to lessen
hardship.
In addition, proposed Policy 3.2.1(12) provides
that new development that would have the effect
of removing all or part of a private building or
related group of buildings, and would result in
the loss of one or more rental units or dwelling
rooms will not be approved unless an acceptable
tenant relocation and assistance plan is provided
to lessen hardship for existing tenants.
The applicable housing policies are addressed
in the Housing Issues Report (see Section 5.4
below).

Implementation Policies
Policy 5.3.2(1) provides that implementation
plans, strategies and guidelines, while they
express Council policy, are not part of the Plan
unless the Plan has been specifically amended
to include them and do not have the status of
the policies of the Official Plan adopted under
the Planning Act. This policy is relevant with
respect to the interpretation and application of
the guidelines addressed in Sections 4.11 to 4.13
below.

4.7 Downtown Secondary
Plan
On July 27, 2018, the City of Toronto Council
enacted By-law 1111-2018, adopting Official Plan
Amendment 406 (OPA 406), which includes a new
Downtown Secondary Plan (the “Downtown Plan”)
and associated amendments to Section 2.2.1 and
Map 6 of the Official Plan. The City subsequently
submitted OPA 406 to the Minister of Municipal
Affairs and Housing for approval under Section 26
of the Planning Act. On June 5, 2019, the Minister
issued a decision with respect to OPA 406, which
included a number of significant modifications
to the Downtown Secondary Plan and brought it
into full force and effect. The relevant policies
are identified below.

Growth Management
Section 4.1 encourages growth within the
Downtown, in particular on lands designated Mixed
Use Areas 2, as well as lands designated Mixed Use
Areas 1, Mixed Use Areas 3, Regeneration Areas
and Institutional Areas. Furthermore, the highest
density of development within the Downtown is
to be directed to Mixed Use Areas in proximity to
existing or planned transit stations. Other areas
of Downtown will have more modest levels of
growth, in keeping with the applicable policies.
Section 3 outlines the goals for development
within the Downtown area to create complete
communities. Policy 3.3 directs that new
buildings will fit within their existing and
planned context, conserve heritage attributes,
expand and improve the public realm, create a
comfortable microclimate, provide compatibility
between differing scales of development and
include indoor and outdoor amenities for both
residents and workers.
Policy 3.5 states that the Downtown will be
inclusive and affordable, with a range of
housing that meets the requirements of a
diverse population with varied needs, including
accessible and supportive services for vulnerable
populations, as provided for by this Plan.
Section 5 of the Downtown Plan includes policies
that relate to linking growth and infrastructure,
with the goal of achieving complete communities.
Policy 5.1 states that development will support
and contribute to the achievement of complete
Policy & Regulatory Context
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communities by providing for growth and
through the provision of development charges
under the Development Charges Act, 1997 and/or
as a community benefit under Section 37 of the
Planning Act, as may be applicable.
In order to support the City, other levels of
government and other public agencies in the
delivery of community service facilities, parkland,
green infrastructure and physical infrastructure
in providing for complete communities, Policy 5.2
provides that a Complete Community Assessment
will be required as part of “significant and large
scale development applications” within certain
Mixed Use Areas designations. Through preapplication consultation, City staff advised that a
Complete Community Assessment was required
in connection with the subject application.
Accordingly, a Complete Community Assessment
has been prepared by Bousfields Inc. and is
appended to this report as Appendix C.

Land Use
The subject site does not have a land use
designation in the Downtown Secondary Plan.
(The lands use designations on Map 41-3 apply
only to lands designated Mixed Use Areas i.e.
Mixed Use Areas 1, Mixed Use Areas 2, Mixed Use
Areas 3 and Mixed Use Areas 4.)
For lands designated Neighbourhoods in the
Official Plan, such as the subject site, Section 1.7
of the Secondary Plan states that the provisions
of the Official Plan, which set out the policies
applicable to Neighbourhoods, and development
criteria within Neighbourhoods, will continue to
apply to Neighbourhoods in the Downtown unless
such policies are in conflict with an applicable
Secondary Plan or Site and Area Specific Policy.
The surrounding lands to the west, north and
east are all designated Mixed Use Areas 2 –
Intermediate on Map 41-3 of the Downtown Plan,
as seen on Figure 12. The draft Official Plan
Amendment submitted as a part of this application
proposes to redesignate the subject site as Mixed
Use Areas 2, reflecting the designation applicable
to the surrounding lands.
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The introductory text states that Mixed Use
Areas will:
“… absorb most of the anticipated increase
in office, retail and service employment,
as well as the majority of new housing
Downtown over the coming decades. As
the intensity of development on small,
infill sites increases and buildings get
taller, more specific land use policies for
the Mixed Use Areas will ensure that new
development occurs in a manner that fits
with the existing and planned context.
Areas and sites designated as Mixed Use
Areas have varied characteristics and
constraints, and thus, the specific scale and
intensity of development will vary based
on the local context… Large scale and/
or tall buildings will be appropriate within
specific areas Downtown and the permitted
height, massing, scale and intensity of
development will be informed by the local
existing and planned context, including
the location of existing and planned rapid
transit stations.” (Our emphasis.)
Policy 6.18 provides that a wide range of
commercial, residential and institutional land
uses, and parks and open spaces, are permitted
in the Mixed Use Areas. It goes on to say that the
diverse mix of permitted uses within Downtown
Mixed Use Areas will meet people’s needs for
daily living and working (Policy 6.18.1), enable
live-work proximities such that people can walk
and cycle to their destinations, reducing the
need for longer trips (Policy 6.18.2), and provide
an urban form that will optimize infrastructure,
particularly within 500-800 metres of existing or
planned rapid transit stations (Policy 6.18.3).
Policy 6.19 provides that Mixed Use Areas will
contain development of varying scales and
intensities, based on the existing and planned
context. Policy 6.20 provides that building
heights, massing and scale of development will
be compatible between each of the four Mixed
Use Areas, with the most intense development
located in Mixed Use Areas 1 generally lessening
through Mixed Use Areas 2 and Mixed Use Areas 3
to Mixed Use Areas 4.

SUBJECT
SITE

Figure 12 - Downtown Plan Map 41-3, Mixed Use Areas

Policy 6.22 provides that not all sites can
accommodate
the
maximum
scale
of
development anticipated in each of the Mixed Use
Areas while also supporting the liveability of the
development and the neighbourhood, while other
sites may be able to accommodate more than the
anticipated scale. Development will be required
to address specific site characteristics, including
lot width and depth, location on a block, on-site
or adjacent heritage buildings, parks or open
spaces, shadow impacts, and other sensitive
adjacencies, potentially resulting in a lower-scale
building.
With respect to Mixed Use Areas 2 specifically,
the introductory text states that:
“The existing character and planned
context of Mixed Use Areas 2 will generally
form an intermediate, transitional scale
between the taller buildings anticipated
on some sites in Mixed Use Areas 1 and
the predominantly mid-rise character
anticipated in Mixed Use Areas 3.
Development in Mixed Use Areas 2 may
be of a scale and typology that is unique
and responds to the existing and planned
character of those areas. This intermediate
or “in-between” scale of development will
respond to unique built form contexts”.

Policy 6.25 provides that development within
Mixed Use Areas 2 will include building typologies
that respond to their site context, including midrise and some tall buildings, while Policy 6.26
states that the scale and massing of buildings
will be compatible with the existing and planned
context of the neighbourhood, including the
prevailing heights, massing, scale, density
and building type. Policy 6.27 encourages
development in Mixed Use Areas 2 to provide for
a diverse range of uses, including retail, service,
office, institutional and residential uses.
In addition to the foregoing, Policy 6.21 recognizes
that building heights, massing and scale
consistent with Mixed Use Areas 1 policies may
be permitted within areas which are designated
Mixed Use Areas 2, where such development
is in proximity to an existing or planned rapid
transit station, provided that the materials in
support of an application therefor includes the
consideration of the matters identified in Policy
6.37.
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With respect to development in proximity to
existing and planned rapid transit stations
as shown on Map 41-4, Policy 6.34 provides
that development in such areas will prioritize
mixed-use development, and that these
areas will be planned to accommodate higher
density development to optimize the return
on investment and increase the efficiency and
viability of existing and planned transit service
levels. As illustrated on Map 41-4, the Sherbourne
subway station, which is located within a 145
metre radius of the subject site, is identified as a
rapid transit station.
Specifically, Policy 6.35 provides that lands
within 500-800 metres of all existing or planned
rapid transit stations within the Downtown
will be planned to be transit-supportive and,
where appropriate, to achieve multi-modal
access to stations and connections to major trip
generators. Development within such areas is to
be supported, where appropriate, by:
• planning for a diverse mix of uses of sufficient
intensity to optimize support for existing and
planned transit service levels;
• fostering collaboration between public and
private sectors;
• providing alternative development standards;
and
• prohibiting built form that would adversely
affect
the
optimization
of
transit
infrastructure.

Parks and Public Realm
Section 7 of the Downtown Plan addresses parks
and the public realm. The introductory text notes
that Downtown’s variety of parks and public realm
provides unique experiences and offers a range of
necessary functions. Easy and equitable access
to quality public spaces for recreation, passive
use, active transportation and nature, promotes
mental and physical health and contributes to
social cohesion. Downtown is becoming a more
dense urban environment, and improved and
expanded public spaces must address the needs
of an increasing intensity of residents, workers,
students and visitors.
Policy 7.1 states that parks have an intrinsic role in
shaping the urban landscape, creating a healthy,
connected city, and contributing to placemaking,
liveability and resilience and that they are an
essential element of complete communities.
New, expanded and improved parkland located
within and serving Downtown, will be acquired
and provided to:
• provide a diversity of parks distributed
throughout Downtown that meets the needs
of residents, workers and visitors;
• provide an inter-connected network of parks,
open spaces, trails and other recreational
facilities;
• provide neighbourhood hubs and civic spaces
that allow for social interaction, healthy
lifestyles and a range of activities;

Policy 6.36 goes on to require that the highest
density of development within the Downtown be
directed to Mixed Use Areas in close proximity to
existing or planned rapid transit stations.

• contribute to beautifying areas and enhancing
the environment to support a diverse
ecosystem and biodiversity; and

Policy 6.37 provides that a study may be
undertaken by the City that will result in a Site and
Area Specific Policy (SASP) for lands within 500800 metres of a planned rapid transit station for
the purposes of implementing Policy 6.36, which
will set out, among other matters, the appropriate
land use mix, public realm improvements and
priorities, contextually appropriate built form
scale and type, and necessary infrastructure.
However, Policy 6.38 provides that development
may proceed in advance of a study referred
to in Policy 6.37, provided that the supporting
documentation in the application includes
consideration of the matters identified in Policy
6.37.

With respect to the public realm, Policy 7.2
provides that expansions and improvements to
the public realm will be accessible, inclusive and
welcoming to all people who live, work, learn and
visit Downtown.
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• support growth and complete communities.

Policy 7.3 provides that the planning, design and
development of parks and the public realm will be
encouraged by a number of objectives, including:
creating functional, interesting and engaging
spaces that are connected, safe, comfortable,
multi-functional and accommodate people of
all ages and abilities year-round; encouraging
public life through site-specific placemaking

and pedestrian amenities that foster social
interaction, including but not limited to seating,
landscaping, active uses at grade, way-finding,
public art and programming; creating a seamless
relationship between streets, parks and other
elements of the public realm; and providing new
and improved pedestrian and cycling connections
to and through parks and the public realm in
and adjacent to Downtown through streetscape
improvements, bridges, trails and bikeways.
Policy 7.4 specifies that development adjacent to
a park will be set back to allow the building and
any of its exterior features and amenities to be
provided and maintained on the development
site; provide an appropriate interface between
public and private lands; be oriented to maximize
public access and views to the park; be designed
to have an attractive façade with animated
uses at grade; and provide for casual overlook,
increasing the passive surveillance and safety of
the park.
The section of the Downtown Plan dealing with
parkland provisions notes that Downtown has
one of the lowest rates of parkland per person
in the city and more parkland is required to meet
current and future demand; accordingly, “land
first” will be the priority Downtown to maximize
opportunities for new parkland through the
development process. Policy 7.39 specifies that,
to satisfy the need for parks, the City will secure
land for new parks in all areas of Downtown; and
pursue opportunities arising from development
to secure land for new parkland, improve and
expand existing parks and improve public realm
connections between existing and planned parks
and open spaces.
Policy 7.40 requires that parkland conveyed to the
City be free of encumbrances unless approved
by Council; be highly visible with prominent
street frontage; and result in parks that have
good sunlight access and are programmable and
have a functional size, shape, configuration and
topography.

Mobility
The Downtown Plan identifies the importance
of creating a walkable Downtown and prioritizes
the enhancement of the pedestrian experience
as a key objective. In this regard, the mobility
policies aim to making walking the first travel
mode choice for trips throughout Downtown
through enhancements to the pedestrian
network, including wider sidewalks with
adequate pedestrian clearways and streetscape
enhancements. In particular, Policy 8.4.1
provides that pedestrian and public realm
improvements will improve pedestrian safety,
comfort and accessibility, especially for the most
vulnerable, and Policies 8.4.4 and 8.4.5 directs
that improvements will improve pedestrian
wayfinding and create vibrant public spaces that
encourage public life.
With respect to parking and curbside
management, Policy 8.27 provides that
development will generally be required to limit
and/or consolidate vehicle access points and will
be encouraged to provide facilities for passenger
pick-up/drop-off, loading and parking in offstreet locations and/or within building footprints,
in order to free up on-street curbside and public
realm space and improve safety of pedestrians
and cyclists. Policy 8.29 adds that pick-ups and
drop-offs, loading and parking activity shall be
encouraged off-street wherever reasonable and
practical to free up curbside space.

Built Form
The Downtown Plan includes a number of built
form policies in Section 9. The introductory text
to Section 9 recognizes that mid-rise and tall
buildings will be the prevailing form of growth
Downtown. These buildings are to be recognized
as vertical communities that are part of a larger
existing and planned context. Policy 9.1 provides
that development will be encouraged to:
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• enhance the liveability of the building’s
surroundings;

• a strong, legible, historic character of streetoriented buildings exists;

• contribute to liveability by reasonably limiting
uncomfortable wind conditions and providing
access to sunlight, natural light, openness
and sky view; expanding and improving the
public realm; maintaining adequate privacy;
providing high-quality amenity spaces; and
conserving heritage;

• a property on the Heritage Register exists onsite;
• the prevailing pattern consists of buildings
with lesser setbacks; or
• where otherwise acceptable.

• demonstrate design excellence of the building
and surrounding public realm;

Policy 9.8 provides that base buildings will
generally be designed to achieve the following
design objectives:

• demonstrate a high standard of heritage
conservation; and

• relate to the scale and proportion of adjacent
streets, parks and open spaces;

• include high-quality, durable materials and
sustainable and resilient building practices.

• fit compatibly within the existing and planned
context of neighbouring streetwall heights;

Policy 9.2 provides that the City may request, as
a community benefit, provisions for an improved
and expanded public realm including but not
limited to widened sidewalks and walkways,
parks and open spaces, POPS, street trees and
other landscaping, street furniture, public art,
landscaped open spaces, patios, retail displays,
access to transit and transit shelters, cycling
amenities and pedestrian weather protection.
Policy 9.3 adds that Zoning By-laws may provide
for building setbacks from street lines that do
not reduce the density or unreasonably reduce
the utility of the site, where necessary for the
achievement of a contextually appropriate
streetscape. Policy 9.4 states that development
in Mixed Use Areas will be encouraged to include
setbacks that will allow for optimal tree planting
and landscaping conditions, provide adequate
space for tree infrastructure and adhere to the
City’s tree planting standards, and be designed
to allow for access to utilities or other belowgrade services, as a community benefit.
Policy 9.5 provides that the City may request,
as a community benefit, the conveyance of
an easement over a development site within 6
metres from the closest public street curb, or
such greater or lesser distance as may result
from the considerations set out in Policies 9.6
and 9.7. Policy 9.6 specifically provides that a
lesser amount may be appropriate where:
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• relate to the height, scale and built form
character of the existing context of both
streets when located on a corner lot;
• animate and promote the use of adjacent
streets, parks and open spaces by such means
as providing active uses at grade;
• incorporate appropriate glazing;
• encourage tree planting, where appropriate;
and
• include high-quality materials and design
elements that fit with neighbouring buildings
and contribute to a pedestrian scale.
Policy 9.9 provides that development will
generally provide a transition from the base
building to relate to adjacent properties with a
lower-scale planned context, as may be required
to achieve the objectives of the Plan. As well,
Policy 9.10 directs that development on sites
that include or are adjacent to properties on the
Heritage Register will include base buildings
that are “compatible with the streetwall height,
articulation proportion, materiality and alignment
thereof”.
Policies 9.11 through 9.16 relate to physical
determinants of intensity and scale. Policy 9.11
directs that, although existing and approved
buildings form part of the existing and planned
context, the siting, massing, height and design
of a building on one site will not necessarily be
a precedent for development on an adjacent or
nearby site.

Policy 9.13 states that tall building floor plates
should be designed to adequately limit shadow
impacts of the tower on the public realm and
neighbouring properties and maintain adequate
sky view from the public realm. To that end, Policy
9.15 provides that, in a tall building, a storey which
contains residential units but does not form part
of a base building will generally have a maximum
floor plate size of 750 square metres above the
base building. The policy further indicates that
increases to the 750 square metre floorplate size
may be appropriate where the impacts of a larger
floorplate, including shadow, sky view and wind,
are addressed.

With respect to shadow impact, Policy 9.17
provides that development will seek to
“adequately limit” shadows on sidewalks, parks,
open spaces, natural areas and institutional
open spaces “as necessary to preserve their
utility”, while Policy 9.18 requires development to
adequately limit “net-new shadow” as measured
from March 21st to September 21st from 10:18
a.m. to 4:18 p.m. on the parks and open spaces
indicated on Map 41-13. In this regard, there are
no sun protected parks in the immediate vicinity
of the site; the closest is Barbara Hall Park (to the
southeast) which is approximately 380 metres
away (see Figure13).

SUBJECT
SITE

Figure 13 - Downtown Plan Map 41-13: Sun Protected Parks and Open Spaces
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With respect to wind impact, Policy 9.20 provides
that buildings will be sited, massed and designed
to mitigate and reasonably limit wind impacts on
the public realm, including streets and sidewalks,
parks and open spaces and POPS, having regard
for the use of such areas. Policy 9.21 requires
development to address microclimatic conditions
for people on adjacent streets and sidewalks,
parks and open spaces by adequately limiting
shadow and uncomfortable wind conditions, as
necessary to preserve their utility, which may be
achieved through: reducing the floor plates of
tall building elements above the base building;
reducing the overall height and scale of buildings;
and re-orienting, reducing the size of and/or
setting back tall building elements on the site.
The Downtown Plan recognizes that Downtown
includes many built form scales and types. The
built form policies aim to respect the character
of areas by ensuring that the massing of
development responds to surrounding areas,
including adjacent and nearby buildings. Policy
9.22 provides that development may be required
to provide built form transition where necessary
to create a more liveable environment in the
public realm, while defining and distinguishing
areas of different character, intensity and
planned contexts. Policy 9.23 states that
transition in scale can be achieved by “geometric
relationships and design methods in different
combinations including angular planes, stepping
height limits, location and orientation of the
building, the use of setbacks and step-backs of
building mass, separation distances, as well as
other means to achieve compatibility”.
Policy 9.24 further provides that development
will be required to demonstrate transition in
scale when it is:
• adjacent and nearby to lands that have a
planned context that does not anticipate
tall buildings, including but not limited to
Neighbourhoods, Mixed Use Areas 3 and Mixed
Use Areas 4;
• adjacent to a property on the Heritage Register
or a Heritage Conservation District; and/or
• adjacent to existing or planned parks and
open spaces.
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In this regard, the subject is adjacent to lands
designated Neighbourhoods to the south, as
well as properties on the heritage register at 15
Selby Street, 592 Sherbourne Street and 582
Sherbourne Street (28 Linden Street).
Policy 9.25 addresses built form adjacencies,
providing that a review may be required to
determine if any transition to the planned
context is required to achieve compatibility.
Potential transition measures include: for tall
to low-rise adjacencies, the application of a
separation distance, stepping down of heights
and an angular plane, and informed by the City’s
Tall Building Design Guidelines; for tall to midrise adjacencies, the application of a separation
distance and noticeable stepping down of height;
and for tall to tall adjacencies, the application of
separation distance, tower orientation, and, as
appropriate, stepping down of heights.
Policy 9.26 further instructs that transitions may
be required between development and adjacent
streets, parks or open spaces to provide access
to sunlight and sky views as well as establish a
human scale. Where such transition is necessary,
tall building developments may achieve the
transition to parks and open spaces and streets
through appropriate setbacks and stepbacks.
Policy 9.27 adds that, where transition is desirable
to achieve compatibility, it will generally be
provided within the development site.
With respect to amenity space, Policy 9.30
provides that amenity will be located at or above
grade, in highly visible and accessible locations
for the building’s inhabitants, designed and built
with high-quality and durable materials, and
designed to provide elements and programming
that respond to a variety of users. Policy 9.31
provides that outdoor amenity spaces will be
sited and designed to maximize sky views and
sunlight in the space, to generally ensure wind
conditions that are suitable for comfortably
sitting and standing, and to include trees and
other landscaping, where appropriate. Policies
9.32 and 9.33 provide that indoor amenity space
will be provided in appropriately scaled rooms,
should generally have access to sunlight and will
be encouraged to be located directly adjacent
and connected to outdoor amenity space.

Community Services and Facilities
The Downtown Plan notes that community service
facilities provide a foundation for a diverse
range of programs and services that support
communities, contribute to quality of life and
act as neighbourhood focal points where people
gather, work, learn socialize and access services.
Community services and facilities are essential
to fostering complete communities. Policy 10.2
states that development will be encouraged to
contribute to the delivery of community service
facilities, as appropriate as a community benefit
through new, expanded or retrofitted space for
one or more community service facilities on-site.

Housing
The introductory text notes that the provision
of housing to a wide range of residents that is
affordable, secure, of an appropriate size, and
located to meet the needs of people throughout
their life cycle is essential to the creation of
complete communities.
Policy 11.1 provides that, in order to achieve a
balanced mix of unit types and sizes and support
the creation of housing suitable for families,
development containing more than 80 new
residential units will include:
• a minimum of 15% of the total number of units
as two-bedroom units;
• a minimum of 10% of the total number of units
as three-bedroom units; and
• an additional 15% of the total number of units
as a combination of two- and three-bedroom
units, or units that can be converted to 2 and
3 bedroom units through the use of accessible
or adaptable design measures.

Implementation
Policy 14.1 provides that implementation plans,
strategies and guidelines will be adopted to
advance the vision, goals and policies of the
Downtown Plan. These implementation plans,
strategies and guidelines, while they express
Council policy, are not part of the Plan unless the
Plan has been specifically amended to include
them, in whole or in part, and do not have the
status of policies in the Downtown Plan.

In our opinion, and for the reasons set out in
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 of this report, the proposed
development would conform with the requested
Mixed Use Areas 2 designation in the Downtown
Secondary Plan and, in particular, the policies
relating to land use, public realm and built form.
Section 5.2 of this report further details the
rationale for the redesignation of the subject site
to Mixed Use Areas 2 in the Downtown Secondary
Plan.

4.8 Site and Area Specific
Policy 517 (OPA 352)
On November 9, 2016, as part of the TOcore study
which ultimately led to the Downtown Plan, City
Council adopted Official Plan Amendment No.
352 (OPA 352), which introduces Site and Area
Specific Policy 517 (SASP 517) applying to the
Downtown area, generally bounded by Bathurst
Street, Lake Ontario, the Don River, Rosedale
Valley Road and the CPR tracks.
Concurrently, City Council enacted By-law 11062016 to amend By-law 438-86 with respect to
tall building setbacks in the “Toronto Downtown”
area in order to implement OPA 352. A companion
by-law, By-law No.1107-2016, was enacted on the
same date to amend By-law 569-2013. OPA 352,
as well as By-laws 1106-2016 and 1107-2016, were
appealed to the LPAT by numerous parties.
On November 25, 2020 and February 2, 2021,
City Council approved modifications to OPA
352 and the Zoning By-laws in order to resolve
the appeals. On March 15, 2021, the LPAT held
a Settlement Hearing to consider the modified
instruments, and a Decision was issued on May
28, 2021, approving modified versions of OPA 352,
By-law 1106-2016 and 1107-2016.
The purpose of SASP 517 is to provide direction
for Downtown tall building development with
respect to setbacks from the building face of
the tower to adjacent lot lines and an adequate
separation distance between towers. These
directions are intended to ensure that individual
tall buildings on a site and the cumulative effect
of multiple tall buildings within a block contribute
to building strong healthy communities by fitting
in with the existing and/or planned context.
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SASP 517 provides that the Zoning By-law will
contain minimum numerical standards with
respect to tall building setbacks from property
lines and separation distances between towers
on the same site (see Section 4.9 below). Relief
from these standards may be permitted through
rezoning or minor variance provided that
appropriate space between towers will:
• provide a high-quality, comfortable public
realm;
• consider development potential, where
appropriate, of other sites within the block;
• appropriately limit shadow impacts on the
public realm and surrounding properties;
• provide appropriate access to natural light and
protect privacy for occupants of tall buildings;
• provide appropriate pedestrian-level views of
the sky between towers as experienced from
adjacent streets, parks and open spaces; and
• appropriately limit and mitigate the impacts
of uncomfortable wind conditions on streets,
parks, open spaces and surrounding properties.
In the review of minor variance or rezoning
applications, the existing and planned context of a
site will be considered, including but not limited to
the following considerations:
• the use of the proposed tall building and
adjacent properties;
• the physical relationship between tall buildings,
including the extent to which the buildings can
be located, oriented and designed to mitigate
impacts; and/or
• development potential, where appropriate,
of other sites within the block, including
agreements, such as limiting distance
agreements, heritage easement agreements,
or air rights agreements, between landowners
and the City.
In addition, SASP 517 sets out the following
directions:
• not every site can accommodate a tall building;
• where a block is comprised of multiple small
sites, a comprehensive block planning process
may be used to locate and design tall buildings
to meet the intent of this SASP; and
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• the policies in this SASP are not intended to
apply to mid-rise buildings and may be applied
to other tall building typologies that differ from
the tower-base form, where appropriate.

4.9 Proposed Official Plan
Amendment No. 524
(OPA 524)
Draft Official Plan Amendment No. 524 (OPA
524) was brought forward for consideration by
Planning and Housing Committee on April 22,
2021. The accompanying staff report dated
March 30, 2021 recommended that City Planning
be authorized to use the draft Official Plan
Amendment as the basis for consultation and to
bring forward a Final Report by the fourth quarter
of 2021.
Draft OPA 524 would introduce Site and Area
Specific Policies for 16 “protected major transit
station areas” corresponding with the existing
subway stations in the Downtown. The subject
site would be located within the boundaries
of both the Bloor-Yonge and the Sherbourne
Protected Major Transit Station Areas, as shown
on Figure 14 and Figure 15.
Proposed Site and Area Specific Policy 600,
applying to the Bloor-Yonge Protected Major
Transit Station Area, provides that existing and
new development is planned for a minimum
population and employment target of 900
residents and jobs combined per hectare, with
a minimum density of 1.0 FSI specified for the
subject site. For the Sherbourne Protected
Major Transit Station Area, Proposed Site and
Area Specific Policy 601 provides for a minimum
population and employment target of 500
residents and jobs combined per hectare, again
with a minimum density of 1.0 FSI specified for
the subject site.

SUBJECT
SITE

Figure 14 - OPA 524 Bloor Yonge PMSTA Mapping

SUBJECT
SITE

Figure 15 - OPA 524 Sherbourne PMSTA Mapping
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4.10 Zoning
The in-force Zoning By-law applying to the
subject site is City-wide Zoning By-law 569-2013,
as amended, of the City of Toronto. By-law 5692013 was enacted by City Council on May 9, 2013.
It was appealed to the Ontario Municipal Board in
its entirety; however, substantial portions of the
by-law have now been approved by the LPAT/OLT
and are in full force and effect. For portions of
the by-law that have not yet been approved, Bylaw 438-86, as amended, of the former City of
Toronto remains in force.

Exception R 871 states that Section 12(1) 434 of
the former City of Toronto Zoning By-law 438-86
continues to prevail and that By-law 516-87 is a
prevailing by-law in respect of the property at 5
Selby Street. Section 12(1) 434 permits a bed and
breakfast establishment and specifies parking
requirements for such use. By-law 516-87 permits
a mixed-use building in the existing building at 5
Selby Street and an addition thereto, including
up to 307 square metres of non-residential gross
floor area, limited to various office uses.

The subject site is zoned R (d1.0) (x871) by By-law
569-2013, with a maximum height of 12.0 metres.
The site also falls within Policy Area 1 (see Figure
16).

As well, Exception R 871 provides that Exception
R 4 applies, which in turns provides that
Exception R 7 applies and that Section 12(1) 232
of the former City of Toronto Zoning By-law 43886 continues to prevail. Exception R 7 permits
nursing homes, retirement homes and religious
residences, subject to conditions. Section 12(1)
232 permits the continued use of buildings or
structures for commercial purposes provided
that the commercial uses were permitted on
the lot on February 25, 1975 and the building or
structure was lawfully used for such purposes on
January 31, 1976.
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The R (Residential) zone permits a wide range of
residential building types, including apartment
buildings and townhouses, as well as detached
and semi-detached dwellings, duplexes and
triplexes, with a maximum density of 1.0 FSI. As
well, the R zone permits a number of uses, subject
to conditions, including retail stores (on the
ground floor of a building, up to a maximum size
of 70 square metres), rooming houses, tourist
homes, places of worship, libraries, community
centres and day nurseries.

Map Sheet Boundary

Downtown Tall Building Setback Bylaws

4.11 Tall Building Design
Guidelines

By-laws 1106-2016 and 1107-2016 were enacted
concurrently with OPA 352, amending By-law
438-86 and By-law 569-2013, respectively, to
introduce regulations regarding tower setbacks
in the Downtown area. As amended by the LPAT
on May 28, 2021, the by-laws include the following
relevant provisions:

On May 7, 2013, City Council adopted the CityWide Tall Building Design Guidelines (March 2013),
which updated and replaced the “Design Criteria
for the Review of Tall Building Proposals” (2006)
and consolidated the Downtown Tall Building
Guidelines, which were originally adopted by
Council in July 2012.

• every building with a height of greater than 36
metres shall be no closer than:
○ 3.0 metres to a lot line abutting a street that
is a public highway and 12.5 metres to the
centre line of that street for the portions of
the building that collectively enclose the
entirety of a storey higher than 24 metres
above grade;
○ 12.5 metres to the centre line of an abutting
public lane for the portions of the building
that collectively enclose the entirety of a
storey higher than 24 metres above grade;
and
○ 12.5 metres to a lot line having no abutting
street or public lane for the portions of
the building that collectively enclose the
entirety of a storey higher than 24 metres
above grade;
• every building with a height of greater than
36 metres shall be no closer than 25 metres
to each building with a height greater than 36
metres on the same lot for the portions of the
buildings that collectively enclose the entirety
of a storey higher than 24 metres above grade;
• if a line projected at a right angle from a main
wall of a building with a height of greater than
36 metres intercepts another main wall of
the same building, those main walls shall be
separated by a minimum of 25.0 metres for
the portions of the buildings that collectively
enclose the entirety of a storey higher than 24
metres above grade;
• window projections, exterior stairs and access
ramps are not permitted to encroach into the
required setbacks or separation distances;
and
• elements which are permitted to project into
the required separation distances include
balconies, canopies and awnings, exterior
cladding, architectural features, eaves and
mechanical equipment (each with a specified
maximum projection).

As a result, all Downtown Guidelines with city-wide
applicability have been integrated into the revised
guidelines. Location-specific aspects of the
Downtown Tall Building Guidelines (particularly
the Downtown Vision and Tall Building Typologies)
remain in effect as a consolidated, companion
document known as “Downtown Tall Buildings:
Vision and Supplementary Design Guidelines”.
The City-Wide Tall Building Design Guidelines are to
be used in conjunction with these supplementary
guidelines to evaluate all tall building development
proposals falling within the Downtown study area
boundary. The document specifically notes that
the guidelines are “intended to provide a degree
of certainty and clarity of common interpretation,
however, as guidelines, they should be afforded
some flexibility in application, particularly when
looked at cumulatively”.
The City-Wide Tall Building Design Guidelines
include sections related to site context, site
organization, tall building massing and pedestrian
realm. Among other matters, the Guidelines
recommend that tower floor plates be limited to 750
square metres and that tall building towers be set
back 12.5 metres from side and rear property lines
and provide a separation distance of 25 metres
between towers on the same site. A minimum
tower stepback of 3.0 metres is specified above
the face of the base building, including balconies.
Within the Downtown Tall Building Guidelines,
Sherbourne Street and Bloor Street East in the
vicinity of the site are identified as High Streets
(see Figure 17, Downtown Tall Building Guidelines
Map 1 - High Streets Map). High Streets are those
parts of major Downtown streets along which tall
buildings are considered to be an appropriate form
of development. Neither Huntley, Linden nor Selby
Street is identified as a High Street, reflecting the
current Neighbourhoods designation.
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Figure 17 - Downtown Tall Building Guidelines Map 1, High Streets Map

The Downtown Vision Height Map (see Figure
18, Downtown Tall Building Guidelines Map 2 –
Downtown Vision Height Map) sets out height
range categories applying to High Streets
throughout the Downtown that reinforce the
existing structure of Downtown’s skyline and
built form context. Heights are expressed in
metres and in storeys. Map 2 identifies a building
height range of 62 metres to 107 metres (20
storeys to 35 storeys) along Bloor Street East
and 47 metres to 77 metres (15 storeys to 25
storeys) along Sherbourne Street. The building
typology identified for both Bloor Street East
and Sherbourne Street on Map 3 – High Streets
Typologies Map is a Tower – Base Form (see
Figure 19, Downtown Tall Building Guidelines
Map 3 – High Streets Typologies Map). The TowerBase form is generally characterized by slender
point towers spaced apart atop pedestrianscaled base buildings that define the street edge.
In addition, Map 4 identifies Bloor Street East as
a Priority Retail Street, while Sherbourne Street
is not so identified (see Figure 20, Downtown Tall
Building Guidelines Map 4 – Priority Retail Streets
Map).
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Supplementary Design Guideline #1 provides
that, when a tall building abut a lower scale
neighbourhood area, the tower portion of the tall
building should be set back at least 20 metres,
excluding balconies, from any such abutting
property lines and the portion of the base
building immediately adjacent to the lower scale
area should be designed to be no higher than
the height of adjacent buildings, transitioning
into a higher base as the distance from the area
increases.
The proposed development is evaluated with
respect to the Tall Building Design Guidelines and
the Downtown Tall Building Design Guidelines in
Section 5.7 of this report.
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4.12 Growing Up: Planning
for Children in New
Vertical Communities
In 2015, the City of Toronto initiated a study
entitled Growing Up: Planning for Children in
New Vertical Communities and produced draft
guidelines to direct how new development can
better function for larger households. A staff
report summarizing the study process and draft
guidelines was adopted by Planning and Growth
Management Committee on May 31, 2017, and the
report and recommendations were considered
by City Council at its meeting on July 4, 2017 and
adopted without amendments. On July 28, 2020
a final recommendation report was presented
to City Council, and the updated Growing Up
Guidelines were adopted.
The intent of the Guidelines is to provide for a
better integration of family supportive design
into the planning of new multi-unit residential
developments. The Guidelines are organized
at three scales, based on the recognition that
each scale contributes positively to how a family
experiences living in a vertical community:
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• The
Neighbourhood
Scale:
At
the
neighbourhood scale, the Guidelines focus on
children’s experiences in the city, promoting
independent mobility, access to parks, schools
and community facilities.
• The Building Scale: At the building scale,
the Guidelines seek to increase the number
of larger units, encourage the design of
functional and flexible amenity and common
spaces, and promoting flexible building design
for changing unit layouts.
• The Unit Scale: At the unit scale, the Guidelines
focus on the size and functionality of spaces
to ensure dwelling units can accommodate a
family’s daily needs. Considerations include
providing sufficient room for families to
gather and share meals, as well as bedrooms
that can comfortably accommodate more
than one child.

The primary objectives of the Guidelines include:
• to ensure a diversity of housing types and
sizes to support not only households with
children, but also a variety of households of at
all different life stages;
• to maintain liveability and quality of vertical
communities over the long-term; and
• to plan public realm and community amenities
from the perspective of a child.
The use of the term “large units” in the Guidelines
refers to two- and three-bedroom units that
comply with the design parameters set out in
the Guidelines. Large units are intended to meet
the needs of households with children, as well as
multi-generational families, seniors, and groups
of students and/or adults who live together. The
guidelines seek to achieve a minimum of 25%
two- and three-bedroom units, comprised of
15% two-bedroom units and 10% three-bedroom
units.
Section 2.0 of the Guidelines focuses on the
design of new buildings. Topics covered in this
section include building configuration, typology,
design and construction, circulation areas and
shared spaces, as well as storage and utility
needs. Section 3.0 provides guidelines specific
to unit design.
Unit size and unit mix are addressed in Section
5.4 of this report.

4.13 Pet-Friendly Design
Guidelines
The Pet-Friendly Design Guidelines were
developed in 2019, through a collaborative
process involving consultation and engagement
with a broad range of stakeholders. The purpose
of the document is to guide new developments
in a direction that is supportive of a growing
pet population. The document is intended to
complement other City initiatives to create and
design high-quality pet friendly amenities in
private development, including the building,
private internal and external open spaces, and
living spaces.

The Guidelines apply city-wide to all new multiunit residential buildings that are required to
provide amenity space as a condition of their
development approval. As guidelines, they are
intended to provide direction and guidance, but
should be afforded some flexibility in application,
and balanced against broad city building
objectives.
Similar to the Growing Up Guidelines, the Pet
Friendly Guidelines are structured at three scales:
the neighbourhood, the building and the dwelling
unit. At the neighbourhood scale, the guidelines
encourage new developments to support their
on-site pet population with amenities and spaces
to meet their needs and reduce the burden on
public parks and open spaces, especially in
dense neighbourhoods characterized by multiunit, high-rise buildings where parks and green
spaces are heavily used.
At the building scale, the guidelines provide
direction as to the types, sizes and general
configuration of amenity spaces for pets, and
specify how shared spaces, green spaces,
building systems and the public realm can be
designed to support pets, their owners, and
other residents of multi-unit buildings in highdensity neighbourhoods. The types of dedicated
amenities that could be provided to support pets
and their owners include pet relief areas, offleash areas, pet wash stations and POPS. The
guidelines direct that the appropriate size and
range of pet amenities in a proposed building be
closely considered together with the allocation
and configuration of other amenities and also be
determined in conjunction with an assessment
of current and future anticipated usage,
existing and future demographics, and existing
neighbourhood facilities.
Finally, the unit scale looks at choices in materials,
unit layout, indoor space, outdoor patio space and
storage that can enhance a pet’s environment
and meet day-to-day needs.
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5.1 Intensification
Intensification on the subject site is supportive
of policy directions articulated in the Provincial
Policy Statement, the Growth Plan for the Greater
Golden Horseshoe, the Metrolinx Regional
Transportation Plan, the City of Toronto Official
Plan and the Downtown Secondary Plan, all of
which promote intensification on sites which
are well served by municipal infrastructure,
particularly higher order transit. In this regard,
the proposed development has been designed to
be transit-supportive and pedestrian-oriented.
The subject site is located within the Downtown,
which is identified as an urban growth centre. In
addition, the subject site forms part of a planned
“major transit station area” as defined by the
Growth Plan, being within approximately 145
metres from the Sherbourne subway station,
and approximately 560 metres from the nearest
entrance to the Bloor-Yonge subway station.
The Growth Plan directs that the boundaries of
major transit station areas are to be delineated
in a transit-supportive manner that maximizes
the size of the area and the number of potential
transit users that are within walking distance of
the station (our emphasis). Through proposed
Official Plan Amendment No. 524, the City is
proposing to include the subject site within the
Protected Major Transit Station Areas associated
with the Bloor-Yonge and Sherbourne subway
stations.
Accordingly, the subject site is within a “strategic
growth area” as defined by the Growth Plan.
Strategic growth areas are intended to be a focus
for accommodating intensification and higherdensity mixed uses in a more compact built form.
Further, the subject site is located within the
Yonge-Bloor Mobility Hub, as identified in the
Metrolinx 2041 Regional Transportation Plan. The
proposed development would help support the
Plan’s goals of significant intensification within
mobility hubs, supporting transit ridership and
the significant investments in public transit
that are being made by the City of Toronto and
Province of Ontario.
From an Official Plan perspective, strong policy
support is expressed for new housing in the
Downtown, intended to minimize in-bound

commuting and expand the range of housing
opportunities. Policy 2.2.1(1) provides that the
Downtown Toronto Urban Growth Centre will be
planned to “optimize the public investment in
higher order transit within the Centre” and thus
should exceed the minimum combined gross
density target of 400 residents and jobs per
hectare set out in the Growth Plan. As well, the
Official Plan encourages “a full range of housing
opportunities” in the Downtown. Furthermore,
the Official Plan provides that lands within the
Mixed Use Areas designation, as proposed by the
requested Official Plan Amendment application,
will absorb most of the anticipated increase in
retail, office and service employment in Toronto
in the coming decades, as well as much of the
new housing.
Policy 2.4 (8) provides for intensified development
with minimum density requirements and limits on
parking on sites such as the subject site which are
served by higher-order transit stations. However,
the Official Plan was drafted prior to the effective
date of the Growth Plan. Accordingly, the Official
Plan policies do not fully recognize and give
effect to the current Provincial policy directions
supporting nodal intensification in proximity to
transit stations.
In contrast, the Provincial modifications to the
recently approved Downtown Secondary Plan
provides that the highest density of development
within the Downtown is to be directed to Mixed Use
Areas in proximity to existing or planned transit
stations. The requested Official Plan Amendment
would redesignate the subject site to Mixed Use
Areas 2 – Intermediate in the Downtown Plan,
which is one of the designations within which
growth is specifically encouraged.
Optimizing the use of land and infrastructure
on the subject site is consistent with both good
planning practice and overarching Provincial
and City policy direction, subject to achieving
appropriate built form relationships. In this
regard, “optimization” means making something
“as fully perfect, functional, or effective as
possible”. Mixed-use intensification on the
subject site would support transit ridership,
assist in reinforcing the role of the Downtown as
a desirable living area, and allow residents and
employees to take advantage of the wide array of
shops, services, restaurants and other facilities
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within the area, while providing support for
existing retail and commercial uses in the area.
It would also provide additional jobs and services
to serve the local community and will assist in
revitalizing this area of the downtown.
In addition, residential intensification on the
subject site will result in population and job
growth that will contribute to the achievement
of forecasts in the Growth Plan and the Official
Plan. From a housing perspective, the proposal
will support Provincial and City policy to provide
housing options by expanding the range of
housing types and densities through residential
intensification.
Within the explanatory text in Section 2.1 of the
Official Plan, it is noted that, by making better
use of existing urban infrastructure and services
before introducing new ones on the urban
fringe, reurbanization helps to reduce demands
on nature and improves the liveability of the
urban region by: reducing the pace at which
the countryside is urbanized; preserving high
quality agricultural lands; reducing reliance on
the private automobile; reducing greenhouse gas
emissions; and reducing consumption of nonrenewable resources.

5.2 Land Use/Proposed
Redesignation to Mixed
Use Areas
In our opinion, the proposed mix of uses, including
high-density residential uses, community uses
and retail uses, as well as a new public park,
is appropriate and desirable from a land use
planning perspective and will result in transitsupportive intensification that will contribute to
the achievement of a “complete community”.
Accordingly, it is our opinion that the requested
redesignation of the subject site to Mixed Use
Areas in the Official Plan and to Mixed Use Areas
2 in the Downtown Secondary Plan is appropriate
and desirable from a land use public policy
perspective. In summary, the planning rationale
requested for the requested redesignation
includes the following:
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• It
will
facilitate
transit-supportive
intensification in the form of new housing
options in the Downtown in immediate
proximity to higher-order transit stations;
• It will expand and round out the existing Mixed
Use Areas and Mixed Use Areas 2 designations
to logical boundaries; and
• It will not displace traditional neighbourhood
uses.
The following sections address each of these
reasons in turn.
• As set out in Section 5.1 above, intensification
of the site is desirable in policy and land
use terms. The existing Neighbourhoods
designation and R (d1.0) zoning do not
optimize the use of land and infrastructure,
contrary to the overarching policy directions
set out in the PPS and the Growth Plan,
and would permit only a minimal amount
of intensification on the subject site.
In this regard, the subject site currently
provides housing for only 37 households
(25 rental units and 12 owner-occupied
units), as well as 31 dwelling rooms.
Together, the existing 4-storey height in the
Neighbourhoods designation, taken together
with the 12.0 metre height limit in the zoning
by-law and the maximum 1.0 FSI density, would
allow only modest additional density i.e. only
72 units in total (assuming a density of 1.0 FSI
and an average of 70 square metres per unit).
In comparison, the proposed development
would result in the creation of 1,297 residential
units, more than 18 times the estimated
number of units permitted by the existing
Official Plan and zoning by-law and more 30
times the number of existing residential units
on the subject site.
• The proposed redesignation of the subject
site to Mixed Use Areas 2 is comprehensive in
scope and would result in logical boundaries
between the nodal intensification area within
the Mixed Use Areas designation around the
Sherbourne subway station and the Bloor/
Sherbourne intersection and the lands
designated Neighbourhoods south of Linden
Street. The subject site is currently surrounded
by lands designated Mixed Use Areas to the

north, east, and west. Moreover, the subject
block bounded by Selby, Huntley, Linden and
Sherbourne is currently split-designated,
with a Mixed Use Areas designation applying
to 592 Sherbourne Street/15 Selby Street,
an Apartment Neighbourhoods designation
applying to 582 Sherbourne Street/28 Linden
Street, and a Neighbourhoods designation
applying to the remainder of the block.

• Any development permitted pursuant to the
Official Plan Amendment will be “compatible
with its physical context”; and

The redesignation of the remainder of the
block to Mixed Use Areas is comprehensive in
nature and would not leave lands that would
continue to be designated Neighbourhoods
within the block; accordingly, it would not
destabilize other lands within the block.
Through
pre-application
consultation,
City staff have similarly recommended a
comprehensive approach to the block. In turn,
as set out below and in the Block Context Plan
provided in this report, the comprehensive
approach allows for appropriate setbacks
and separation distances from adjacent lands
that would remain within the Neighbourhoods
designation.

As well, the policy notes that, in the consideration
of a site-specific Official Plan Amendment, at the
earliest point in the process, the planning review
will examine whether the application should
be considered within the immediate planning
context or whether a broader review and possible
area specific policy or general policy change are
appropriate.

• The current Neighbourhoods designation
applying to the subject site reflects the lowrise, predominantly residential uses which
have historically existed on the site. However,
the Neighbourhoods designation in this case
does not apply to a “monocultural” area of
detached and semi-detached houses, but
rather applies to an area that has evolved
over time to include a mix of detached, semidetached and rowhouse dwellings, as well
as converted multiplex dwellings, rooming
houses and a hostel, and is zoned R (x871),
which permits a full range of residential
building types, as well as a range of
institutional uses and certain non-residential
(office) uses. It is in this context that the
proposed redesignation to Mixed Use Areas
must be considered.
Policy 5.3.1(3) of the Official Plan sets out specific
considerations to be addressed when considering
Official Plan Amendments, such as the proposed
redesignation from Neighbourhoods to Mixed
Use Areas, specifically:
• Official Plan Amendments that are not
consistent with the general intent of the
Official Plan will be discouraged;

• Any development permitted pursuant to the
Official Plan Amendment “will not affect
nearby Neighbourhoods or Apartment
Neighbourhoods in a manner contrary to the
neighbourhood protection policies of this
Plan.”

The analysis set out below addresses each of
these considerations in turn.
• In our opinion, the proposed Official Plan
Amendment is consistent with the general
intent of the Official Plan. From a high-level
policy perspective, the Official Plan promotes
growth and intensification throughout the City
and, in particular, within the Downtown in order
to achieve a variety of planning objectives
(as summarized in Section 5.1 above). While
specific “neighbourhood protection” policies
apply to the subject site given its current
Neighbourhoods designation, the Official Plan
recognizes that there is a need to balance and
reconcile these policy directions (see below).
• In our opinion, the proposed development
permitted pursuant to the Official Plan
Amendment will be “compatible with its
physical context”. In this regard, the subject
site is located immediately adjacent to tall
buildings to the west, north and east, along
Bloor Street, Sherbourne Street and in the
area surrounding the Sherbourne subway
station. The proposed development will
also be compatible with the uses within the
Neighbourhoods designation to the south
(see below). Within the site itself, the new
development will be compatible with the
low-rise built form lining Huntley, Linden and
Selby Streets, which will be conserved, and
will maintain and enhance the landscaped
pedestrian character along the sidewalks and
street edges.
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• In our opinion, the proposed development
permitted
pursuant
to
the
Official
Plan
Amendment
will
not
affect
nearby Neighbourhoods or Apartment
Neighbourhoods in a manner contrary to the
“neighbourhood protection” policies of the
Official Plan. The proposed development will
maintain and enhance the existing low-rise
built form character along the north side of
Linden Street, where it interfaces with the
Neighbourhoods to the south, and will not affect
the Neighbourhoods in a negative manner.
In this regard, the existing buildings at 4749 Huntley Street/2 Linden Street will be
demolished to make way for the new public
park at the corner of Linden Street and
Huntley Street, while the southerly portions
of the existing low-rise buildings at 8, 16 and
18 Linden Street will be retained. Between 8
and 16 Linden Street, the site frontage will
be infilled with a low-rise (2-storey) building
element set back approximately 3.5 metres
from the front lot line, which will serve as
the entrance to the community space, The
properties at 24-26 Linden Street will be
redeveloped for a low-rise 3-storey daycare
centre. The community space at 8-12 Linden
Street, the townhouses in the retained
buildings at 16-18 Linden Street and the
new daycare facility will each have direct
pedestrian entrance from the public sidewalk.
The two towers will be set well back from
the park and the low-rise building elements
fronting on Linden Street and will be well
separated
from
the
Neighbourhoods
designated properties south on Linden
Street, by 39.1 metres in the case of Tower A
and by 31.85 metres in the case of Tower B.
Where it interfaces with the abutting
Apartment
Neighbourhoods
designation
applying to the 32-storey James Cooper
Mansion development to the east, the
proposed development will provide for
appropriate separation between tall buildings.
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Based on the foregoing, the proposal conforms
with the “neighbourhood protection” policies
in Section 2.3.1 of the Official Plan, which
require consideration of compatibility,
transition, maintenance of adequate light
and privacy, minimizing impacts from
lighting, amenity areas and service areas and
attenuating traffic and parking impacts. These
potential built form impacts are addressed in
detail in Section 5.6 below.
• Finally, it is our opinion that a broader review
or general policy change is not required.
A site and area specific policy is proposed
for the subject site, such a policy could
be introduced if considered desirable.
The
proposed
redesignation
applies
comprehensively to the portion of the Huntley/
Linden/Selby/Sherbourne block that is not
already designated, zoned and developed for
high-rise residential purposes. It rounds off
the Mixed Use Areas designation to logical
boundaries i.e. Linden Street to the south.
Accordingly, a broader study is not required.
As noted above, the Official Plan recognizes that
there may at times be a need to balance and
reconcile potentially conflicting policy directions.
Policy 5.6(1.1) directs that Official Plan policies
should not be read in isolation or to the exclusion
of other relevant policies in the Plan and goes
on to say that the goal of the Official Plan is to
“appropriately balance and reconcile a range of
diverse objectives affecting land use planning in
the City”.
In this case, the 4-storey height limit applicable
to the Neighbourhoods designation effectively
precludes meaningful intensification. To the
extent that a choice must be made between
intensification and “neighbourhood protection”,
it is our opinion that the overall policy framework,
principles of good planning and the public
interest all clearly support intensification in
this case, even if were to come at the expense
of neighbourhood protection. The direction to
optimize the use of land and infrastructure within
the Downtown and, specifically, in immediate

proximity to higher-order transit stations is clear
and is critically important. As noted above, the
subject site has the capability to accommodate
much-needed new housing options for 1,297
households, a significant increase above the
43 households existing or the 72 households
achievable under the as-of-right zoning. In this
context, the failure to approve the requested
Official Plan Amendment would have a significant
negative impact on housing supply in the City.
Furthermore, the required balance and
reconciliation in this case need not come at
the expense of neighbourhood protection. The
proposed development approach means that
the physical character of the neighbourhood
along its street edges will be preserved and
enhanced through the conservation of the lowrise heritage buildings in accordance with the
recommendations of ERA Architects. In terms of
its social character, the proposed development
seeks to maintain and significantly improve
the essential elements of the existing housing
stock through the rental replacement strategy,
albeit with a different built form (see Section
5.4 below), as well as to maintain and enhance
the social fabric of the neighbourhood through
the establishment of a Community Land Trust
or partnership with a not-for-profit community
organization (as described in Section 3.1).

in the event that the requested Official Plan
Amendment were to be approved. In our opinion,
the analysis of precedent impacts in the City of
Toronto has historically lacked an appropriate
degree of nuance.
First of all, it is noted that “precedent”, whether
good or bad, is not a policy test that is established
by the PPS, the Growth Plan or the Official Plan. In
fact, the word “precedent” is not used in either
the PPS or the Growth Plan and is only used in a
limited way in the Official Plan (i.e. solely in the
policies addressing Avenue segment studies).
Secondly, the focus on precedent has a tendency
to detract from a focus on the planning merits
of each specific application. It is trite to say
that no two applications are the same and that
fact circumstances will vary from application
to application. Accordingly, the approval of one
application does not serve as a precedent that
will inexorably lead to the approval of another
application. As noted in Policy 9.11 of the
Downtown Secondary Plan,
“Although existing and approved buildings
form part of the existing and planned
context, the siting, massing, height and
design of a building on one site will not
necessarily be a precedent for development
on an adjacent or nearby site.”

Given these considerations, the proposed
redesignation in this case needs to be
distinguished from other circumstances where
the Downtown neighbourhoods in question
are larger and more significant e.g. Rosedale
and Cabbagetown in Toronto, Shaughnessy in
Vancouver, Mile End in Montreal, Beacon Hill in
Boston, etc. While it is arguably appropriate in
those circumstances to conclude that the balance
between intensification and neighbourhood
protection would tilt toward neighbourhood
protection, the neighbourhoods in those
instances are qualitatively and quantitatively very
different than the subject site, which comprises
only a portion of a small city block.

Specifically with respect to the proposed
redesignation from Neighbourhoods to Mixed Use
Areas, it is our opinion that it will not inexorably
lead to the approval of applications to redesignate
other lands designated Neighbourhoods within
the Downtown. In that regard, we have identified
eight other Neighbourhoods designations that
are similarly within 800 metres of higher-order
transit and are surrounded by lands designated
Mixed Use Areas. These include:

Finally, through pre-application consultation,
City Planning staff raised the issue of precedent

5. D’Arcy-McCaul

1. Collier-Park-Asquith
2. Dundonald-Gloucester
3. Granby-McGill
4. Henry-McCaul
6. Kensington
7. Grange-Huron
8. Wolseley-Carr-Ryerson.
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While some of these Neighbourhoods have
similarities to the subject site, others are
larger areas or areas with a more significant
concentration of heritage buildings. Some (e.g.
Granby-McGill and Dundonald-Gloucester) are
subject to area specific Official Plan policies
that explicitly provide for the maintenance of
the existing low-rise character, while others (e.g.
Kensington) are included within approved or
proposed Heritage Conservation Districts. Given
these differences, any application to redesignate
some or all of these Neighbourhoods to permit
a more intensive form of development would
require evaluation on its individual merits. As
a result, it is our opinion that approval of the
requested redesignation of the subject site will
not create a precedent that would undermine the
policy framework applying to these other areas.

• OPA 315 (218-220 Balsam)

Thirdly, the requested redesignation would
not in our opinion “create” a precedent
inasmuch as numerous other redesignations
from Neighbourhoods to Mixed Use Areas have
previously been approved. To the extent that it is
contended that one approval creates a precedent
for the next, that “precedent” has already been
set. The list of examples below are put forward
in that context. In doing so, it is important to
emphasize that the list of examples are not
proffered as precedents but rather as a means
to counter the contention that a redesignation
such as that proposed for the subject site is
“unprecedented”. The list of examples follows:

• 701-713 Soudan/1674-1684 Bayview (final OLT
order pending)

• OPA 15 (6 Aldgate)
• OPA 63 (Duplex-Berwick)
• OPA 83 (Kingston Road Revitalization Study)
• OPA 134 (8-10 Donalda Crescent)
• OPA 137 (Yonge-Belsize)
• OPA 144 (St. Clair West Avenue Study)
• OPA 189 (Alexandra Park)
• OPA 209 (1155 Albion)
• OPA 246 (Better Bathurst Avenue Study)
• OPA 247 (333 College/303 Augusta)
• OPA 250 (2384-2388 Yonge/Montgomery)
• OPA 253 (Eglinton Connects)
• OPA 277 (231-237 College/177-189 Huron)
• OPA 284 (40 Glasgow)
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• OPA 390 (650-652 Kingston Road)
• OPA 402 (187-193 Parliament)
• OPA 467 (2442-2454 Bloor Street West)
• OPA 475 (1627 Bathurst Street)
• OPA 477 (2490-2514 Yonge/Castlefield)
• OPA 489 (1141 Bloor Street West, Bloor
Collegiate)
• OPA 502 (491 Glencairn Avenue, final OLT order
pending)
• OPA 520 (466-468 Dovercourt)
• OPA 530 (646-648 Dufferin/Boland Lane,
approved in principle, OPA not yet adopted)
• OPA 531 (Geary Works)
• 1-15 Delisle/1496-1510 Yonge (approved in
principle, OPA not yet adopted)

• 53-63 Sheppard Avenue West/Bogert (final
OLT order pending)
• 280-290 Jarvis (final OLT order pending)
• 128-132 Gorman Park (final OLT order pending)
• 5295-5995 Yonge/Cummer (final OLT order
pending).
It is recognized that many of the examples listed
above are different from the subject proposal in
that they represent minor rounding out of a Mixed
Use Areas designation or a smaller site-specific
redesignation. However, there are a number of
examples of more significant redesignations,
including some that were specifically intended
to facilitate transit-supportive intensification
e.g. OPA 144 (St. Clair West), OPA 253 (Eglinton
Connects) and OPA 489 (Bloor Collegiate).
Finally, it should be recognized that the above list,
although extensive, only includes redesignations
from Neighbourhoods to Mixed Use Areas.
There are also numerous examples of Official
Plan Amendments that have been approved
to redesignate lands from Neighbourhoods to
Apartment Neighbourhoods to similarly provide
for significant residential intensification. For
example, in the immediate area of the subject
site, the Via Bloor redevelopment was approved
through such a redesignation in 2016 (i.e. OPA
229, applying to 58, 60, 62, 64, 76 and 100 Howard
Street).

5.3 Site Organization and
Public Realm
The subject site presents a unique opportunity to
create an enhanced public realm that leverages
the existing buildings to create a unique,
pedestrian friendly and attractive public realm.
The project has been carefully designed and
organized to integrate into its greater context
and sensitively add new uses to the site.
In our opinion, the proposed site organization
and public realm strategy respond appropriately
to the policy directions set out in Section 3.1.1 of
the Official Plan.
The proposed development as contemplated in
the rezoning application is limited to the subject
site. However, it is recognized that a more
comprehensive development, including the public
lane, would result in additional benefits from a
site organization and public realm perspective.
Through the review and approval process for the
subject application, Broccolini intends to formally
request that City declare the existing public lane
surplus and sell it to Broccolini in order to enable
these benefits to be achieved.
Given that Broccolini cannot compel the City
to sell the lane in question, the Planning and
Urban Design Rationale report of necessity
evaluates the development as proposed in
this initial submission, including the retention
and expansion of the existing public lane. The
potential improvements in the public realm and
site organization that could be realized by the
removal of the public lane are detailed at the
end of this section, under the heading “preferred
development scheme”.

Current Development Scheme
As proposed in the subject application, the
site organization as currently contemplated is
comprised of two development lots, separated
by the existing public laneway. As a condition
of development approval, the laneway would
be widened to a full 6 metres required
under the Official Plan, and all servicing and
loading functions would occur off the lane, as
encouraged by Policy 3.1.1(10) of the Official Plan.
This centralizes loading and parking functions,

retaining the public street frontages for soft
landscaping and public realm improvements, and
allowing more active uses such as retail, residential
lobbies, community space and townhouses to
front onto them.
The public lane also allows for a mid-block
connection through the subject site, which
addresses Policy 3.1.1(12) by providing a connection
that is designed for users of all ages and abilities,
and is comfortable, safe, and integrated into
the local network of pedestrian movement. The
laneway accommodates a desire line from the
south side of the Greenwin Square shopping
centre through to the proposed public park on
the subject site and thence to areas further
south. The laneway would be accessible with hard
paving and enhanced landscaping, to create a
pleasant public space that will be a shared space
between pedestrians and vehicles accessing the
development’s below-grade parking and loading
areas.
The westerly block proposes to implement a
key public realm improvement through the
provision of a new 460.3 square metre public
park at the northeast corner of Huntley Street
and Linden Street. The park frontages will be
animated by a proposed community space and a
small retail space, potentially a café, on its north
side. It is intended that the park will become an
intimate centre and gathering place for the local
neighbourhood, providing a comfortable, well
landscaped space for the public to gather.
The design and location of the proposed public
park conforms with the applicable public realm
policies set out in Policies 3.1.1(14) and 3.1.1(16) of
the Official Plan. In particular, the proposed park:
• will provide a comfortable setting with wind
and sunlight conditions that promote use and
enjoyment of the space for community events
and by users of all ages and abilities;
• will connect to the neighbourhoods to the
north and west, helping to establish a broader
neighbourhood open space network;
• will provide appropriate spaces for a variety of
active and passive recreation;
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• will emphasize and improve unique aspects
of the community’s identity and character,
including natural and human-made heritage;
• will be located on appropriate public street
frontages to establish direct visual and physical
access; and
• will have active uses facing the park, including
community uses and a boutique retail space.
The existing public sidewalks and adjacent
landscaping would be enhanced whenever
possible in order to address Policies 3.1.1(13)
and 3.1.1.(16), including the retention of many
existing trees along the public street frontages.
The proposed landscape plan includes a large
number of open planter beds along all three
street frontages to create a lush street frontage,
replicating existing conditions further south
on Huntley Street adjacent to the ETFO office
building. A total of 10 existing street trees along
the three street frontages are proposed to be
retained, with 19 additional trees being planted as
a part of the development. These trees will retain
and enhance the existing mature tree canopy
on the three street frontages. Sidewalks will
ensure clear, unobstructed paths of travel and
be of appropriate width for the anticipated lower
pedestrian volumes on the three local streets.

Preferred Development Scheme
Should the City of Toronto agree to sell the public
lane to Broccolini, it could be redesigned to create
a significant new Privately-Owned, Publicly
Accessible Open Space (POPS) in its place. The
Preferred Development Scheme would enable the
rearrangement of loading and vehicular access
to minimize their impacts on the public realm.
It would also provide for the expansion of the
proposed public park into the space otherwise
occupied by the laneway, resulting in a slightly
larger park of approximately 500 square metres.
Currently, the City-owned laneway is a well-used
pedestrian walkway that connects Greenwin
Square to Linden Street. The lane is not currently
conductive to such pedestrian movements,
consisting of unpleasant vehicle parking
spaces and gravel surfaces, and is in a generally
poor condition. While this condition would be
improved through a redevelopment and widening
of the laneway, the shared vehicle condition and
generally poor public realm condition would
remain.
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The POPS that would be created through the
closure of the laneway would result in a higher
quality, pedestrian-only north-south connection,
which would connect directly into the proposed
public park to the south. Enhanced landscaping
elements would be implemented within the
space to create an attractive, accessible and
safe space that would enhance the surrounding
neighbourhood’s public realm which includes
large areas of mature landscaping and tree
canopies.
The Preferred Development Scheme would
also improve weather proofing of the space
by providing more covered walking areas and
enhance the pedestrian experience through
high quality landscaping elements and removing
vehicular traffic from the connection, and
widening and enlarging the space.
Finally, the acquisition of the public lane would
result in the shift of loading and vehicular access
to two proposed accesses from Selby Street to
the north. This shift would remove these accesses
from the mid-block public lane and reduce the
proportion of the site dedicated to vehicular
circulation, creating a much-improved public
realm that prioritizes pedestrian connections.

Plan of Subdivision Analysis
In reviewing the proposed Plan of Subdivision
application against the tests set out in Section
51(24) of the Planning Act, we note the following:
a. The proposal will facilitate infill intensification
of the subject site, including the provision
of a public park, lane widening and corner
rounding, which will achieve numerous
provincial policy objectives,
b. As the Plan of Subdivision is being filed in
tandem with the Zoning By-law and Official
Plan Amendment applications, it is not
premature. The Plan of Subdivision is also
in the public interest as it will implement
the proposed development as set out in this
Planning Rationale.
c. The Plan of Subdivision conforms with the
Official Plan, as proposed to be amended
through the concurrent Official Plan
Amendment, implementing the proposed
public park block and required lane widening
and corner rounding.

d. The proposed development blocks, lane
widening, corner rounding and public park
block are suitable for their intended purposes
as illustrated in the submitted subdivision
concept plan.
e. The Plan of Subdivision adequately widens
adjacent streets and lanes as required by
the City of Toronto, specifically widening the
existing public lane to a full 6 metre width,
and providing a new corner rounding at the
intersection of Huntley and Selby Streets.
f. The dimensions and shapes of the proposed
development blocks are generally in keeping
with the surrounding context and will facilitate
the proposed redevelopment.
g. The encumbrances that apply to the subject
site will not impact the proposed Draft Plan of
Subdivision.
h. The site is not subject to flooding or in
proximity to identified natural features.
However, a Tree Protection Plan/Arborist
Report is being submitted in support of the
application.
i. A Functional Servicing and Stormwater
Management Report is being submitted
in support of the draft plan application,
including a review of the adequacy of utilities
and municipal services.
j. The subject site is in proximity to existing
schools within the Downtown. The recently
completed Downtown Secondary Plan process
identified the school needs for the downtown
in order to accommodate planned growth in
the area through the Downtown Community
Services & Facilities Study.
k. The proposed lane widening and corner
rounding blocks will be conveyed to the City
of Toronto for use as public highways.
l. The proposed development intends to achieve
Toronto Green Standard Tier 2, ensuring
a highly efficient use and conservation of
energy, through the forthcoming Site Plan
Approval application(s).
m. The interrelationship between the design
of the proposed subdivision and matters
that will be addressed through future Site
Plan Approval applications will be addressed
through such future application(s).

5.4 Housing
In our opinion, the proposal is in keeping with
Policies 3.2.1(1) and 3.2.1(2) of the Official Plan.
In this respect, the proposal will provide for a full
range of housing to meet the current and future
needs of residents and will provide new housing
supply in the area. The proposal is for a total of
1,297 new residential units, including 56 rental
replacement units and 76 new affordable units.
The 56 rental replacement units will replace the
existing 25 rental units and 31 dwelling rooms on
the site.
The existing stock of rental units and dwelling
rooms on the site is scattered across 9 buildings,
many of which have seen units retrofitted into
buildings that were not originally constructed
for such uses; as a result, many units have
substandard unit layouts and irregular unit
sizes. The proposed development represents an
important opportunity to reconstruct these units
with more desirable layouts and living conditions,
right-sizing units to allow for the creation of new
affordable, mid-market and high-end rental
units, and replacing the existing dwelling rooms
with higher quality studio apartments at similar
rents.
In addition, the proposed new affordable units are
intended to be rental units, with the remainder of
the proposed units being market condominium
units. These new affordable rental units will add
to the City’s rental housing stock and provide a
greater range of housing options for Downtown
residents.
The mix of the new market condominium and
affordable rental units will conform with Policy
11.1 of the Downtown Secondary Plan through the
inclusion of 128 three-bedroom units (10.3% of
the total number of units) and 273 two-bedroom
units (22.0%), resulting in a total of 401 two and
three-bedroom units (32.3%). Together with 95
units (7.7% of the total number of units) capable
of being converted to two or three-bedroom units
through the use of accessible or adaptable design
measures, the total of 496 such units would
conform with the minimum 40% requirement.
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As well, the proposal is in generally keeping
with the unit mix recommended in the Growing
Up Guidelines. In this respect, the proposed
development includes more than 10% threebedroom units and more than 15% two-bedroom
units. In terms of unit sizes, the proposed
development provides a range of unit sizes for
2-bedroom and 3-bedroom units.
With respect to the provision of affordable
housing, it is Broccolini’s intent to provide a
significant component of affordable housing
on the subject site. As a part of the proposed
development, 76 affordable housing units are
proposed, representing 6.1% of the new units
in the development, in addition to the rental
replacement units (as described below). However,
a final unit count and mix for the affordable
housing component will be determined as the
building design is finalized. Notably, there are
currently no in-force policies which would
require the provision of affordable housing, and
this affordable component is being provided on a
voluntary basis by Broccolini.
As the subject site has existing rental units
that will be replaced as part of the proposed
redevelopment, a detailed Housing Issues Report
(HIR) addressing Policy 3.2.1(6) of the Official
Plan is attached as Appendix B, prepared in
accordance with the terms of reference specified
in the Toronto Development Guide.
An analysis of the July 2021 rent rolls for the
existing buildings was completed as part of the
HIR, through which it was determined that 4
units are currently leased at affordable rents,
16 units at mid-range rents and 5 units at highend rents. As per Official Plan Policy 3.2.1(6)(a),
all of the mid-range and affordable units will be
retained for the required tenure and the high-end
units will be replaced as dedicated rental units
at market rates for the same period. Tenants of
these replacement units will have access to all
the new indoor and outdoor amenities included
in the proposed development.
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The HIR concludes that the rental replacement
proposal outlined in the Housing Issues Report
conforms with the intent of Policy 3.2.1(6),
although a Site and Area Specific Policy is
proposed to permit a limited degree of flexibility
in the size of the replacement units in recognition
of the widely varying unit sizes that currently
exist. In this regard, a number of very large
4-bedroom units are proposed to be replaced
with more typical 3-bedroom units, resulting in
an overall increase in the number of 3-bedroom
units from 8 to 12, together with a reduction in
the number of 2-bedroom units from 7 to 6 and
the elimination of any 4-bedroom units.
In addition, Broccolini intends to replace the
existing 31 dwelling rooms on the subject site
with new studio units, generally in line with OPA
453, even though OPA 453 is currently under
appeal and is not yet in force.
On an overall basis, the proposal is to replace
and exceed the current rental residential gross
floor area of the buildings on-site, which are
being used either as dwelling units or dwelling
rooms. The total gross floor area of the 56 rental
replacement units will be approximately 2,478.7
square metres, as compared to the existing total
of 2,237.4 square metres.
In addition to the foregoing, Broccolini is
committed to ongoing discussions with the City
and the existing tenants in order to arrive at an
appropriate tenant relocation and assistance
plan.
Based on the foregoing, it is our opinion that
the Rental Housing Demolition and Conversion
application is in accordance with Chapter 667
of the Municipal Code and maintains the intent
and purpose of the Official Plan’s rental housing
replacement policies and, accordingly, should be
approved.

5.5 Height, Massing and
Density
In our opinion, and as noted in Section 5.1 of this
report, the subject site is an appropriate location
for mixed-use intensification from a land use
policy perspective. From a built form perspective,
the site provides an excellent opportunity to
introduce two new tall towers to complete the
block and set back from the street edges that are
contextually appropriate given the high density,
mixed-use development located on three sides
of the subject site. Accordingly, it is our opinion
that the subject proposal is in keeping with the
anticipated locations for tall buildings as set out
in Section 3.1.3 of the Official Plan.
In our opinion, the following site-specific
and locational attributes are relevant to the
consideration of the proposed building heights
and massing:
• Proximity to transit: The subject site is located
within 145 metres of the Sherbourne Subway
Station and approximately 560 metres from
the eastern entrance to the Bloor-Yonge
Subway Station.
• Adjacency to other high density uses: The
subject site is surrounded on three of four
sides by high density, large scale development
of up to 55 storeys, a similar scale to what is
proposed.
• Transition to Neighbourhoods designated
areas: Existing mixed-use developments
surrounding the subject site establish
a context within which transition to the
Neighbourhoods to the south can be
evaluated. The existing Rogers building
provides transition by stepping back the
building massing on the uppermost floors and
providing residential uses at grade, while the
two apartment buildings to the east provide
setbacks above the podium and landscaped
areas, while locating the towers in reasonably
close proximity to existing Neighbourhoods
designated areas.

• Positioning relative to designated Mixed Use
Areas: In accordance with the requested
Official Plan Amendment, the subject site
would create an orderly and continuous block
designated as Mixed Use Areas extending
from Jarvis Street through to Sherbourne
Street and beyond.
The proposal includes two towers of 48
storeys (154.3 metres to top of roof, 162.0
metres including mechanical penthouse) and
59 storeys (187.4 metres to top of roof, 194.4
metres including mechanical penthouse). In our
opinion, the proposed tower heights conform
with Official Plan Policy 3.1.2(5), which directs
that new development be located and massed
and located to fit within the existing and planned
context. Existing and approved towers in the 45to 55-storey range exist to the north along Bloor
Street, along Sherbourne Street to the east and
along Jarvis Street to the west.
The varied heights of the two towers are intended
to contribute to a range of heights in the area,
as opposed to “bench-marking” the proposed
heights to the immediately surrounding existing
and approved towers, which are 50, 51, 53 and 55
storeys in height.

From a massing perspective, the proposal
employs a variety of strategies to integrate
the buildings into the surrounding context.
Along all three street frontages, the existing
low-rise buildings are to be retained and
restored where possible to retain the existing
physical character of the neighbourhood at
grade. Behind these retained structures is
generally a 3- to 4-storey podium, providing
a pedestrian-scale datum line reflecting the
low scale of the Neighbourhoods areas to the
south. The public park has been sited directly
to the north of the existing residential
dwellings on the south side of Linden Street
to maximize the separation to the proposed
towers and provide a more effective
transition. The proposed daycare building is
similarly 3 storeys in height in keeping with
the 3-storey podium element to the east and
the existing residential dwellings at 20-22
Linden Street.
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Above the podium levels, the two proposed
towers have generally been located within
the northerly portion of the subject site to
maximize separation distances from the
Neighbourhoods to the south. This location
also allows the development to maximize the
amount of sunlight available in the proposed
public park by locating the towers to the
north of the park. The towers have been sited
to ensure a minimum 25 metre separation
is provided from all tall buildings in the area
and between the two towers. The eastern
48-storey tower is proposed to be an “L”
shape, wrapping around 20-22 Linden Street,
to allow for an appropriate setback from the
adjacent properties and maximize tower
separation distances across the site.
In each case, the proposed tower floor plate
is 785 square metres, which represents
a modest increase above the 750 square
metres recommended in the Tall Building
Design Guidelines. The increased floor plate
sizes can be comfortably accommodated
on the site, while providing for appropriate
separation distances between towers, given
the large size of the site.
In this regard, Policy 9.15 of the Downtown Plan
explicitly allows for increases to the 750 square
metre floorplate size where the impacts of a
larger floorplate, including shadow, sky view and
wind, are addressed. As set out in Section 5.6
below, the built form impacts of the proposed
towers, including the associated floor plate
sizes, are minor and acceptable. As well, the Tall
Building Design Guidelines specifically allow
for modest increases in floor plate sizes for
residential or mixed-use buildings greater than
50 to 60 storeys i.e. in the range of the proposed
48-storey and 59-storey heights.
From a density perspective, it is our opinion that
the proposed density of 15.35 FSI is appropriate
and desirable. First, it is important and
appropriate from a planning policy perspective
to optimize the use of land and infrastructure
on the subject site given its location within the
Downtown urban growth centre and its location
within major transit station areas that have
been delineated around the Sherbourne subway
station and the Bloor-Yonge subway station.
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Second, it is noted that the Official Plan does
not generally include limitations on density and
specifically does not do so in the case of the
subject site. The Official Plan provides that land
use designations are generalized, leaving it to the
Zoning By-law to “prescribe the precise numerical
figures and land use permissions that will reflect
the tremendous variety of communities across
the City”.
Accordingly, it is reasonable to establish an
appropriate density for the subject site based
on specific design, context and urban structure
considerations, rather than on the basis of
density numbers. Within a policy context that
promotes intensification, as is the case with
the subject site, the optimization of density is
in fact a desirable planning outcome, provided
that there are no unacceptable impacts either
in terms of built form or the adequacy of hard
and soft services. As detailed in the following
sections, the proposed development has no
unacceptable built form impacts, represents
good urban design, and is supported by hard and
soft services, with no significant infrastructure
capacity concerns.

5.6 Built Form Impacts
Light, View and Privacy (LVP) impacts are
generally dealt with through a combination of
spatial separation, orientation and mitigating
measures between buildings.
The accepted standard for LVP impacts is based
on the underlying zoning in Zoning By-law 5692013, which specifies that, where the main wall of
a building has windows or openings, the main wall
must be set back at least 5.5 metres from a side
lot line that is not adjacent to a street or a lane.
For tower elements, the City-wide Tall Building
Design Guidelines recommend a separation
distance of 25 metres between tower faces and
a tower setback of 12.5 metres from side and rear
property lines. The 25-metre separation distance
addresses sky view from grade as well as LVP
impacts. In our opinion, the proposal is in keeping
with the relevant LVP standards, based on the
analysis set out below. In particular, the proposal
maintains and exceeds the LVP standard of 11
metres for the podium elements and meets or
exceeds the recommended 25 metre separation
for tall building elements.

The two towers proposed as a part of the
development have a minimum 25 metre separation
distance, meeting the recommended standard in
the City-wide Tall Building Design Guidelines and
the Downtown Tall Building Setback By-laws.
The easterly tower is set back from the side lot
lines by a minimum of 5.5 metres. While this is
less than the 12.5 metres recommended in the
Tall Building Design Guidelines, the intent of the
guidelines continues to be met as a minimum of
25 metres is maintained between the proposed
tower and existing towers to the east. A reduced
5.5 metre setback is appropriate to the two lots at
20 and 22 Linden Street as the parcels, which have
a combined lot area of approximately 365 square
metres, are too small to reasonably support a
tower development on their own. In this regard,
the required relief from the 12.5 metre setback
specified in the Downtown Tall Building Setback
By-laws is in accordance with the considerations
set out in SASP 517, notably “the development
potential, where appropriate, of other sites within
the block”.
All portions of the building with windows facing a
side or rear lot line, including those in the podium,
also maintain the minimum setback of 5.5 metres
as set out in the Zoning By-law. A reduced zero
setback is employed for the first two storeys
of the eastern building from the lot line as no
windows are proposed on the facing main walls.

Shadow Impact
A Shadow Study was prepared by IBI Group for the
proposed development demonstrating shadow
impacts on March/September 21st and June 21st
for each hour between 9:18 a.m. and 6:18 p.m.
In this regard, the Official Plan provides that
towers should be designed to limit shadow
impacts on the public realm and surrounding
properties (Policy 3.1.3(10)(b)). The policies
specific to Mixed Use Areas provide that new
buildings will adequately limit shadow impacts on
adjacent Neighbourhoods, particularly during the
spring and fall equinoxes (Policy 4.5(2)(d)). The
Downtown Secondary Plan also contains policies
regarding shadows, directing that development

will seek to “adequately limit” shadows on
sidewalks, parks, open spaces, natural areas,
and institutional open spaces as necessary to
preserve their utility (Policy 9.17). Policy 9.18,
which addresses sun protected parks and open
spaces is not applicable, inasmuch as there are
no such parks or open spaces in proximity to the
proposed development.
The shadow study demonstrates that, at the
spring and fall equinoxes, net new shadows
would fall primarily on the Mount Pleasant Road
right-of-way in the morning, and would have a
minor impact on Bloor Street East in the midday period and on the Rosedale Valley in the late
afternoon hours. There would be no impact on
the Monsignor Fraser College school yard at any
time of day.
At the equinoxes, the morning period will see net
new shadows over Bloor Street East above Mount
Pleasant Road and on Mount Pleasant Road itself.
This area is mostly used for vehicular circulation
and is not a sensitive location for shadow impacts.
By approximately noon, the shadows will have
mostly shifted onto Bloor Street East between
Huntley and Sherbourne Streets. This area of
Bloor Street already experiences significant
shadowing in this period and the proposed
development creates only minor net new shadow
impacts on the area and does not significantly
reduce access to sunlight. By 4 p.m., shadows
begin to fall on the Rosedale Valley, although the
net new shadow impact on the valley is minimal
due to surrounding buildings. As well, the valley
already experiences extensive shadow due to the
extensive tree cover and valley slopes, which are
not explicitly accounted for in the shadow study.
At the summer solstice, there will generally be
lesser shadow impacts than at the equinoxes,
although a small amount of net new shadow
would occur on the Monsignor Fraser College
school yard along Linden Street in the late
afternoon period. Given that this shadow impact
occurs in the summer time when school is not
in session and occurs only in the late afternoon,
after 5:30 p.m., it is our opinion that the impact
is “adequately limited” and meets the policy
requirements set out in the Official Plan and
Downtown Secondary Plan.
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In all periods, there are no significant impacts
on designated Neighbourhoods areas and only
minimal additional shadows on sidewalks, parks,
open spaces, natural areas and institutional open
spaces. In our opinion, the impacts described
above on such areas would be “adequately
limited”, in accordance with the applicable
Official Plan policies and there would be no
negative impacts on their utility.

5.7 Urban Design

Wind Impacts

The ground floor volume and the mezzanine
contain retail space, the residential lobby, a
daycare and community spaces, and will have
an overall floor-to-ceiling height of 7.5 metres.
This will enhance visibility and accessibility to
the subject site, and will open up the residential,
community space, and retail entrances to the
building.

A wind-tunnel based Pedestrian Level Wind Study
was prepared by RWDI Consulting Engineers and
Scientists in support of the application. The
report concludes that wind speeds on and around
the proposed development are expected to meet
the wind safety criterion, with grade level wind
conditions being expected to be appropriate for
the intended pedestrian usage at all locations
throughout the year. An existing wind safety
exceedance occurs to the southeast of the
existing site along Linden Street; however, the
proposed development is expected to improve
this condition over today.
The preferred development scheme (as described
in Section 5.3 above) is expected to experience
slightly higher wind speeds underneath the
bridge in the POPS area, though this is expected
to improve in the presence of the proposed
landscaping in the area.
The study evaluated outdoor amenity areas and
concluded that the Level 4 terrace amenity spaces
will be comfortable for passive pedestrian usage
throughout the year, and especially during the
summer when the area is expected to experience
its highest use.

From an urban design perspective, the proposed
redevelopment would be appropriate and
desirable and would fit harmoniously with its
existing and planned built form context. The
proposed redevelopment would result in urban
design improvements that will enhance the
existing house form assemblies.

Also proposed is a parkland dedication located
at the southwest corner of the site, along with
a widened laneway as a pedestrian connection
from Linden Street to Selby Street. These
improvements will promote a strong pedestrian
realm along the Huntley Street and Linden Street
frontages, creating an enhanced streetscape
where retail and community spaces spill-out may
occur in the form of public art, patios and outdoor
displays, and where street furniture elements
can be provided to create a strong interface with
the proposed public park and public sidewalk.
At the streetwall scale, the proposed 3- and
4-storey podium will reflect the scale of the
retained and relocated house assembly forms on
site, and to the west and south, which will create
a continuous streetscape with a strong rhythm
of building frontages. At the urban scale, the
proposed towers will be distinctive, high-quality
addition to the downtown skyline.
It is our opinion that:
• The proposal is a built form that responds
to the surrounding context, which includes
tall buildings of similar height and one that
respects the neighbourhood to the south
through integrating a collection of heritage
assets to retain the streetscape character.
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• The Neighbourhoods designation on the
subject site is a holdover from the past,
reflecting the low-rise character of the
larger area prior to the redevelopment which
commenced in the 1960’s and 1970’s. It is now
appropriate to redesignate these lands Mixed
Use Areas as are the balance of lands to the
west and north and partially to the east.
• The physical arrangement of clusters of
houses and multi-unit buildings around
shared resources such as the Elementary
Teachers Federation of Ontario headquarters,
Monsignor Fraser College, Casey House and
Isabella Hotel & Suites clearly show that there
are other uses to the broader areas to the
south designated as Neighbourhoods. The lens
should then be focused on the relationship of
height and built form within the clusters.
• The subject site has excellent access to transit
with an attractive urban form of development
through a context-sensitive design and
providing a broader mix of uses to benefit the
entire community.
As noted above, the subject site displays several
site-specific and locational attributes, which
have been evaluated and considered as part of
the design process. The site is part of a broader
pattern of proposed development of large sites
to the east, north and west by other mixeduse areas developed at heights exceeding 50
storeys and have a built form relationship with
the surrounding low-rise buildings in all three
directions.
The design of the proposed buildings and the
proposed site organization conform with the
applicable built form and urban design policies
of the Official Plan, in particular Policies 3.1.1(2),
3.1.1(3), 3.1.1(6), 3.1.1(10), 3.1.1(12), 3.1.1(13), 3.1.1(16),
3.1.1(18), 3.1.1(19), 3.1.1(20), 3.1.2(2) to (11), 3.1.2(13),
3.1.3(1), 3.1.3(8) to (12) and 4.5(2). Specifically, the
proposal will:

• reinforce the character and historic attributes
of the subject site through conserving and
adaptively reusing heritage buildings to
preserve the existing streetscape character
and knit the subject development into the
fabric of the surrounding area by a contextual
approach with a range of strategies including:
○ façade retention;
○ ridgeline retention;
○ complete building conservation;
○ integrated façades that maintain the
historic fabric; and
○ buildings adaptively reused for active
uses to establish pedestrian-scaled public
realm;
and more specifically:
Huntley Street
○ in situ retention of the west elevation of 5159 Huntley Street;
○ relocation of the north, west and south
elevation of 63 and 65 Huntley Street;
Linden Street
○ in situ retention of the west and south
elevations of 8 Linden Street;
○ in situ retention of the south elevation of
16-18 Linden Street;
Selby Street
○ in situ retention of the north elevations of
1-3 Selby Street; and
○ in situ retention of the north elevations of
7-11 Selby Street;
• promote social cohesion by providing a new
460.3 square metres unencumbered public
park on site that will be designed to become
a forecourt to communal rooms that allows
people of all ages and abilities to gather and
make connections, fronting onto Linden
Street and Huntley Street;
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• deliver social infrastructure through provision
of:
○ a daycare, 476 square metres in size, on the
east side of the subject site with capacity
for approximately 43-53 children;
○ a community space, 273 square metres on
the west side of the laneway and fronting
onto the public park; and
○ a community space, 163 square metres
located on the east side of the laneway;
• repurpose the house directly north of the park
on Huntley Street to provide street-oriented
grade-related retail space of 110 square
metres to enhance the safety, amenity and
animation;
• provide the retail located west of the laneway
with a covered access into the park;
• widen the existing laneway to 6.0 metres to
create a natural desire line that connects
Linden Street to Selby Street;
• generally locate the proposed new buildings
with a consistent front yard setback, and
mass the new buildings to frame streets and
the new park;
• locate main building entrances along Selby
Street, Huntley Street and Linden Street and
pedestrian walkways, so they are clearly
visible and directly accessible from the public
sidewalk;
• provide all parking spaces underground;
• minimize the impact of driveways and curb
cuts by providing access to underground
parking and loading via the widened laneway
only;
• integrate services and utility functions within
the buildings;
• provide a variety of landscape improvements,
including trees, shrubs and other amenities
to make these areas attractive, interesting,
comfortable and functional for pedestrians
throughout all seasons;
• provide a range of indoor and outdoor amenity
spaces for residents;
• incorporate design elements and articulation,
resulting in an attractive development;
• provide for adequate light and privacy,
and adequately limiting shadowing and
uncomfortable wind conditions, as addressed
in Section 5.6 above;
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• include initial considerations for sustainability
that include the further exploration of:
Low Carbon
○ evaluating the feasibility of TGS Tier 2, Zero
Carbon, and Passive House;
○ design strategies being considered include
airtightness and thermal performance
of the envelope, triple glazing, air-source
heat pumps and geothermal;
Resilience
○ considering enhanced envelope strategies
to improve passive survivability;
○ assessing HVAC and electrical system
design to provide back-up power for
residents to shelter-in-place;
District Energy
○ creating a new community energy node;
○ exploring partnerships with the City and
neighbouring buildings;
○ innovative technologies like sewer heat
recovery; and
○ new procurement models like 3rd party
geothermal financing.

Tall Building Design Guidelines
(2013)
In our opinion, the proposed development is
generally in keeping with the applicable design
guidelines set out in the City-wide Tall Building
Design Guidelines, as set out below.
Guideline 1.1 – Context Analysis. Evaluate the
existing and planned context and demonstrate
how the proposed tall buildings responds to the
patterns, opportunities, and challenges within
the surrounding area.
• Refer to Appendix A: Block Context Plan
Guideline 1.3 – Fit and Transition in Scale. Ensure
tall buildings fit within the existing or planned
context and provide an appropriate transition in
scale down to lower-scaled buildings, parks and
open space.
• The proposed site design respects the existing
context of its site through locating the two
towers (59 storeys, west tower and 48 storeys,
east tower) within the northern interior of the
site to create a greater distance from the
Neighbourhoods to the south.

• The towers have been set further back from
Linden Street, stepping down through the
provision of a low-rise podium along Linden
Street, which have also been further set back
by the introduction of a park for the 59-storey
west tower and base, providing greater
transition in scale to the lower rise buildings
to the south of Linden Street.
• In our opinion, the proposed height and
massing fit with the surrounding context
which includes clusters of houses and multiunit buildings that range generally from 3255 storeys for the multi units around shared
commons.
Downtown Tall Building Supplementary Guideline
#1 – Fit and Transition in Scale. a. Set back
the tower portion of the tall building from any
abutting property lines at least 20 metres,
excluding balconies; and b. Design the portion
of the base building immediately adjacent to the
lower scale area to be no higher than the height of
the adjacent buildings, transitioning into a higher
base as the distance from the area increases.
• While Guideline 1.3 of the City-wide Tall
Building Design Guidelines recommends an
angular plane between tall buildings and
adjacent Neighbourhoods, the Downtown
Tall Building Supplementary Guideline #1
recommends instead that the tower portion
of a tall building be set back a minimum of 20
metres from abutting property lines in lowerscale neighbourhood areas, with a transitional
base building height, recognizing the “tighter”,
more urban conditions in the Downtown. The
59-storey and 48-storey towers are set back
39.3 metres and 31.6 metres, respectively,
from the lower-scale neighbourhood area
to the south, and the houses along Linden
Street will either remain in situ or be rebuilt
to a maximum height of 3 storeys, creating
a proposed base height that respects the
Neighbourhoods to the south.
Guideline 1.4 – Sunlight and Sky View. Locate and
design tall buildings to protect access to sunlight
and sky view within the surrounding context of
streets, parks, public and private open space, and
other shadow sensitive areas.
• A discussion of shadow impacts is included in
Section 5.6 above. In our opinion, shadowing
will be adequately limited on streets, parks
and open spaces. On June 21st, from 5:18 p.m.,

there is some shadowing on St. James Town
West Park; however, the park has not been
identified as a park/open space to be sunprotected in the Downtown Plan nor does the
shadowing fall within the specified time frame
from 10:18 a.m. to 4:18 p.m.
• The new public park has been located in the
southern portion of the subject site to reduce
the potential for shadowing.
Guideline 1.6 Heritage Properties and Heritage
Conservation Districts. Locate and design
tall buildings to respect and complement the
scale, character, form and setting of on-site
and adjacent heritage properties and Heritage
Conservation Districts (HCDs).
• None of properties on-site are designated
or listed on the Heritage Register; however,
certain properties have been identified to
have potential heritage value. The integration
of those properties into the development is
executed in a manner that is consistent with
the accepted principles of good heritage
conservation through:
○ generalized cleaning and masonry repairs
to address deterioration and soiling;
○ removal of windows to facilitate installation
of the retention structure, with replacement
historically appropriate windows;
○ retention or rebuilding of roofs to match
existing profiles;
○ conservation work to be undertaken to
address elements in poor or defective
condition (which may include porch
reinstatement,
soffit
and
fascia
replacement, new finishes, and bargeboard
repair or replacement); and
○ partial reconstruction of returns using new
and salvaged materials
Guideline 2.1 – Building Placement. Locate the
base of tall buildings to frame the edges of streets,
parks and open spaces, to fit harmoniously with
the existing context, and to provide opportunities
for high-quality landscaped open space on site.
• The bases of both the east and west buildings:
○ have been designed and oriented to frame
Huntley Street, Selby Street and Linden
Street, as well as the new park and the
widened north-south laneway;
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○ seek to retain the majority of their
frontages, in particular the Huntley Street
frontage, in their existing relationship to
the streetscape such as sidewalks, curb
conditions, and preservation of trees in
order to maintain the integrity of its overall
existing character; and
○ will mostly remain in their existing location
to maintain the street character of Huntley
Street, Selby Street, and Linden Street
which range from 0 to 3 metres except
for removing the existing building at the
corner of Huntley Street and Linden Street
to provide an unencumbered park, which
result in a further setback from the Linden
Street property line ranging from 12 metres
to 17 metres.
• High-quality landscaping will be provided
throughout the site.
Guideline 2.2 – Building Address and Entrances.
Organize tall buildings to use existing or new
public streets for address and building entrances.
Ensure primary building entrances front onto
public streets, are well defined, clearly visible,
and universally accessible from the adjacent
public sidewalk.
• Entrance to the retail space at grade in the
west building will be from the east-west
pedestrian connection that is located north of
the proposed park and terminates at Huntley
Street and the widened laneway.
• Main entrances to the residential lobbies will
be from Huntley Street for the west building
and from Selby Street for the east building.
The entrances to the community spaces will
be from the east-west pedestrian connection,
north of the park for the west building, and
from Linden Street for the east building.
• All entrances will be designed to be clearly
visible and universally accessible from the
public sidewalk.
Guideline 2.3 – Site Servicing, Access and
Parking. Locate “back-of-house” activities, such
as loading, servicing, utilities, and vehicle parking
underground or within the building mass, away
from the public realm and public view.
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• Loading for all buildings will access through the
widened laneway. Access to the underground
parking level will be via a shared ramp from
the widened laneway and included within the
main wall of the east building, minimizing the
visibility of the ramp.
• Bicycle parking for residents will be located at
and below grade with dedicated stairs located
on the northeast corner of the east building.
A total of 20 short-term bicycle parking
space will be provided at grade at a variety of
convenient locations.
Guideline 2.4 (Publicly Accessible Open Space)
encourages the provision of publicly accessible
open space within the tall building site to
complement, connect and extend the existing
network of public streets, parks and open space.
• The proposal provides for a widened northsouth laneway between buildings allowing
for greater site permeability, encouraging
pedestrian activity, and connecting Selby
Street with Linden Street. Pedestrian
walkways, landscaping and a public park are
proposed to the east and west of the laneway.
• A new 460.3 square metre public park will be
provided.
Guideline 2.5 – Private Open Space. Provide a
range of high-quality, comfortable private and
shared outdoor amenity space throughout the
tall building site.
• A variety of shared outdoor terraces will be
provided within each residential building
as well as a terrace space for the proposed
daycare.
Guideline 3.1.1 – Base Building Scale and Height.
Design the base building to fit harmoniously within
the existing neighbouring building heights at the
street and to respect the scale and proportion of
adjacent streets, parks and public or private open
space.
• The height and massing of the bases for
both the west and east buildings have been
designed to fit harmoniously and respectfully
through maintaining a consistent street wall
height and character along Linden Street,
Selby Street and Huntley Street. This is being
achieved through the retention, relocation
and integration of the house-form assemblies
that exist today. The maximum height of the
base building is 3 storeys.

Guideline 3.1.2 – Street Animation. Line the
base building with active, grade related uses to
promote a safe and animated public realm.
• The base buildings will contain active uses
at grade. Along Linden Street, a mixture
of a public park, community spaces, retail,
residential uses and a daycare will be provided.
Guideline 3.1.3 – First Floor Height. Provide
a minimum first floor height of 4.5 metres,
measured floor-to-floor from average grade.
• The ground floor heights, including the
mezzanine, will be a minimum of 7.5 metres
for all buildings.
Guideline 3.1.4 – Façade Articulation and
Transparency. Articulate the base building with
high-quality materials and design elements that
fit with neighbouring buildings and contribute to
a pedestrian scale. Provide clear, unobstructed
views into and out from ground floor uses facing
the public realm.
• The base buildings will provide exterior
articulation that is contextually sensitive
using red brick throughout and a variety of
design elements to engage pedestrians. The
proposed building also provides stepbacks
and reveals above the retained elements
so the heritage buildings will be legible as
distinct building elements.

Guideline 3.2.2 – Tower Placement. Place towers
away from streets, parks, open space and
neighbouring properties to reduce visual and
physical impacts of the tower and allow the base
building to be the primary defining element for
the site and adjacent public realm. Step back the
tower, including balconies, 3 metres or greater
from the face of the base building along all
street, park and open space frontages (including
publicly accessible or private shared open space
and rooftop amenity within the site). As an option
within the stepback, up to one third of a point
tower frontage along a street or open space may
extend straight down to the ground.
• The tower components of the west tower will
step back 5 metres from the podium along
Selby Street and Huntley Street, and 1.95
metres from the podium along the park that
fronts onto Linden Street.
• The tower components of the east tower will
step back 7 metres along Selby Street and
approximately 8.3 metres along Linden Street.
Guideline 3.2.3 – Tower Separation. Set back tall
building towers 12.5 metres or more from the
side and rear property lines or the centre line of
an abutting lane. Provide separation distance
between towers on the same site of 25 metres
or more, measured from the exterior walls of the
buildings, excluding balconies.

Guideline 3.1.5 – Public-Private Transition. Design
the base building and adjacent setback to promote
an appropriate level of visual and physical access
and overlook reflecting the nature of building use
at-grade.

• The towers will be separated by a minimum of
25 metres.

• Building entrances will be visible and
accessible from the street, and will be
provided as direct, universal access flush with
the public sidewalk.

• A 12.5 metre setback is not proposed adjacent
to the property at 20-22 Linden Street. As set
out in Section 5.6 above, it is our opinion that
20-22 Linden Street is not a viable tall building
site. (Refer to Context Block Plan Figure 21.)

Guideline 3.2.1 – Floor Plate Size and Shape. Limit
the tower floor plate to 750 square metres or
less per floor, including all built area within the
building, but excluding balconies.
• Although slightly in excess of the 750
square metre Gross Construction Area (GCA)
guideline, the proposed 785 square metre
tower floor plates will be slender and compact,
thereby limiting built form impact. The
Guidelines explicitly allow modest increases
in floor plate sizes for residential or mixed-use
buildings greater than 50 to 60 storeys. See
Section 5.5 above.

• A 25 metre tower separation will be provided to
the adjacent tall buildings at 592 Sherbourne
Street and 28 Linden Street.

Guideline 3.3 – Tower Top. Design the top of tall
buildings to make an appropriate contribution
to the quality and character of the city skyline.
Balance the use of decorative lighting with energy
efficiency objectives, the protection of migratory
birds and the management of artificial sky glow.
• The
mechanical
penthouses will
be
incorporated into the tower designs, resulting
in an attractive addition to the skyline.
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Guideline 4.1 Streetscape and Landscape Design.
Provide high-quality, sustainable streetscape
and landscape design between the tall building
and adjacent streets, parks and open space.
• Along Huntley Street, the development seeks
to retain the majority of its frontage in its
existing relationship to the streetscape. The
sidewalk, curb conditions and trees will be
maintained in order to preserve the integrity
of Huntley Street in terms of its overall
character.
• Linden Street and Selby Street will be
designed to integrate into the existing street
grid network and will provide a variety of
landscaping, sidewalks and active uses within
the rights-of-way.
Guideline 4.3 – Pedestrian Level Wind Effects.
Locate, orient and design tall buildings to
promote air circulation and natural ventilation,
yet minimize adverse wind conditions on streets,
parks and open space, at building entrances, and
in public and private outdoor amenity areas.
• This guideline has been addressed through the
Pedestrian Level Wind Assessment prepared
by RWDI (see Section 5.6 above).

5.8 Cultural Heritage
A Heritage Impact Assessment was prepared
by ERA Architects in support of the application.
The report provides detail with respect to the
retention of the existing buildings on the subject
site, concluding that, while none of the existing
buildings are currently listed on the City of Toronto
Heritage Register, several of them have been
identified as meeting the criteria under O.Reg.
9/06.
The report indicates that the proposed
development provides a conservation strategy
which includes the retention of the primary
elevations of 51-59 and 63-65 Huntley Street, 8
and 16-18 Linden Street, and 1-3 and 7-11 Selby
Street. Retained and reconstructed elements
will be integrated with the new building podiums.
Street-facing elements will be conserved, and
the three-dimensional legibility of retained and
reconstructed buildings maintained. The new
construction is compatible and distinguishable as
being of its time.
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Multiple entrances and a variety of uses will be
maintained on the site, along with front yard
landscapes which support the fine-grained
character of the existing streetscapes. The infill
strategy provides new pedestrian access points
along each street to key parts of the development,
and each entry is bookended by heritage buildings.
The proposal will contribute to the ongoing use of
the site for residential and commercial purposes,
and provide new community uses.
Based on the findings of the report, ERA concluded
that the proposed development conserves the
identified cultural heritage value, attributes and
character of the site, would not have an impact on
adjacent heritage resources listed on the Heritage
Register, and would respond to the surrounding
context and intensification underway given its
central location and public transit access.

5.9 Transportation
An Urban Transportation Considerations report
was prepared by BA Group in support of the
application. The report concludes that new
site related traffic volumes can be acceptably
and appropriately accommodated on the area
street network, with site related traffic impacts
being small and will not noticeably change
operating conditions at area signalized and
unsignalized intersections during weekday
morning and afternoon peak hours. Further, the
study concludes that the proposed site access
driveways will appropriately provide for the
access needs of the proposed development. The
study draws the following additional conclusions:

Transportation Context:
• The site is located approximately 200 metres
west of Sherbourne subway station on the TTC
Bloor-Danforth Line (Line 2), which is located
at the signalized intersection of Bloor Street
East and Sherbourne Street. The proximity
to the subway system provides transit
accessibility for the site and will serve to
reduce the reliance on auto trips for residents
of the proposed development.
• The site is located within the North St.
James Town Neighbourhood. There are
many high-rises as well as single-family
dwellings in the area, and commercial retail
uses located adjacent to the site on Huntley
Street, Mount Pleasant Road and Bloor Street

East to the northwest, as well as on the east
side of Sherbourne Street. This proximity
is supportive of a non-auto trip making by
residents of the proposed development
and will serve to reduce traffic generation
potential of the site.

Study Area Traffic Analysis:
• A comprehensive series of traffic growth
allowances have been made within the
analyses undertaken as part of the study to
account for traffic generated by new area
development. Specific allowances were
made for traffic generated by seven other
developments in the area that have either
been approved and are not yet built or are
being actively reviewed by the City. A total of
1,297 units and 1,075 m2 of non-residential
uses have been considered.
• An annual corridor traffic growth rate of 0.5%
was conservatively assumed for the weekday
morning and afternoon peak hours in the
north-south direction along Sherbourne
Street and east-west direction along Bloor
Street East. For the purposes of the traffic
analysis, growth rates were applied to all
through and turning movements at the Bloor
Street East / Sherbourne Street signalized
intersection, as well as all through movements
at the Bloor Street East / Huntley Street and
Sherbourne Street / Howard Street signalized
intersections.
• The site is anticipated to generate
approximately 130 two-way vehicular trips
during each of the weekday morning and
afternoon peak traffic hours, respectively.
• The signalized intersections in the area operate
acceptably under existing traffic conditions
with overall intersection volume to capacity
(v/c) ratios of 0.71 or less during the morning
and afternoon peak hours. Acceptable traffic
operations will be maintained in the future
at signalized intersections with addition
of related site traffic and new traffic from
other area development proposals. Overall
intersection v/c ratios will be in the order of
0.80 or less during the weekday morning and
afternoon peak hours.

• Site related impacts on the operation of the
area signalized intersections are generally
small, impacting overall intersection v/c
ratios by 3 percent or less compared to future
background traffic conditions. New site
related traffic activity can be appropriately
accommodated at the area signalized
intersections.
• Acceptable levels of service are provided
today at the key area unsignalized (STOP
controlled) intersections. Turning movement
and approach levels of service provided under
existing conditions are in the order of LOS A
to B. The area unsignalized intersections will
continue to operate acceptably under future
background conditions with the addition
of other area development traffic activity.
These intersections will continue to operate
in a similar manner to existing conditions
with turning movement and approach levels
of service remaining within the order of LOS
A to B.
• Under future total conditions with the addition
of new site related traffic, area unsignalized
intersections will continue to operate similar
to future background conditions in the order
of LOS A to C. New site related traffic can,
based upon the above, be acceptably and
appropriately accommodated at the area
unsignalized STOP controlled intersections.
Traffic operations and levels of service will be
similar to existing conditions.
• The proposed site access driveways onto
Linden Street and Selby Street will operate
acceptably (within the order of LOS A to
B) during both the weekday morning and
afternoon peak hours with build-out of the
proposed site. Site traffic activity can be
acceptably accommodated at the proposed
access driveways.
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5.10 Servicing

Parking, Bicycle Parking and
Loading:
• Parking is proposed within a four level
underground parking garage located beneath
the site. Zoning By-law 569-2013 Policy Area
1 parking requirements for the proposed
residential uses contemplated on site would
yield a total of 878 spaces. Application of the
proposed residential parking standards at the
proposed development requires provision of
the following minimum parking supplies:
○ 746 residential occupant parking spaces;
○ 132 non-residential
spaces; and

occupant

parking

○ Total: 878 parking spaces.
• A total of 192 spaces are proposed on-site
through a parking reduction, consisting of
150 residential occupant parking spaces, 38
residential visitor parking spaces and 4 carshare parking spaces. It should be noted that
retail parking is proposed to be shared with
the visitor parking given the ancillary (small)
nature of the retail contemplated on the site.
An effective resident occupant parking ratio
of 0.13 spaces per unit is being proposed.
• Under Zoning By-law 569-2013 Bicycle Zone
1, a total of 1,309 bicycle parking spaces are
required, including 1,178 long-term and 131
short-term spaces. The development program
proposes a total of 1,558 bicycle parking
spaces (including 1,402 long-term spaces and
156 short-term spaces, as well as 11 bike share
spaces), meeting and exceeding the minimum
requirements under Zoning By-law 569-2013.
The proposed bicycle parking supply will
appropriately meet the needs of the proposed
development, and exceeds the standard in the
Zoning By-law, instead complying with the
higher standard set out in the Toronto Green
Standards for Tier 2 developments.
• Under Zoning By-law 569-2013, one Type ‘C’
and one Type ‘G’ loading space are required
for the site. Two loading facilities are proposed
on-site and include a total of two Type ‘C’ and
two Type ‘G’ loading spaces to accommodate
garbage collection, residential moving, and
delivery and site-related service activity. The
proposed loading facilities will appropriately
accommodate the needs of the development.
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Counterpoint Engineering prepared a Functional
Servicing Report and Stormwater Management
Report in support of the application. The report
presents a site servicing strategy for the proposed
development that addresses the requirements of
the applicable regulatory agencies and provides
the basis for detailed servicing design.
Regarding water servicing, the proposed
development is to be served by new watermain
connections to existing services on Huntley,
Linden and Selby Streets. The water demand
requirement of the proposed development for
Maximum Day Demand plus Fire Flow for the West
Building is 7,207 L/min, for the East Building is
10,180 L/min, and for the daycare is 7,008 L/min.
The proposed development results in an increase
in Maximum Hour and Maximum Day demand. The
site-specific tests on Selby Street and Linden
Street indicate that the existing watermains will
provide a sufficient level of service to meet the
water demand for the proposed development.
Regarding drainage, the report finds that the
maximum short-term discharge rate for the
development to be 35,000 L/ day (0.41 L/s) for
the West Building and 45,000 L/ day (0.52 L/s) for
East Building. There is no anticipated short-term
drainage for the daycare as it is a slab on grade
building. The long-term foundation drainage
discharge rate is estimated to be 2,000 L/day
(0.02 L/s) for the West Building and 2,000 L/
day (0.02 L/s) for the East Building. There is no
anticipated long-term drainage for the daycare
as it is a slab on grade building. A peak flow
rate of 0.631 L/s has been incorporated into the
sanitary calculations for each building. Discharge
of foundation drains will be in accordance with
Toronto Municipal Code, Chapter 681 Sewers.

With respect to sanitary servicing, The
proposed development is to be serviced by
new sanitary connections. The West Building
will be serviced by one sanitary connection
to the 450 mmø combined sewer on Huntley
Street, the East Building will be serviced by
one sanitary connection to the 450 mmø
combined sewer on Linden Street, and the
daycare will be serviced by one sanitary
connection to the 450 mmø combined sewer
on Linden Street. The peak sanitary design

flows for the buildings are 13.28 L/s for the
west building, including the anticipated peak
groundwater flow of 0.63 L/s, 11.75 L/s for the
east building, including the anticipated peak
groundwater flow of 0.63 L/s, and 0.17L/s for
the daycare. A capacity analysis concluded
that the existing municipal sewer does not
have the capacity to accommodate the
proposed flows without the need for wetweather flow reduction, external upgrades,
or retrofits. Opportunities for external
wet-weather flow reduction will need to be
explored to offset the proposed increase
to the combined sewer system to allow this
development to proceed.

5.11 Complete Community
Assessment

Regarding
stormwater
servicing,
the
proposed development is to be serviced by
new storm connections. The West Building
will be serviced by a new storm connection to
the existing 375 mmø storm sewer on Huntley
Street, the East Building will be serviced by
a new storm connection to the existing 450
mmø storm sewer on Linden Street, and the
daycare roof leaders will discharge to grade.

This
Complete
Community
Assessment
considers the co-ordination of development with
infrastructure in the context of the Downtown
Secondary Plan’s Infrastructure Strategies, as
follows:

For the West Building, quantity control will
be provided on-site by approximately 49 m3
of underground storage tank in combination
with an outlet control to ensure that the
100-year post development peak flows are
attenuated to the 2-year pre-development
allowable release rates. For the East Building,
quantity control will be provided on-site by
approximately 71 m3 of underground storage
tank in combination with an inlet control to
ensure that the 100-year post development
peak flows are attenuated to the 2-year predevelopment allowable release rates.
For the West Building, a water balance volume
of 5.6 m3 for Tier 1 and 14.6 m3 for Tier 2 is
required and will be retained. For the East
Building, a water balance volume of 8.1 m3 for
Tier 1 and 23.2 m3 for Tier 2 is required and
will be retained. The feasibility of achieving
the water balance requirement through the
re-use of stormwater internally within the
building and through irrigation of landscaped
areas will be explored.

Bousfields Inc. prepared a Complete Community
Assessment in support of the proposed
development in accordance with the Downtown
Secondary Plan. The statistical data included in
the assessment concludes that the incremental
impact of approval of the proposed redevelopment
will not fundamentally change the composition
of the Study Area, which will continue to evolve
as a mixed-use neighbourhood with convenient
access to jobs, shopping, services, housing,
transportation options and public service
facilities.

From a Parks and Public Realm perspective, the
proposed development will promote an active
street frontage and an active use along all street
frontages and clear views into the building from
the public realm, supporting the objectives of
pedestrian vitality. Additionally, the provision of
an on-site public park will help the City address
its parkland shortage in the Downtown.
From a Community Services and Facilities
perspective, the proposed development includes
a new daycare facility and 436 square metres of
new community space to increase the availability
of such space in the neighbourhood. Further
consultation is also recommended with staff to
determine appropriate actions, if any, to address
potential gaps in the existing community services
and facilities in the surrounding area, through
the application process.
From a Mobility perspective, the subject site is
located in an area very well-serviced by public
transit. The subject site is within walking distance
of two subway stations on Line 1 and Line 2, and
is approximately 145 metres from the nearest
entrance to the Sherbourne subway station and
in proximity to bus routes along Sherbourne and
Wellesley Streets.
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As it relates to Energy, the proposal will include
a number of sustainable design features which
will be explored further at the Site Plan Approval
stage of the development process where a
detailed level of design will occur.
With respect to Water, the Functional Servicing
and Stormwater Management report determined
that there is adequate capacity in the existing
water supply, wastewater, and stormwater
infrastructure to accommodate the proposed
development. A capacity analysis concluded
that the existing municipal sewer does not have
the capacity to accommodate the proposed
sanitary flows without the need for wet-weather
flow reduction, external upgrades, or retrofits.
Opportunities for external wet-weather flow
reduction will need to be explored to offset the
proposed increase to combined sewer system to
allow this development to proceed.
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6

Conclusion

The proposed redevelopment appropriately
provides for the mixed-use intensification of
an underutilized site, strategically located in
proximity to the Sherbourne subway station. Given
its location, the buildings have been carefully
designed to integrate into the surrounding
neighbourhood and retain the existing residential
character of the adjacent streets.
From a land use perspective, the proposal
is supportive of numerous policy directions
promoting
intensification,
particularly
in
locations which are well served by municipal
infrastructure, including higher-order public
transit. In this respect, the proposal will result
in the redevelopment of a site within an urban
growth centre and within two “major transit
station areas” as defined by the Growth Plan.
The redevelopment will create a desirable mixeduse community comprised of new homes, jobs,
community uses and open spaces. The proposed
mix of uses will result in a vibrant community that
includes retail, parkland, community uses, the
replacement of existing rental residential units
and the creation of new rental residential units.
From a built form and urban design perspective,
the proposed development will result in a
new public park, an improved and widened
public laneway, high quality landscaping, the
retention and restoration of several existing
residential façades, and an appropriate massing
that will effectively provide transition to the
Neighbourhoods area to the south. The proposed
buildings will appropriately frame the surrounding
streets with conserved buildings existing on
the subject site and sensitively designed new
facades where appropriate. Taller buildings have
been sited in a manner which adequately limits
light, view and privacy impacts on surrounding
streets and properties.
In summary, it is our opinion that the proposal is
an appropriate and desirable redevelopment of
the site and represents good planning and urban
design. Accordingly, we recommend approval of
the requested Official Plan Amendment, Zoning
By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision.
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1.1

References to Other
Sections of the Report

Land Use Policy Framework

A summary of the proposal’s response to the land use policy framework can be found within Chapter
4.0 Policy & Regulatory Context, including figures that locate the subject site within the schedules
of policy documents including the Provincial Policy Statement, the Growth Plan for the Greater
Golden Horseshoe, the City of Toronto Official Plan, the Downtown Secondary Plan, applicable design
guidelines and zoning by-laws.
An assessment of the proposals pertaining to the urban design analysis can be found in within
Chapter 5.0 Planning & Urban Design Analysis. The report provides responses to the built form
requirements of the Official Plan, Downtown Secondary Plan and Urban Design Guidelines including
the Tall Buildings Design Guidelines.

1.2 Assessment of Development Context
Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 give a detailed description of the subject site and surrounding area context
including adjacent and nearby development activity. A comprehensive inventory of recent development
applications in the area can be found in Section 2.2. Information regarding the applications height in
storeys and metres, the proposals use along with the development status is included for each address.

References to Other Sections of the Report
47, 49, 51, 53, 55, 57, 59, 61, 63 and 65 Huntley Street, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 Selby Street
and 8, 12, 16, 18, 24 and 26 Linden Street

A1

2

Supplemental
Information

2.1 Baseline Development Scheme vs. Preferred
Development Scheme
Both the Baseline Development Scheme and Preferred Development Scheme consist of two towers of
59 storeys and 48 storeys, while also providing a new park at the corner of Huntley and Linden Street.
Both concepts reinforce the character and historic attributes of the subject site through conserving
and adaptively reusing heritage buildings along Huntley, Linden and Selby Street.
In the Baseline Development Scheme, the existing laneway, already used as a pedestrian connection,
is widened to 6.0 metres and continues to be a vehicular connection to Selby Street and Linden
Street. Both pedestrians and vehicles will share the laneway potentially leading to conflict points alon
the path.Parking, loading and back of house services are accessed via this laneway. See Figure A1:
Baseline Development Scheme.

Figure A1 - Baseline Development Scheme

A2
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In the Preferred Development Scheme, the existing laneway becomes a partially covered PrivatelyOwned Publicly Accessible Space (POPS) to serve as a communal lobby between the buildings and
for the community space. This POPS will provide connection through the subject site and provide
new amenity space and enhance the public realm. It will also serve as a covered walkway connecting
the adjacent spaces during inclement weather conditions. This space will be partially covered and
contribute to a more porous ground floor, enhancing pedestrian connectivity through the subject site.
Parking, loading and back of house services will be accessed via Selby St. See Figure A2: Preferred
Development Scheme.

Figure A2 - Preferred Development Scheme
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2.2 Existing and Proposed Building Form and Functions
The attached report provides a comprehensive overview of the recent development activity in the
area. The surrounding area is highly mixed, with development activity enabled through infill and
redevelopment projects. The surrounding area is characterized by clusters of houses and multiunit buildings around shared resources such as the Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario
headquarters, Monsignor Fraser College, Casey House and Isabella Hotel & Suites.

Figure A3 - Building Form and Functions - Baseline Development Scheme
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The proposed development suits the surrounding context well and reflects recent developments
nearby. Several of the existing character homes along Huntley, Selby and Linden Street are retained
or slightly relocated in the proposal. The proposed building would result in additional new housing
while providing a net gain of non-residential gross floor area. Both the Baseline Development Scheme
and Preferred Development Scheme propose a new park at the corner of Linden and Huntley Street.
Figure A3 and A4: Building Form and Functions indicates the general land use of buildings within
the study area. Buildings with limited non-residential area (generally provided on the ground level
only) are considered residential for the purpose of the figure.

Figure A4 - Building Form and Functions - Preferred Development Scheme
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Figure A5 - Aerial View of Proposed Park (Prepared by GH3)

Figure A6 - View of Proposed Park from Corner of Linden St and Huntley St (Prepared by GH3)
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2.3 Existing Public Realm and Transportation Network
Figure A5 indicates the proposed and existing green spaces as well as the transportation networks
in the study area. The proposed development’s contribution to the public realm is described and
assessed in several sections within the attached report. Section 2 of the report describes the
existing and planned public realm in proximity to the subject site, including sidewalk and mid-block
connections. Section 3 identifies a description of the proposed development, highlighting streetscape
improvements including the proposed park on the northeast corner of Huntley and Linden St. The area
is directly serviced by the TTC 75 Sherbourne bus as well as the Sherbourne bicycle lane. Sherbourne
subway station approximately 190 metres to the north/east connects the site to Line 2 and the larger
TTC network.
A new network of landscaped pedestrian connections is provided within the development proposal.
Figure A6 and A7 indicates the new park at the corner of Linden and Huntley Street, which will
contribute to the area’s existing greenspace. The proposed POPS will work in conjunction with these
new green spaces and connections to improve the existing and proposed open spaces in the area.
St. James Town West Park serves as the largest nearby green space located east of the subject site
between Sherbourne Street and Bleecker Street. It The applicant will work with the City and the
community to develop green spaces that will address the needs of the community, through a City-led
public process. The proposed POPS, laneway connection and other green space work in conjunction
with one another to enhance the site’s green space while providing connection points across the site.

Figure A7 - POPS Precedent ( Yorkville)
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This proposal is situated well to take advantage of existing cycling infrastructure, bus routes and
subway stations. With ample access to transit, existing bicycle infrastructure and the site’s downtown
location, this area is characterized with a high proportion of walking and transit trips. See Figure A8
and A9: Public Realm and Transportation Network.

Figure A8 - Public Realm and Transpor tation Network - Baseline Development Scheme
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Figure A9 - Public Realm and Transpor tation Network - Preferred
Development Scheme
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2.4 Setbacks and Separation Distances
Figure A10 and A11 identifies the configuration of the proposed developments on the subject site’s
block. Both the Baseline Development Scheme and the Preferred Development Scheme proposed
towers have a separation distance of 25 metres while the separation from the adjacent building at 592
Sherbourne St is 27.8 metres. Tower setback from the property line range from 5.0 metres up to 19.2
metres.

Figure A10 - Building Setback and Separation Distances - Baseline
Development Scheme
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Figure A11 - Building Setback and Separation Distances - Preferred
Development Scheme
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2.5 Heritage
The proposed development serves to retain 51-59, 63-65 Huntley St, 1-3, 7-11 Selby St and 8, 1618 Linden St will be partially retained. While the buildings at 47-49 and 61 Huntley St and 8 and 2,
12 and 24-26 Linden St, and 1A-1B and 5 Selby St will be demolished. These retained properties are
indicative of the surrounding neighbourhood. Directly east of the subject site is 15 Selby St, a Part
IV designated building. Further on the same block 592 Sherbourne St and 28 Linden St are newer
residential developments which have both retained heritage structures along their podium.
The proposed development’s podium height generally aligns with the height of the adjacent heritage
properties. A setback is provided above the retained properties to maintain the prominence of the
streetscape and maintain legibility of the heritage buildings along the street. See Figure A12 and A13:
Heritage.

Figure A12 - Heritage - Baseline Development Scheme
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Figure A13 - Heritage - Preferred Development Scheme
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2.6 Adjacent Properties
It has been assessed that the adjacent property at 20-22 Linden Street is not viable as a tall building
site. The approximate site area is 357.1 square metres and has an approximate frontage width of 12.18
metres and a depth of 29.54 metres. The City of Toronto Tall Building Design Guidelines requires a
tower separation of 25.0 metres and side and rear yard setbacks from the property line of 12.5 metres;
given the narrow nature of the site, these factors limit its potential as a tall building site. Furthermore,
the site is situated on a residential street which could make access to servicing/loading challenging.
There are two mature trees in the rear yard of 20-22 Linden which would have to be removed.
See Figure A14: 20-22 Linden Street Block Plan.

Figure A14 - 20-22 Linden Street Block Plan
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Introduction

This Housing Issues Report has been prepared in support of an application by Broccolini (the “Owner”)
to amend the City-wide Zoning By-law 569-2013, as amended, and the City of Toronto Official Plan,
to facilitate the redevelopment of a 0.48 hectare site, municipally known as 47, 49, 51, 53, 55, 57, 59,
61, 63, & 65 Huntley Street, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,& 11 Selby Street and 8, 12, 16, 18, 24, & 26 Linden Street (the
“subject site”). The subject site is located to the southeast of the intersection of Bloor Street East and
Sherbourne Street, and is bounded by Selby Street to north, Huntley Street to the West, and Linden
Street to the South. (see Figure B1).
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Figure B1 - Aerial Site Photo
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This Housing Issues Report provides an overview of the existing rental units located within the various
buildings on the subject site and sets out the proposed rental replacement strategy.
The units were surveyed by third-party measuring company (MeasureX) in order to determine existing
floor areas accurately. These floor plans will be submitted under a separate cover. The existing
buildings contain a total of 25 rental dwelling units and 31 dwelling rooms, of which 3 dwelling units
and 8 dwelling rooms are vacant as of July 2021. The rental dwelling units are comprised of 2 studio
units, 4 one-bedroom units, 1 one bedroom plus den unit, 6 two-bedroom units, 9 three bedroom units,
and 3 four bedroom units.
The proposed Official Plan Amendment, Zoning By-law Amendment, and plan of subdivision would
permit the redevelopment of the subject site with two residential towers with heights of 48 and 59
storeys and a new public park at the southwest corner of the property. A number of existing building
facades would be retained and the existing public lane on the subject site would also be widened.
The proposed development includes 1,297 dwelling units, of which 1,119 units are proposed to be
market rental units, 76 are proposed to be affordable rental units, and 56 are proposed to be rental
replacement units.
Section 111 of the City of Toronto Act provides the City of Toronto authority to protect rental apartments
within its jurisdiction. In accordance with the provisions of Section 111, the City of Toronto prohibits
the demolition and conversion of any rental housing (on properties that contain six or more rental
units) unless a permit has been issued under Chapter 667 of the Municipal Code. Under Chapter
667 of the Municipal Code, a rental unit is defined as “a dwelling unit used, or intended for use, for
residential rental purposes, including a dwelling unit that has been used for residential rental purposes
and is vacant”. The Official Plan states that rental housing is defined as “a building or related group of
buildings containing one or more rented residential units, including vacant units that have been used
for rented residential purposes”.
The City of Toronto Official Plan also contains relevant housing policies which apply to the proposed
development. In particular, Policy 3.2.1(6) applies when six or more rental units are proposed to be
removed as part of a new development.
On behalf of the Owner, we are pleased to submit this Housing Issues Report which addresses Section
111 of the City of Toronto Act and the Toronto Official Plan housing policies as they apply to the proposed
redevelopment of the subject site. In our opinion, the proposed development, and the replacement
of rental housing on the subject site, conforms with the relevant Provincial and Municipal policies
governing housing in the City of Toronto.
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Existing Properties

2.1 Subject Site
The subject site consists of two parcels of land located east of Huntley Street, bounded by Selby Street
to the north and Linden Street to the south. The subject site consists of 22 existing parcels, municipally
addressed 47, 49, 51, 53, 55, 57, 59, 61, 63, & 65 Huntley Street, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, & 11 Selby Street and 8, 12,
16, 18, 24, & 26 Linden Street. The subject site is bisected by an existing public lane, running in a northsouth direction behind the existing residential dwellings along Huntley Street, creating two separate
development blocks, as well as a small third parcel at 24 & 26 Linden Street. The eastern portion of the
subject site has an area of 2,322 square metres (0.57 acres), while the western portion of the subject site
has an area of 2,433 square metres (0.60 acres). The third parcel has an area of 279 square metres (0.07
acres). Combined, the three parcels have a total area of 5,034 square metres (1.24 acres).
The eastern block is rectangular in shape, while the western block is irregular in shape as two existing
dwellings at 20 and 22 Linden Street are not a part of the assembly. The western block has approximately
59.16 metres (194 feet) of frontage along Huntley Street, approximately 41.14 metres (135 feet) of
frontage along Selby Street, approximately 41.14 metres (135 feet) of frontage along Linden Street,
and approximately 59.16 metres (194 feet) of frontage along the public lane. The western block has
approximately 45.16 metres (148 feet) of frontage along Selby Street, approximately 59.16 metres (194
feet) of frontage along the public lane, and approximately 42.55 metres (140 feet) of frontage along
Linden Street, split into two separate frontages of approximately 33.2 metres (109 feet) and 9.35 metres
(31 feet).
The subject site currently consists of a mix of low-rise residential uses, varying from detached dwellings
to walk-up apartments with multiple dwellings, as well as rooming houses. One building currently
operates as a commercial hostel. These uses are spread across 22 existing parcels of land, of which 12
parcels are owner-occupied, 1 parcel is the commercial hostel, 6 parcels contain rental dwelling units,
and 3 parcels contain rental dwelling rooms.

Existing Rental Dwelling Units and Dwelling Rooms
As discussed above, the subject site contains 25 residential rental units, all but three of which are
occupied. A summary of the existing dwelling units and their typology is provided in Table B1 below:
Table B1 - Dwelling Unit Types

Building Address

Studio

1-Bedroom

2-Bedroom

2 Linden Street
1

16 Linden Street

1

2

47 Huntley Street

1

1
1

3 Selby Street

1

11 Selby Street

2

1

1
2

5

2

4

65 Huntley Street

Total Units

4-Bedroom

6

12 Linden Street

Total Unit Type

3-Bedroom

1
6

9

3

25
Existing Properties
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Existing unit layouts will be submitted under separate cover, together with rent roll data.
In addition to the rental dwelling units on the subject site, there are 31 dwelling rooms on the subject
site spread across three buildings. 55 Huntley Street contains 13 dwelling rooms, 53 Huntley Street
contains 6 dwelling rooms, and 8 Linden Street contains 12 dwelling rooms.

2.2 Surrounding Area
The subject site is located southeast of the intersection of Sherbourne Street and Bloor Street East, in
the North St. Jamestown Neighbourhood of Toronto. The greater North St. Jamestown neighbourhood
is bounded by Bloor Street to the north, Parliament Street to the east, Wellesley Street to the south,
and Jarvis Street to the west. The neighbourhood is a diverse and dense part of the City Toronto within
the city’s downtown core with excellent transit access. The neighbourhood consists of a wide mix of
built form typologies, ranging from high density mid-century tower in the park developments in the
southeastern part of the neighbourhood to high density commercial and mixed-use developments
along Bloor Street, to low-scale residential neighbourhood areas in the southwestern portion of the
neighbourhood.
The subject site is located on the western half of the block bounded by Huntley Street, Selby Street,
Sherbourne Street, and Linden Street. The eastern half of the block has been redeveloped over the
past decade with two high density residential and mixed-use developments at 28 Linden Street and
592 Sherbourne Street. Three other smaller residential properties make up the remainder of the block.,
including one located at 15 Selby Street which is a multiple-unit affordable housing building conveyed
to the city as a part of an adjacent development application, and two other dwellings located on Linden
Street.
The subject site is generally surrounded to the east, north, and west by other Mixed-Use Areas which
have been developed at significant heights and densities. Building heights exceed 50 storeys in all
three directions, and include uses ranging from hotels to office, retail, and high-density apartments.
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Proposal Development

3.1 Project Summary
The proposal contemplates the redevelopment of the subject site with two towers of 48 and 59
storeys atop two podiums of 3-4 storeys in height, a new, 3 storey daycare building, and a new public
park. The maximum proposed building height is 154 metres to the top of roof (162.5metres to top of
mechanical penthouse) for the 48 storey tower and is 187 metres to the top of roof (194 metres to top
of mechanical penthouse) for the 59 storey tower.
The three proposed buildings will have a total gross floor area (“GFA”) of 77,266 square metres resulting
in a (gross) density of 15.35 FSI. A total of 1,297 units are proposed, of which 21% are studio units,
46% are one-bedroom units, 22% are two-bedroom units, and 11% are three-bedroom units. Of the
1,297 units, 1,165 are proposed to be market condominium units, 56 rental replacement units and 76
affordable rental units are proposed. The building will have a total of 3,489 square metres of amenity
space (2.69 square metres per unit), of which 2,594 square metres will be indoor amenity space and
890 square metres will be exterior amenity space. The proposal includes a 4-level underground garage
containing a total of 192 parking spaces. A new 460 square metre public park is also proposed at the
southwest corner of the subject site at the intersection of Huntley Street and Linden Street, as well
as new community space and a new Day Care. Further details of the proposal can be found in the
Planning and Urban Design Rationale and the submitted plans.
The proposed development will provide 56 rental replacement units which include full range of unit
sizes from studios to 3-bedroom units of approximate size to generally replicate existing unit sizes. A
summary of the unit breakdown and average sizes of the non-rental replacement units is outlined in
Table 2 below.
Access to all residential units, including the affordable rental, market rental, and rental replacement
units, will be shared through common lobbies on the ground floor levels of the two proposed buildings.
Both the returning tenants and the new residents will have shared access to the indoor and outdoor
amenity areas within the proposed buildings. All 56 rental replacement units will be located within the
east building on Floors 3 to 7.

Proposal Development
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Table B2 - Unit Mix

Unit Type

Market Rental

Unit Mix
207 Studio (18%)
578 One Bedroom (50%)
261 Two Bedroom (23%)
119 Three Bedroom (10%)

Total

1,165

Affordable

35 Studio (46%)
20 One Bedroom (26%)
12 Two Bedroom (16%)
9 Three Bedroom (12%)

76

Rental Replacement

33 Studio (59%)
5 One Bedroom (9%)
6 Two Bedroom (11%)
12 Three Bedroom (21%)

56

275 Studio (21%)
603 One Bedroom (46%)
279 Two Bedroom (22%)
140 Three Bedroom (11%)

1,297

TOTAL

MeasureX, IBI, and Bousfields were able to conduct a preliminary analysis to determine bedroom and
bathroom counts of the existing residential units on the subject site. Precise measurement devices
were also used to determine the dimensions of the existing units.
Broccolini’s intention is to support the City’s tenant consultation, and ensure that tenants understand
the application, review process, and how they would be impacted should the application be approved.
Further, Broccolini intends to conduct its own tenant outreach and has already begun this process
prior to this application.
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Relevant Planning
Process and Applications

The proposed development requires a redesignation of the subject site in the City of Toronto Official
Plan from Neighbourhoods to Mixed Use Areas. As a result, an Official Plan Amendment has been filed
as a part of this application. In addition, while the proposal conforms with the intent of the Official
Plan rental housing replacement policies, a minor amendment has been proposed to allow for five
units on the site with excessive unit sizes to be replaced with more regular sized units. The total rental
replacement floor area is proposed to be increased, with the remaining floor area resulting from the
“right-sizing” of units being used for increased sizes for the remaining replacement units, as well as
upgrading one 2 bedroom unit to a 3 bedroom unit. We believe that the shifted floor area to smaller
units, such as the proposed studio units which would replace the existing dwelling rooms on the site,
will be a better use of the space and enable an overall higher quality supply of below-market housing
on the subject site.
The proposal will also require amendments to the City-wide Zoning By-law 569-2013, as amended.
Site-specific Zoning By-law amendments are required in order to permit additional uses, increase the
permitted and density, and to revise other development standards as necessary to accommodate the
proposal.
The City of Toronto Official Plan contains policies for protecting rental housing and tenant rights.
Through the Toronto Municipal Code (Section 667) and Section 111 of the City of Toronto Act, the City
has formalized the Plan’s criteria into a process that landowners must follow when removing existing
rental housing units. This process is referred to as the Rental Housing Demolition and Conversion
application process (the “RHDC”). The RHDC application process reviews a development proposal as
it relates to the impacts on existing units and tenants. Under this process, a proposal is reviewed in
terms of its consistency with City’s objectives, protection of rental housing and tenant rights and
results in the securement of rental replacement units and a tenant relocation strategy.

Relevant Planning Process and Applications
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5

Applicable Policy And
Regulatory Context

This Housing Issues Report outlines the applicable housing policy that applies to the proposal. Further
policy detail is included in Section 4.0 of the Planning and Urban Design Rationale.

5.1 Provincial Policies
The 2020 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides overall policy direction on matters of provincial
interest relating to land use planning and development. The PPS is intended to promote efficient
development and land use patterns to support strong communities, to protect the environment and
public health and safety, and promote a strong economy. With respect to housing, Policy 1.4.3 of the
PPS requires provision to be made for an appropriate range and mix of housing types and densities
to meet projected requirements of current and future residents by permitting and facilitating all
types of residential intensification and redevelopment, promoting densities for new housing which
efficiently use land, resources, infrastructure and public service facilities and supports the use of
active transportation and transit in areas where it exists or is to be developed.
A Place to Grow: The Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2019 (the “Growth Plan”) came
into force on May 16, 2019. All decisions made on or after this date in respect of the exercise of any
authority that affects a planning matter will conform with the 2019 Growth Plan, subject to any
legislative or regulatory provisions providing otherwise.
Policy 2.2.1(2)(c) of the Growth Plan outlines that the vast majority of growth will be directed to
settlement areas and that, within settlement areas, growth will be focused in i) delineated built-up
areas; ii) strategic growth areas; iii) locations with existing or planned transit, with a priority on higher
order transit where it exists or is planned; and iv) areas with existing or planned public service facilities.
“Strategic Growth Areas” are defined by the Growth Plan as nodes, corridors, and other areas that have
been identified by municipalities or the Province to be the focus for accommodating intensification
and higher-density mixed uses in a more compact built form. Strategic growth areas include, but are
not limited to, urban growth centres, major transit station areas, other major opportunities that may
include infill and redevelopment, as well as lands along major roads, arterials, or other areas with
existing or planned frequent transit service or higher order transit corridors.
The Growth Plan defines a “Major Transit Station Area” as the area including and around any existing
or planned higher order transit station or stop within a settlement area. Major transit station areas
generally are defined as the area within an approximate 500 to 800 metre radius of a transit station,
representing about a 10-minute walk. ‘Higher order transit’ is defined as “transit that generally
operates in partially or completely dedicated rights-of-way, outside of mixed traffic, and therefore can
achieve levels of speed and reliability greater than mixed-traffic transit”. Higher order transit includes
heavy rail (such as subways and inter-city rail), light rail and buses in dedicated rights-of-way.
The City has prepared its preliminary Major Transit Station Area mapping as required by the Growth
Plan for the adjacent subway stations to the subject site, and have included the subject site within the
major transit station areas for both Bloor-Yonge and Sherbourne subway stations. Further, the subject
site is located within Toronto’s downtown, a designated urban growth centre in the Growth Plan and
therefor falls within a strategic growth area.
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Policy 2.2.1(3)(c) directs municipalities to undertake integrated planning to manage forecasted growth
to the horizon of this Plan, which will, among other things, provide direction for an urban form that
will optimize infrastructure, particularly along transit and transportation corridors, to support the
achievement of complete communities through a more compact built form.
Section 2.2.6 of the 2019 Growth Plan sets out housing policies. Policy 2.2.6(1) requires municipalities
to support housing choice through the achievement of the minimum intensification and density targets
in the Growth Plan by identifying a diverse range and mix of housing options and densities to meet
projected needs of current and future residents. Notwithstanding Policy 1.4.1 of the PPS, Policy 2.2.6(2)
states that, in implementing Policy 2.2.6(1), municipalities will support the achievement of complete
communities by: planning to accommodate forecasted growth; planning to achieve the minimum
intensification and density targets; considering the range and mix of housing options and densities of
the existing housing stock; and planning to diversify the overall housing stock across the municipality.
Furthermore, Policy 2.2.6(3) states that municipalities will consider the use of available tools to require
that multi-unit residential developments incorporate a mix of unit sizes to accommodate a diverse
range of household sizes and incomes to support the achievement of complete communities.

5.2 Toronto Official Plan
Land Use Policies
The subject site is identified as being located in the Downtown and Central Waterfront area as per
Urban Structure Map 2. Policy 2.2(2) provides that “growth will be directed to the Centres, Avenues,
Employment Areas and the Downtown as shown on Map 2”. The Plan states that The Downtown Toronto
Urban Growth Centre will be planned to optimize the public investment in higher order transit within
the Centre.
The subject site is designated Neighbourhoods as shown on Map 18 (Land Use Plan) of the Official Plan.
Neighbourhoods are considered physically stable areas made up of residential uses in lower scale
buildings such as detached houses, semi-detached houses, duplexes, triplexes and townhouses, as
well as interspersed walk-up apartments that are no higher than four storeys. As a part of the proposed
Official Plan Amendment, the subject site is proposed to be redesignated as Mixed Use Areas. Mixed
Use Areas are made up of a broad range of commercial, residential and institutional uses, in single use
or mixed use buildings, as well as parks and open spaces and utilities.
The subject site is also located within the Downtown Secondary Plan, which provides additional
policies guiding growth and development within the downtown area.
As discussed in further detail in the Planning and Urban Design Rationale report, it is our opinion that
the proposal conforms to the intent of the Official Plan, conforms to the Growth Plan and Provincial
Policy Statement, and represents appropriate and desirable intensification of an underutilized
property in close proximity to transit and employment and within easy access of a wide variety of
services and amenities.

Housing Policies
Section 3.2.1 of the Official Plan, as amended, contains the applicable housing policies. Policy 3.2.1(1)
provides that a full range of housing in terms of form, tenure and affordability will be provided to meet
the current and future needs of residents.
Policy 3.2.1(2) indicates that the existing housing stock will be maintained, improved and replenished
and that the City will encourage the renovation and retrofitting of older residential apartment buildings.
The Plan further notes that new housing supply will be encouraged through intensification and infill
that is consistent with the Official Plan.
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Policy 3.2.1(3) provides that investment in new rental housing, particularly affordable rental housing,
will be encouraged by a coordinated effort from all levels of government through implementation of
a range of strategies. In accordance with the Official Plan definitions, ‘rental housing’ is defined as,
“…a building or related group of buildings containing one or more rented residential units,
including vacant units that have been used for rented residential purposes, and units that
are being or have last been used for rented residential purposes in equity co-operative or coownership housing, but does not include condominium-registered or life-lease units”.
Policy 3.2.1(6) provides conditions of approval for new development that would remove all or part
of a private building or related group of buildings and would result in the loss of six or more rental
housing units. This policy states that new development that would result in the loss of six or more
rental housing units will not be approved unless:
• All of the rental housing units have rents that exceed ‘Mid-Range’ rents at the time of the application;
or
• in cases where planning approvals other than site plan are sought, the following are secured:
○ The replacement and maintenance of at least the same number, size and type of rental housing
units, with rents similar to those in effect at the time the redevelopment application is made;
○ for a period of at least 10 years, rents for replacement units will be the rent at first occupancy
increased annually by not more than the Provincial Rent Increase Guideline or a similar guideline
as Council may approve from time to time; and
○ an acceptable tenant relocation and assistance plan addressing the right to return to occupy
one of the replacement units at similar rents, the provision of alternate accommodation at
similar rents, and other assistance to lessen hardship.
As discussed in more detail in Section 6.0 below, the Owner proposes to replace all 25 rental units in
the new development and rent them at rents similar to those in effect at the time the redevelopment
application is made, as discussed further below.

Official Plan Amendment 453 - Policies to Address the Loss of Dwelling
Rooms
Toronto City Council passed Official Plan Amendment 453 (OPA 453) on June 18, 2019. While the policy
remains under appeal and is not yet in full force and effect, it proposes to implement several new
policies regarding the protection of dwelling rooms in the City of Toronto.
OPA 453 proposes to implement a requirement that any development that would have the effect of
removing all or part of a private building or related group of buildings which would result in the loss
of six or more dwelling rooms to replace the units as either dwelling rooms or rental studio units. The
replacement units would be required to be the same amount of residential gross floor area, and rents
would be required to be similar to existing rents for at least 15 years.
As the policy is not yet in full force and effect, it provides direction on how the City of Toronto would
like to see the protection of dwelling rooms on the subject site.
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Analysis And Opinion

6.1 Analysis of Rental Replacement
The proposal is supportive of the policy directions set out in the Provincial Policy Statement 2020, the
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2019) and the City of Toronto Official Plan. The proposed
development will provide a range of housing types through intensification of an underutilized site
within the City’s built area that is within multiple Major Transit Stations Areas.
The proposed development is in keeping with Section 3.2.1 of the Official Plan. In accordance with
Policy 3.2.1(1) the proposal contributes to a full range of housing in terms of both form and tenure as it
will introduce additional residential units to the site while replacing all existing rental units.
In conformity with Policy 3.2.1(2), the proposal ensures that the existing housing stock will be
maintained, and the overall housing stock will be replenished through intensification and infill on a
site that is currently underutilized. Furthermore, the proposed development will add a significant
number of high-quality units to the City’s housing stock, in a walkable neighbourhood with excellent
transit accessibility. The proposal provides a range of unit types and sizes, as discussed in Section 3
of this report and further expanded upon in the Planning and Urban Design Rationale. With regard to
Policy 3.2.1(6), an analysis on the proposal’s conformity with this policy is set out below.
Section 111 of the City of Toronto Act prohibits the demolition or conversion of any rental housing on
properties that contain six or more related units unless a permit has been issued under Chapter 667
of the Municipal Code. Accordingly, a permit to demolish the existing buildings will be applied for
through a Rental Demolition and Conversion application process.

6.2 Analysis of Unit Number, Size and Type
Pursuant to Policy 3.2.1(6)(b)(i), the rental replacement policies require the replacement of the existing
rental units with “at least the same number, size and type” of rental housing units. With respect to this
requirement, it is observed that there is no definition of either ‘size’ or ‘type’. However, based on a full
reading of the Official Plan and an understanding of how the policy has been applied in the past, the
terms should be understood as follows:
‘Size’ refers to the actual square footage of the units, but with reasonable allowances to take into
consideration modern design efficiencies.
‘Type’ refers to the number of bedrooms, rather than to building form.
In accordance with Official Plan Policy 3.2.1(6), the Owner is proposing to replace all 25 rental units
and despite the dwelling room replacement policies (i.e. OPA 453) not being in full force and effect,
the 31 dwelling rooms will also be replaced with studio units. Due to the multitude of existing buildings
and their status as primarily converted single dwellings, the unit sizes on the subject site vary
significantly. All proposed rental replacement units, with the exception of five excessively large units,
are within 95% of the size of the existing unit, or greater. The five excessively large units are proposed
to be reduced in area to more appropriate market sizes. The total floor area of the replacement units,
however, remains greater than the existing floor area, with the floor area from the reduced unit sizes
redistributed to other replacement units, as well upgrading a 2-bedroom unit to a 3-bedroom.
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Table B3 below provides a summary of the total floor area and average sizes of the existing units/
rooms and proposed rental replacement units, based on unit type.
Table B3 - Comparison of Existing and Proposed Rental Replacement Units (Unit Type)

Existing Units
Unit Type

Proposed Replacement Units

No. of
Units

Total
Floor Area

Average
Unit Size

No. of
Units
31
(studios)

Total
Floor Area

Average
Unit Size

Dwelling Room

31

472.3 m2

15.2 m2

872.2 m2

28.1 m2

Studio

2

32.3 m2

32.3 m2

2

39.9 m2

39.9 m2

1-bedroom

4

238.1 m2

47.7 m2

4

227.4 m2

45.5 m2

1-bedroom+den

1

66.4 m2

66.4 m2

1

66.4 m2

66.4 m2

2-bedroom

6

415.1 m2

69.2 m2

6

369.5 m2

61.6 m2

3-bedroom

9

641.9 m2

71.3 m2

12

849.1 m2

70.8 m2

4-bedroom

3

371.2 m2

123.7 m2

0

-

56

2,237.4 m

-

56

2,478.7 m

TOTAL

2

2

-

The existing dwelling rooms are proposed to be replaced with separate studio units with full private
bathrooms and kitchens, while retaining similar rents. These units are proposed to experience a
significant increase in average unit size to accommodate the new kitchens and bathrooms, growing
from an average size of 15.2 m2 to 28.1 m2. This change will result in a significant improvement on the
quality of the units for returning tenants over existing conditions.
The five units proposed to be replaced with smaller units and the replacement of the 4-bedroom
units with 3-bedroom units require an amendment to the Official Plan, though it is our opinion that
the replacement units maintain the intent of Policy 3.2.1(6)(b)(i). Of the five units, three are currently
large 4-bedroom units, including two which exceed 200 m2. The remaining two units are an oversized
1-bedroom unit and a 2-bedroom unit, respectively. The oversized 1 and 2-bedroom units are proposed
to be reduced in area but would retain the existing bedroom count, with the proposed 4-bedroom
units would be replaced with 3-bedroom units. The balance of the floor area resulting from these
smaller units has been made up in combination of upgrading the oversized two bedroom unit to a 3
bedroom unit and distributing some of the floor area to other units to create larger, more functional
replacement units, including approximately doubling the average size of the replacement dwelling
rooms over existing conditions.
The remaining 20 rental replacement units are proposed to be generally replaced at a similar or
greater unit size, with 15 units being larger than the existing unit. 5 units, including one studio unit,
two 1-bedroom units, and two 2-bedroom units, are proposed to be smaller than the existing units. All
are within 2 m2 of the original unit size.
The total floor area of the units on-site today amounts to approximately 2,237.4 square metres. Based
on calculations for replacement unit sizes, the proposed development will include a rental replacement
floor area of approximately 2,478.7 square metres. This results in a net increase of 241.3 square metres
of rental area.
Any differences in size, both increases and or decreases, can be attributed to modern design
efficiencies and the larger original unit sizes based on their location within various older buildings
which had primarily been converted from single dwellings to multiple dwellings. In addition, through
the redevelopment of the site, the returning tenants will have access to increased indoor and outdoor
common amenity space, in-suite laundry facilities, more modern appliances and finishes as well
as access to both vehicular and bicycle parking spaces. These facilities will represent an overall
improvement in comparison to the amenity spaces available to existing tenants.
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The proposed replacement units will be located within the east tower on Floors 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. At this
time, the internal layouts and floor plans have not been finalized for the rental replacement units, only
the floor area assigned to each unit. As the application progresses, the proposed floor layouts will be
refined to accommodate the replacement units, reflecting the existing size and type of the rental units
on site today.
As a result, it is our opinion that the proposed rental replacement proposal meets the requirements
set out in Section 111 of the City of Toronto Act and Chapter 667 of the Municipal Code, as well as the
intent of the housing policies set out in the Official Plan, specifically Policy 3.2.1.6(b). The proposed
Official Plan Amendment would amend Policy 3.2.1.6(b) to permit the five oversized units to be of a
smaller size, enabling a more efficient distribution of replacement gross floor area to create higher
quality units across all replacement suites, specifically for replacement dwelling room units. As such,
we believe the proposed amendment continues to meet the intent of the Official Plan by providing
high quality replacement units of generally similar size and functionality, and will better deploy the
proposed replacement gross floor area to maximize the functionality of the replacement units as a
whole.

6.3 Analysis of Unit Affordability
Rental Units
Policy 3.2.1(6)(a)(i) requires the provision of rental replacement units in instances where new
development is proposed that would result in the loss of six or more existing rental units unless all the
rents at the time of application exceed ‘Mid-Range rents’.
Section 3.2.1 of the Official Plan defines ‘Affordable rents’ (and affordable rental housing) as housing
where the total monthly shelter cost (gross monthly rent including utilities such as heat, hydro and hot
water – but excluding parking and cable television charges) is at or below one times the average City
of Toronto rent, by unit type (number of bedrooms), as reported annually by the Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corporation. ‘Mid-Range rents’ are defined as the total monthly shelter costs which exceed
Affordable rents but fall below one and one-half times the average City of Toronto rent, by unit type,
as reported annually by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation.
The affordability analysis of existing rental units is prepared by comparing the gross monthly rent1
paid at the time of application submission, to the Average Rent Threshold. The applicable 2021 rent
thresholds by relevant unit type are included in Table B4 below.
The detailed affordability analysis (excel spreadsheet) are provided under separate cover on the rent
roll data for the existing rental units. The July 2021 rent rolls data will be submitted under separate
cover.
Table B4 - 2021 Average Rent Thresholds

Unit Type

Affordable Rent

Mid-Range Rent

Studio

$ 1,211

$ 1,212 – 1,816

1-bedroom apartment

$ 1,431

$ 1,432 – 2,146

2-bedroom apartment

$ 1,661

$ 1,662 – 2,491

3-bedroom apartment

$1,896

$1,897 – $2,844

4-bedroom apartment

$2,194

$2,195 – $3,291

1

In accordance with the Official Plan policies, the gross monthly rent analyzed for this report includes utility costs, and excludes extra
amenities such as paid parking, cable, etc.
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The current unit affordability analysis is provided under a separate cover. The analysis is based on
the July 2021 rent rolls and has also been provided under a separate cover. Additional amenities
such as parking and locker storage are paid separately, and as such, this cost has not been added
to the gross monthly rent. With respect to utilities, whether or not the tenant pays utilities varies by
unit. In our calculations of affordability, an average utility allowance as set by the City of Toronto has
been included in gross rent for the units which pay hydro and / or gas separately. All units have water
included in rent.
Based on our analysis of the information provided, a summary of the affordability of the existing rental
units is set out in Table B5 below. 4 of the units fall within the ‘Affordable’ category, 15 fall within the
‘Mid-Range’ category and 6 units fall within the ‘High End’ category. This tally does not include the
existing dwelling rooms, which are analyzed in a separate section of this report. The 25 units within
the proposed development will be secured in rental tenure to replace these existing units generally in
accordance with the requirements of Policy 3.2.1(6).
Table B5 - Summar y of Rents of Rental Units

Unit Type

Affordable Rent

Mid-Range Rent

High End Rent

Studio

0

1

1

1-bedroom

3

1

1

2-bedroom

1

4

1

3-bedroom

0

8

1

4-bedroom

0

2

1

TOTAL

4

16

5

It is intended that through the Section 37 and Section 111 Agreements, these replacement units would
be secured as rental units for 20 years and maintained at similar rent levels in a range of unit types
that closely approximate that of the existing rental units for 10 years. Any replacement unit vacated
and re-rented within the 10 years of the date of initial occupancy would have an initial rent equal to the
greater of the last rent charged for that unit or the then-current rent threshold.
Furthermore, Policy 3.2.1(6)(b) establishes certain requirements in terms of rents for the occupied
rental unit. It requires the rent for the replacement unit to be “similar to those in effect at the time the
redevelopment application is made” and that, for a period of at least 10 years, the rents to be increased
annually “by no more than the Provincial Rent Increase Guideline or a similar guideline as Council may
approved from time to time” and a one-time increase of 4% for new construction.
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Dwelling Rooms
Adopted OPA 453 proposes to require the provision of replacement dwelling rooms in instances where
new development is proposed that would result in the loss of six or more existing dwelling rooms
unless all the rents at the time of application exceed “dwelling room tier 2 mid-range rents”.
OPA 453 of the Official Plan defines 4 tiers of rents for which dwelling room replacement policies
apply:
1. ‘Tier 1 Affordable rents” are defined as 60% or lower of the average City of Toronto rent for a
bachelor unit, as reported annually by the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation.
2. “tier 2 Affordable rents” are defined as 60% or lower of the average City of Toronto rent for a
bachelor unit, as reported annually by the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation.
3. “Tier 1 Mid-Range rents” are defined as between 81% and 100% of the average City of Toronto rent
for a bachelor unit, as reported annually by the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation.
4. “Tier 2 Mid-Range Rents” are defined as between 101% and 120% of the average City of Toronto rent
for a bachelor unit, as reported annually by the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation.
The affordability analysis of existing dwelling rooms has been prepared by comparing the gross
monthly rent paid at the time of application submission, to the applicable rent tiers as outlined in
adopted OPA 453. The applicable 2021 rent thresholds by tier are included in Table B6 below.
The detailed affordability analyses are provided under separate cover on the rent roll data for the
existing rental units. Like the rental replacement units, the July 2021 rent rolls data will be submitted
under separate cover.
Table B6 - 2021 Average Rent Thresholds

Dwelling Room Tier

Affordable Rent

Tier 1 Affordable

$ 726.60

Tier 2 Affordable

$ 968.80

Tier 1 Mid-Range

$ 1,211.00

Tier 2 Mid-Range

$1,453.20

Based on our analysis of the information provided, a summary of the affordability of the existing
dwelling rooms is set out in Table B7 below. 1 of the rooms falls within the ‘Tier 1 Affordable’ category,
15 rooms within the ‘Tier 2 Affordable’ category, 13 rooms fall within the ‘Tier 1 Mid-Range’ category,
while one room is categorized as ‘Tier 2 Mid-Range’ and one room falls within the ‘High End’ category.
Table B7 - Summar y of Rents of Rental Units

Tier 1 Affordable

1

Tier 2 Affordable

15

Tier 1 Mid-Range

13

Tier 2 Mid-Range

1

High End

1
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It is intended that through the Section 37 Agreement, the replacement studio units would be secured
as rental units for the required period and maintained at similar rent levels in a range of unit types that
closely approximate that of the existing rental units for 10 years. Any replacement unit vacated and
re-rented within the 10 years of the date of initial occupancy would have an initial rent equal to the
greater of the last rent charged for that unit or the then-current rent threshold.
Furthermore, OPA 453 establishes certain requirements in terms of rents for the occupied rental
replacement units. It requires the rent for the replacement units to be “similar to those in effect at the
time the redevelopment application is made” and that, for a period of at least 15 years, the rents to be
increased annually “by no more than the Provincial Rent Increase Guideline or a similar guideline as
Council may approved from time to time”.

6.4 Tenant Relocation and Assistance Plan
Policy 3.2.1(6)(b) also requires an acceptable tenant relocation and assistance plan, addressing the
right to return to occupy one of the replacement units at “similar rents”, the provision of alternative
accommodation at “similar rents” and “other assistance to lessen hardship”. No specific terms are set
out for the tenant relocation and assistance plan at this point in time. It is understood that these terms
are intended to be negotiated on a site-by-site basis.
The Residential Tenancies Act, 2006 requires that, if notice of termination of a tenancy is given for the
purpose of termination where the landlord requires possession of the rental unit in order to demolish
it, the date of termination shall be at least 120 days from the day on which the notice is given. If a
tenancy is terminated for the purpose of the demolition, the Act requires that the landlord shall either:
• compensate a tenant in an amount equal to three (3) months’ rent; or
• offer the tenant another rental unit acceptable to the tenant.
The Owner anticipates that a tenant relocation and assistance plan be negotiated with the City that
will provide additional provisions beyond those set out in the Residential Tenancies Act. Elements of
the tenant relocation and assistance plan could include:
• an extended tenant notice period beyond the existing Residential Tenancies Act, 2006 requirement;
• a right to return to a replacement rental unit;
• tenant compensation, including additional compensation above the requirements of the Residential
Tenancies Act;
• a Construction Management and Phasing Plan; and
• a communications strategy, including notification to existing tenants of project milestones and
contact information for project management and construction questions/concerns.
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7

Conclusion

It is our opinion that the rental replacement proposal presented within this Housing Issues Report
conforms with the intent of housing policies of the Official Plan, specifically Policy 3.2.1(6), as well as
has regard for the adopted policies of OPA 453. While an amendment to the Policy 3.2.1(6) is proposed
to allow for several oversized units to be reduced in size, the overall rental replacement floor area is
proposed to be greater than the overall floor area of the existing units and rooms, which in our opinion,
meets the general intent of the policy. Otherwise, the proposed development conforms with the
housing policies of the Official Plan. Specifically, the proposed development maintains the intention
to replace the 25 existing rental units with the same number and mix of units, of similar or greater
size, and, with rents similar to those in effect at the time the redevelopment application is made.
With respect to the replacement of the existing dwelling rooms on the subject site, the proposed
development exceeds its obligations by proposing to create rental replacement studio units for the
existing dwelling rooms in line with the proposed policies of OPA 453.
Broccolini will commit to ongoing discussions with the City and the existing tenants in order to arrive
at an appropriate tenant relocation and assistance plan which exceeds the minimum standards set out
in the Residential Tenancies Act and adequately addresses the needs of existing tenants by lessening
their hardship of temporary relocation.
Based on the foregoing, it is our opinion that the Rental Housing Demolition and Conversion application
is in accordance with Chapter 667 of the Municipal Code and, accordingly, should be approved, as well
as the Official Plan Amendment, Zoning By-law Amendment, and Plan of Subdiision applications.
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1.1

Introduction

Overview

This Complete Community Assessment Report (CCA) has been prepared by Bousfields Inc. in
accordance with the glossary of terms provided by the City of Toronto and as requested by City of
Toronto Planning Staff.
The requirement for the CCA was introduced as part of the Secondary Plan for the Downtown (the
“Downtown Plan”), which was adopted by City Council as Official Plan Amendment 406 (“OPA 406”)
under Section 26(1) of the Planning Act. OPA 406 was forwarded to the Ministry of Municipal Affairs
and Housing and was approved, as amended, on June 5, 2019. The Ministry’s approval is final and not
subject to appeal.
The purpose of a CCA is to provide an understanding of the subject site, while evaluating how
incremental development and existing and planned development and infrastructure will occur in the
surrounding area. The CCA is to be used in order to better assess the future infrastructure needs to
support the achievement of “complete communities” within the existing and planned context of the
area.
In this respect, A Place to Grow (2019) defines “complete communities” as follows:
“Places such as mixed-use neighbourhoods or other areas within cities, towns, and settlement
areas that offer and support opportunities for people of all ages and abilities to conveniently
access most of the necessities for daily living, including an appropriate mix of jobs, local stores,
and services, a full range of housing, transportation options and public service facilities.
Complete communities are age-friendly and may take different shapes and forms appropriate
to their contexts.”
Policy 15.2 of the Downtown Plan expands on the Growth Plan’s definition, specifying that “complete
communities” feature a diverse mix of land uses, including residential and employment uses and
convenient access to local retail and services, while providing a range of housing options, provide
convenient access to transportation and community services and facilities, ensure a built form that
enhances livability, is contextually appropriate and provides an attractive and vibrant public realm,
mitigate climate change, and integrate green infrastructure.
Policy 5.3 of the Downtown Plan provides that, to support the City, other levels of government and other
public agencies in the delivery of community service facilities, parkland, green infrastructure and
physical infrastructure in providing for complete communities, a Complete Community Assessment
will be required as part of significant and large-scale development applications within, among other
designations, the Mixed-Use Areas 1 - Growth designation that applies to the subject site.
This CCA was prepared by Bousfields Inc. to review the existing and planned development and
infrastructure in the vicinity of the subject site in relation to the five Downtown Plan Infrastructure
Strategies, and to analyze the proposal through the lens of its contribution to a complete community.
More specifically, this report provides a profile of the study area, including the existing number of
residential units and amount of non-residential GFA, approximate jobs in the area, recent development
activity within the study area, and a summary of how the proposal responds to the five infrastructure
strategies - Downtown Parks and Public Realm Plan, Downtown Community Services and Facilities
Strategy, Downtown Mobility Strategy, Downtown Energy Strategy and Downtown Water Strategy.
Introduction
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1.2 Proposed Development
The proposal would result in the intensification of a lower density site close to transit in the Downtown
with a mixed-use infill development with a compelling public realm, new public park, and community
space. The subject site is located southeast of the intersection of Bloor and Sherbourne Streets,
bounded by Hunter Street, Selby Street, and Linden Street, and is municipally known as 47, 49, 51,
53, 55, 57, 59, 61, 63, & 65 Huntley Street, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,& 11 Selby Street and 8, 12, 16, 18, 24, & 26 Linden
street. The site is currently occupied by a series of low-rise residential buildings.
The proposal contemplates the redevelopment of the subject site with two towers of 48 and 59 storeys
atop two podiums of 3-4 storeys in height, a new, 3 storey daycare building, and a new public park The
maximum proposed building height is 154.3 metres to the top of roof (162 metres to top of mechanical
penthouse) for the 48-storey tower and is 187.35 metres to the top of roof (194.35 metres to top of
mechanical penthouse) for the 59-storey tower.
The buildings will have a total gross floor area (“GFA”) of 77,266 square metres resulting in a (gross)
density of 15.35 FSI. A total of 1,297 units are proposed, of which 1,165 units are proposed to be new
market condominium units, 56 units are proposed to be rental replacement units, and 76 units are
proposed to be affordable rental units. For the proposed market condominium and affordable rental
units, 20% are studio units, 48% are one-bedroom units, 22% percent are two-bedroom units, and 10%
percent are three-bedroom units. The building will have a total of 3,484 square metres of amenity
space (2.7 square metres per unit), of which 2,594 square metres will be indoor amenity space and 890
square metres will be exterior amenity space. The proposal includes a 4-level underground garage
containing a total of 192 parking spaces. A new 460 square metre public park is also proposed at the
southwest corner of the subject site at the intersection of Huntley Street and Linden Street. Further
details of the proposal can be found in the Planning and Urban Design Rationale and the submitted
architectural plans.
Table C1 - Key Statistics

Site Area

0.50 hectares (1.24 acres)

Total Gross Floor Area:
Residential
Retail
Community Space
Daycare

77,266 square metres
76,252 square metres
110 square metres
428 square metres
476 square metres

FSI (Site Area)

17.59

Total Units

1,297 units
275 bachelor (21%)
178 one-bedroom (14%)
425 one-bedroom plus den (33%)
279 two-bedroom (22%)
140 three-bedroom (11%)

Indoor Amenity Space

Outdoor Amenity Space

2,594 square metres
890 square metres

Vehicular Parking Spaces

192 spaces: 150 spaces for residents (including 5 accessible spaces),
4 Car Share spaces, and 38 spaces for commercial/visitor spaces
(including 3 accessible spaces)

Bicycle Parking Spaces

1558 spaces: 1,402 long-term spaces and 156 short-term spaces

Loading Spaces

2 Type “G” loading space, as well as 2 Type “C” spaces
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1.3 Study Area
Policy 5.5 of the Downtown Plan provides that the CCA study area may include the site and block in which the development is located, as well as all of the surrounding blocks. In consultation with Community Planning and Strategic
Initiatives, Policy and Analysis (“SIPA”) Staff, the Study Area was determined and is generally defined as follows, and is illustrated on Figure C1:
• Bloor Street to the North;
• Sherbourne Street, Howard Street, and Bleeker Street to the East;
• Earl Street and Isabella Street to the south; and
• Huntley Street, Jarvis Street, and Ted Rogers Way to the west.
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Figure C1 - Study Area Context Map
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1.4 Methodology
This report reviews the development proposal in relation to the needs and priorities identified in the
Downtown Plan Infrastructure Strategies. This includes a summary of the existing building supply
and an estimate of the projected population, based on a review of the demographic profiles contained
in the Downtown Community Services and Facilities Strategy documents as well as development
approvals in the Study Area.
This study determines existing employment levels through data from the 2019 Toronto Employment
Survey, the most recently available data that is not influenced by artificial employment restrictions
resulting from the COVID-19 Pandemic. Employment projections have been determined based on
assumptions on employment densities for various uses set out in the 2018 Toronto Development
Charges Background Study. Existing building stock data was retrieved from the Planning Research &
Analytics department.
A summary of the active and recently approved development applications within the Study Area was
completed using the City’s Application Information Centre website. The corresponding estimate of
projected population growth for the Study Area was calculated using the same person per unit (PPU)
rates utilized in the Downtown Community Services and Facilities Strategy. The same PPU was also
applied to the proposed development.
Facility priorities and/or opportunities (by sector) as identified by the Downtown Plan Infrastructure
Strategy documents were analyzed against the reports completed in support of the rezoning application
to evaluate the incremental impact of the proposed development on Downtown infrastructure.
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Study Area Profile

2.1 Existing Building Stock
The Toronto Development Guide indicates that the profile of the Study Area set out in a CCA is to
include a summary of the existing number and types of buildings, along with the number of dwelling
units and the estimated number of residents and jobs.
The existing population and unit count data is summarized in section 3.2 of this report. Existing
lot information/data was obtained by the City of Toronto, City Planning, Research and Information
Department, and is summarized in Table C2. We note that existing buildings with approved
developments and the subject site have not been included in Table C2 (and Appendix 1) to avoid
double-counting. Further information on active development projects is available in section 3.1 of this
report.
Table C2 - Existing Building Stock Totals

Address

Res. GFA

Non-Res GFA

TOTAL

302,054

132,099

*See Attachment 1 at the end of this report for the full building stock table.
An illustrative summary of the Study Area, including the heights and uses of existing buildings, existing
parks and open spaces is provided in Figure C2. Where new developments or redevelopments have
been approved or are under construction, they have been included as part of the planned context.
Within the study area, there are a total of 105 existing properties, including the existing buildings on
the subject site, of which 1 is commercial (1%) and 9 are mixed-use buildings (9%). As demonstrated
through the existing building stock (Table C2, and Attachment 1) and Figure C2, the study area
includes a wide mix of uses that includes mid- and high-rise commercial, residential, and mixed used
buildings along Bloor Street East and Sherbourne Street, as well as a variety of residential uses and
densities along local streets. The block on which the subject site is located is generally characterized
by low-rise residential buildings on the subject site with two large apartment and mixed-use towers
along Sherbourne Street. Lower scale uses, including residential, a public school, and a low-rise
office building exist to the south of the subject site, while high-density, mixed-use buildings of up
to 55 storeys exist to the north and west of the subject site. The taller buildings in the study area are
generally located north and west of the subject site, including 592 Sherbourne Street (“The Selby”)
and 403 Bloor Street West (“The Rosedale on Bloor”).
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Development Activity

3.0 Development Activity
3.1 Study Area Development Activity
To further understand the Study Area context, this CCA includes a review of active and recently approved development applications located within the Study Area. As of October 2021, there are two active applications within the immediate
Study Area.
In order to generate an estimate of the potential residential population resulting from each of the proposed buildings listed in Table C3, population estimates were determined using a Persons Per Unit (PPU) rate of 1.6 PPU for the Lower
Range Population Estimate and 1.77 PPU for the Higher Range Population Estimate.
Table C3 below outlines key aspects of these developments, including population projections that utilize the same methodology as in Section 2.1 of this report.
Table C3 - Recent Development Applications within the Study Area

Address and Application Number

545-565 Sherbourne Street

387-403 Bloor Street East

Status

Height (ST)

Res. GFA

Non-Res GFA

Units

Est. Pop. Low (1.6)

Est. Pop. High (1.77)

Rezoning – Council Approved
Site Plan Application – Under review

51

34,501

499 (retail)

511

818

905

52

30,800

13,200
(1,162 retail, 12,038 hotel)

508

813

899

65,301

13,699

1,019

1,631

1,804

-

-

-

-

-

65,301

13,699

1,019

1,631

1,804

Rezoning – OMB Approved
Site Plan Application – Approved
Under Construction

TOTAL (approved, under construction or built)

-

TOTAL (Proposed/Under Appeal)

-

TOTAL

-

-

As detailed in Table C3, there is two active applications in the Study Area, both of which have had their zoning by-law amendment applications approved. The first, 545-565 Sherbourne Street, consists of a 51-storey apartment building
with ground floor retail at the southeast corner of Howard Street and Sherbourne Street, with 511 units. The project is currently in the process of receiving site plan approval and is not yet under construction. The second project is located
at 387-403 Bloor Street East, and consists of a 52-storey residential, hotel, and retail development. The project consists of retail at grade along Bloor Street East, a hotel on floors 2-10, and 42 storeys of residential condominiums above,
with 508 units. The project is currently under construction and is due to be completed in 2022.
As the timeline between submitting an application and occupancy is typically at least 5 years, it can be assumed that the projected population and job increase will occur incrementally over the next several years, as the two projects are
completed.
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3.2 Proposed Population and Employment Projections
The existing population of the study area has been sourced from data through the 2016 census, which
provides a base population estimate. As several additional developments have been completed since
the 2016 census data was collected, an estimate has been provided for the additional population from
those developments to create an estimated population for the study area in 2021.
Table C4 - Historic Study Area Population & Dwellings – Census Data

2011 Census

2016 Census

Change (%)

Population

3,078

3,480

+13%

Dwellings

2,299

2,289

-0.5%

The study area experienced a growth in population of 13% between the 2011 and 2016 censuses,
although it experienced a small loss of units. This is likely attributable to the development at 28 Linden
Street, which was in the process of occupying when the 2011 census was completed. As a result, the
units would likely be included in the 2011 census count but were primarily unoccupied at the time.
Since 2016, two major residential apartment buildings have been completed within the study area at
561 and 592 Sherbourne Street. The two developments have a total of 908 units, which represents a
39% growth in the number of units within the study area over the 2016 census data.
Further, there are two additional developments currently under construction, detailed in section 3.1
above. These developments will add an additional 1,019 units to the Study Area.
When including the census data for existing buildings, along with buildings that have been recently
completed and buildings that have been approved or have been proposed, the future population of the
Study Area would range from approximately 6,563 to 6,890 persons.
In order to generate an estimate of the potential residential population resulting from the proposed
development, population estimates were determined using a Persons Per Unit (PPU) rate of 1.6 PPU for
the Lower Range Population Estimate and 1.77 PPU for the Higher Range Population Estimate. The total
unit count for the proposed building was also determined by removing the rental replacement dwelling
units from the total unit count, as that population would already be accounted for in existing census
data. As a result, the proposed project’s net new unit count is 1,241 (1,297 - 56 rental replacement
units). See Table C5 below:
Table C5 - Projected Population & Dwellings Within the Study Area

Proposed Use

Units

Est. Pop. Low (1.6)

Est. Pop. High (1.77)

Existing – 2016 Census

2289

3,480

Recently Completed

908

1,453

1,607

Approved/ Proposed

1,019

1,630

1,803

Subject Proposal

1,241

1,986

2,197

Total

2,333

8,549

9,087

The Toronto Employment Survey, conducted annually by the City of Toronto, offers details on existing
employment levels in the Study Area. Because of the COVID-19 Pandemic, the 2020 employment
survey recorded employment levels below the historic normal due to government mandated business
closures. For the purposes of this study, the 2019 Employment Survey data has been used in order to
best determine the existing employment levels in the neighbourhood outside of pandemic-related
business closures.
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The 2019 Toronto Employment Survey recorded a total of 7,048 jobs in the study area, of which 6,377
are full time and 671 were part time. This employment, and it’s associated employment sector, is
summarized in Table 6 below.
Table C6 - Existing employment within the study area

Full Time
Employment

Part Time
Employment

Total
Employment

6,377

671

7,048

Retail

50

112

162

Service

111

128

239

6,138

414

6,552

Institutional

67

16

83

Community and Entertainment

11

1

12

Sector
Total All Sectors

Office

Below is an estimate of the number of employees that may be generated from the proposed
development. Table C7 below provides a breakdown of the estimated number of employees.
Table C7 - Estimated number of employees generated from the proposed development

Gross Floor Area
(square metres)

Number of Jobs

Assumptions

Commercial / Retail

110

3

1 job per 40 sq. m

Community / Day Care
(Institutional)

912

15

1 job per 60 sq. m

Residential Units (1241)

--

99

0.08 jobs per unit

Total

--

117

Proposed Use

The proposed development would add to the projected employment growth occurring from other
buildings that are proposed, under construction, or have been completed since the 2019 employment
survey, which is estimated in Table C8:
Table C8 - Estimated number of employees generated from other development within the Study Area

Gross Floor Area
(square metres)

Number of Jobs

Assumptions

1,661

42

1 job per 40 sq. m

12,038

301

1 job per 40 sq. m

Residential Units (1,019)

--

81

0.08 jobs per unit

Total

--

425

Proposed Use
Commercial / Retail
Hotel

The job estimates are based on the 2018 Toronto Development Charges Background Study which
estimates 1 job per 60 square metres of institutional space, which has been assumed for the Community
and Daycare spaces,1 job per 40 square metres of hotel space, and 1 job for 40 square metres of
commercial space. A rule-of-thumb estimate of 0.08 jobs per residential unit (home occupations,
building services etc.) has also been included.
In total, 7,590 jobs are projected to exist within the study area upon the completion of all proposed
developments, including the proposed development.
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4

Response to
Infrastructure Strategies

Below is a summary of how the proposal addresses the needs and priority actions identified in the five
Downtown Plan Infrastructure Strategies.

4.1 Downtown Parks and Public Realm Plan
The Parks and Public Realm Plan identifies five transformative ideas, as follows:
• “The Core Circle: Re-imagine the valleys, bluffs and islands encircling the Downtown as a fully
interconnected landscape system and immersive experience.”
• “Great Streets: Enhance the unique characteristics of Downtown’s most emblematic streets and
make them outstanding civic places and connectors.”
• “Shoreline Stitch: Re-connect the Downtown to the waterfront and link the east and west Core
Circle landscapes.”
• “Park Districts: Re-imagine Downtown’s distinct districts with parks at their hearts by expanding,
improving and connecting neighbourhood parks and public spaces to create a focus for everyday
community life.”
• “Local Places: Re-imagine local public spaces to better support public life and expand the utility of
our parks and public realm system.”
The Downtown Plan describes Park Districts as a network of local streets often centred around a park
or community space. Policies 7.22 to 7.24 of the Downtown Plan provide that Park Districts will be
designed to reinforce their identity and will contribute to the public realm network. The subject site is
not located within any of the Park Districts in the Downtown Plan (Map 41-8), however is immediately
west of the St. Jamestown District.
The Downtown Plan describes Local Places as smaller, often under-utilized and sometimes overlooked
spaces embedded within the fabric of Downtown neighbourhoods that offer opportunities to improve
the public realm and supplement the parks and open space system. Policy 7.33 directs that Institutions,
public agencies and other orders of government will be encouraged to integrate their open spaces
into the public realm through improved design, access and connections to the broader public realm
network.
While the subject site is not located on or within any Park Districts, Great Streets, Cultural Corridors,
or the Downtown Film Precinct, in our opinion the project will make significant contributions to the
public realm of Local Places within the Downtown. A new 460 square metre public park is proposed on
the southwest corner of the subject site, which will contribute to the greater parks and public realm
of the downtown. This park would be defined as a “parkette” in the Downtown Parks and Public Realm
Plan, and is intended to serve as a local neighbourhood scale amenity for residents in the immediate
area, activated by an adjacent, 110 square metre corner retail space and adjacent community space in
the development to the north and east. Opportunities exist for the eventual tenant of the community
space to provide activations for the park.
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In addition, it is the intent of the owner of the subject site to acquire the existing public lane and
create an engaging Publicly Accessible Open Space, which will further expand and improve the public
realm on the subject lands. Should the laneway be acquired, it would be transformed from an underutilized mid-block vehicular and pedestrian thoroughfare to an enhanced, enlarged pedestrian space
with upgraded and high-quality landscaping. The space would become an inviting connection from
neighbourhoods to the south to the commercial shopping facilities available in Greenwin Square to
the north of the subject site.
If the public lane is not acquired and remains under ownership by the City of Toronto, it is the owner of
the subject site’s intent to widen the facility to improve its operations and activate it with select soft
landscaping features to enhance its appeal.
While the streets which the subject site fronts onto are not Great Streets in the Parks and Public
Realm Plan, we believe that the proposed development will enhance the public realm along its
respective street frontages. A high-quality architectural expression for new construction elements
will seamlessly tie into the retained and restored residential buildings, creating an attractive built
form at grade with a continued residential scale. Existing mature trees will be retained where possible
in order to provide an attractive, mature tree cover, and will be paired with new tree plantings and
enhanced landscaping and plantings to provide a “green edge” to the development which will further
enhance the existing area’s residential street character. The townhouse units proposed along all three
street frontages, when combined with the proposed lobby entrances, retail space, and community
facilities, will provide strong activations along each of the three street frontages that break facades
down into a more human scale.

4.2 Downtown Community Services and Facilities Strategy
The Downtown Community Services and Facilities (CS&F) Strategy identifies the following six key
strategic directions:
• “Reinvesting in and maximizing use of public assets through retrofits, expansions and improvements;
• Developing partnership/co-location opportunities with City Divisions, agencies and boards and
community-based organizations;
• Identifying innovative and integrated service delivery models to address CS&F needs;
• Ensuring that new space/facilities keep pace with growth over a 25-year time horizon;
• Prioritizing space/facility opportunities through collaboration with sector partners; and
• Setting the foundation of future partnerships through the establishment of new partnership tables
to share information and to explore space/facility opportunities.”
This CCA provides a brief summary of the community services and facilities available to residents and
staff, as identified in the Downtown Community Services and Facilities Strategy. The Strategy locates
the subject site within the St. James Town neighbourhood, which extends from Jarvis Street to the
west, Bloor Street East to the north, Parliament Street to the east, and Carlton Street to the south.
In the St. James Town neighbourhood, the population increased from 25,864 to 26,223 between
2011 and 2016, representing an increase of 1.4% which is lower than the growth experienced in the
Downtown as a whole. After the UofT and Kensington-Chinatown neighbourhoods, the St. James Town
neighbourhood has experienced the third lowest growth rate of all the Downtown Plan neighbourhoods.
The area is anticipated to experience relatively low population and employment growth, projected to
grow to an estimated 31-32,000 residents by 2031. The majority of employment growth is expected
to come in the form of local population related employment, (small-scale institutional and retail and
work from home), followed by major office employment.
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The predominant land use in the study area is residential apartment buildings, retail, office uses and
residential-mixed use buildings. A wide range community facilities and services are available in the
area, including St. James Town Park, Monsignor Fraser College, Rose Avenue Junior Public School,
Wellesley Community Centre, Casey House Hospital, Winchester Junior and Senior Public School,
Jarvis Collegiate, The 519 Community Centre, The St. James Town Public Library, and a number
of human services organizations and childcare centres, along with several additional parks and
parkettes. There are currently no proposals for a future school, childcare centre, or community centre
within the immediate study area or the St. James Town neighbourhood, however, the Downtown Plan
proposes the potential renovation of the St. Jamestown Public Library which is at the periphery of the
St. Lawrence-Distillery District and the King-Parliament neighbourhood.
As a part of the proposed development, 428 square metres of community space is proposed at grade
along Linden Street and the proposed public park. While a specific programming need has not yet
been identified for the space, it is intended that one will be identified through consultation with City
Staff and the local councillor.
A new, 476 square metre daycare facility is also proposed as a part of the proposed development. The
daycare would provide an important service to the wider neighbourhood, and would be able to have a
capacity of an estimated 43-53 children.
Further consultation with staff is recommend to determine appropriate actions, if any, to address any
other potential gaps in the existing community services and facilities in the surrounding area, through
the application process.

4.3 Downtown Mobility Strategy
The Downtown Mobility Strategy seeks to ensure movement that is safe, efficient, sustainable and
transit supportive. The Mobility Strategy details the priority actions around the following themes and
objectives:
• Complete Streets:
○ Undertake a Street Typology Study for key Downtown streets to identify street typologies and
modal priorities.
○ Initiate a Shared Streets Program to identify potential streets as candidates for a ‘shared street’
re-design.
• Walking:
○ Undertake Downtown-focused pedestrian safety improvements as part of the Vision Zero Road
Safety Plan, including physical and operational safety improvements at busy intersections,
improving pedestrian space on corners, addressing lack of pedestrian crossings and routes,
etc.
○ Undertake a Pedestrian Priority Corridor Study to develop a new vision for a network of streets
that re-allocates more space in the right-of-way for pedestrians.
○ “Undertake a Pedestrian Priority Area Study to develop a new vision that prioritizes pedestrians
in areas of intensive pedestrian use.
○ Develop a Pedestrian Special Events Strategy to accommodate events that generate high-surge
volumes of pedestrians.
○ Build new PATH extensions and improve connections to off-street trail system.
○ Continue implementing the Toronto 360 Wayfinding Strategy.
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• Cycling:
○ Continue implementing initiatives already planned as part of the 10-Year Cycling Network Plan.
○ Advance additional initiatives from the Long-Term Cycling Network Plan.
○ Undertake bicycle safety initiatives at key locations in the Downtown as part of the Vision Zero
Road Safety Plan.
○ Complete and implement the Bicycle Parking Strategy.
○ Implement mechanisms for securing and funding additional Bike Share infrastructure (with
TPA).
• Public Transit:
○ Review lessons-learned from King Street Transit Pilot.
○ Undertake a Downtown Transit Area Study to develop a long-term vision and plan for surface
transit improvements needed to accommodate growth within and near the Downtown to improve
transit reliability, reduce transit travel times, and increase transit ridership.
○ Undertake ongoing targeted physical and operational improvements along busy surface transit
routes to address service bottlenecks (e.g. Bathurst–Fleet–Lakeshore).
○ Implement strategies identified in the TTC’s Ridership Growth Strategy.
• Motor Vehicles:
○ Implement the Curbside Management Strategy.
○ Promote off-peak delivery using alternative delivery methods such as bicycles and smaller
delivery vehicles within the Downtown.
○ Implement a pilot project to encourage and facilitate innovative freight delivery methods (offhours deliveries, remote consolidation centres, etc.).
○ Investigate changing parking by-law to require parking spaces that satisfy TPA’s size
requirements.
○ Include multi-modal facilities in TPA parking facilities.
○ Incorporate new features into street designs to support other road users (e.g. conduits for wiring
within the Downtown Film Precinct to support film industry; plug-in locations for tour buses).
We note that the foregoing priority actions are almost exclusively within the purview of the City to
implement, and that individual development applications will not be able to directly address the
priority actions.
The subject site is located in an area very well-serviced by the Toronto Transit Commission (TTC)
transit network. The subject site is within walking distance of two subway stations, Sherbourne
Subway Station at Bloor and Sherbourne Streets on Line 2 Bloor, and Bloor-Yonge Station and Bloor
and Yonge Streets, serving both Lines 1 Yonge-University-Spadina and 2 Bloor. The Sherbourne
subway station is approximately 130 metres from the subject site and the Bloor-Yonge subway station
is approximately 550 metres away. The site is also within walking distance of several bus routes and
is within cycling distance or a quick subway ride of Union Station. The site has convenient access to
cycle tracks provided along Sherbourne Street to the east and Bloor Street East to the north. The site is
also located within a highly walkable neighbourhood with many amenities, services, and employment
opportunities located within a 10-minute walking distance.
Given the immediate proximity to transit, the proposal limits its future residents’ and workers’
need for reliance on the private automobile. The proposal is supportive of active transportation and
public transit objectives outlined in the Urban Transportation Considerations Report prepared by BA
Group, which encourages reducing the overall dependency on private vehicles for future residents
and users of the site. The development includes a reduced number of parking spaces (195 spaces)
that is sufficient to accommodate future needs while helping reduce automobile dependency, while
providing a significant amount of bicycle parking spaces (1,558 spaces).
Response to Infrastructure Strategies
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With respect to loading, the proposed development includes two Type ‘G’ loading spaces and two Type
‘C’ loading spaces, which are considered appropriate for servicing the site and have the appropriate
dimensions for entering and exiting the site.
An Urban Transportation Considerations report was prepared by BA Group to review the transportation
aspect of the proposed development, including the existing road network as well as existing and future
background traffic volumes and operation, and net-site generated traffic.
The site is anticipated to generate approximately 130 two-way vehicular trips during each of the
weekday morning and afternoon peak traffic hours, respectively. Area signalized and unsignalized
intersections are expected to continue to operate at acceptable levels following the completion of the
development.
.The report further notes that 750 new morning peak hour and 680 new evening peak hour non-auto
trips will be generated by the development. This is expected to be broken down as follows in the
morning and evening peak hours, respectively:
• 495 and 380 two-way transit trips,
• 235 and 265 two-way pedestrian trips; and
• 20 and 35 two-way cycling trips.
Several TDM measure have been recommended through the Mobility Choice Travel Plan to reduce
single-occupant vehicle trips made to and from the Site by encouraging and supporting alternative
modes of travel. The Plan includes a reduced vehicle parking supply, the provision of car-share spaces
and memberships upon request, providing funding for a bike-share station, providing a transportation
user information and communication screen, the provision of PRESTO cards for residents, bicycle
parking, and enhanced pedestrian space.
With respect to bicycle parking, the proposed 1,440 residential long-term and 160 residential shortterm bicycle parking spaces were found to meet and exceed the Toronto Zoning By-law 569-2013 and
Toronto Green Standards Tier 2 requirements. With respect to vehicular parking, the reduced parking
supply was considered appropriate due to an overstatement of parking requirements in the applicable
zoning by-laws and consideration of recent developments in downtown Toronto with reduced parking.
With good access to pedestrian and cycling infrastructure and within walking distance of higherorder transit (i.e. King and Union Subway Stations), the Site is a good candidate for low non-residential
parking rates. Instead of encouraging the use of single occupancy vehicles, the Site as proposed
encourages transit and active transportation as viable modes of travel.

4.4 Downtown Energy Strategy
The Downtown Energy Strategy is intended to ensure that development supports investment in
necessary energy infrastructure. The strategy seeks to address rising greenhouse gas emissions,
growing electricity demand, and more frequent extreme weather events. The Downtown Energy
Strategy outlines the following priority actions:
• Work with thermal energy network owners and operators to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
from existing thermal energy networks.
• Work with energy developers in development of new low-carbon thermal energy networks.
• Work with energy developers to identify and develop local renewable energy solutions.
• Promote residential building retrofits, focusing conservation and efficiency initiatives on existing
multi-unit residential buildings Downtown.
• Encourage development applicants to achieve near-zero emissions buildings by pursuing the
highest tier of the Toronto Green Standard through the Energy Strategy Report.
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• Prepare design guidelines for low-carbon thermal energy-ready buildings and make the guidelines
available to development applicants in the Energy Strategy Report Terms of Reference.
• Encourage multi-unit residential development applicants to follow the ‘Minimum Backup Power
Guidelines’ for multi-unit high-rise residential buildings through the Energy Strategy Report.
• Encourage development applicants to salvage and reuse materials, by updating the Energy Strategy
Report Terms of Reference to require accounting of embodied energy and identifying opportunities
to limit its loss.
As with the Mobility Strategy, a number of the priority actions are within the purview of the City and
energy providers, although certain priority actions are directed specifically toward development
applications.
In this respect, an Energy Strategy Report was prepared by Purpose Building Inc. to evaluate the current
building design and explore various energy conservation measures (ECMs) to provide a pathway to
achieve better performance with the intention of reducing energy use intensity (EUI), thermal energy
demand intensity (TEDI), greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and annual energy costs. The report notes
that several energy-efficiency and near net-zero energy measures will be explored and implemented
at later design stages of this proposal and provides options to achieve Toronto Green Standard (TGS)
v3 Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 4 standards. It is Broccolini’s intent to exceed the Tier 1 Standard and intends
to further investigate and determine exact measures that it will undertake as the building design
progresses.
The analysis completed as a part of this report is the first step and will serve to inform subsequent
design decisions that will be reflected in the Toronto Green Standard Design Development Stage
Energy Report.
Essential energy conservation measures that may be included in the proposal to achieve greater than
TGS v3 Tier 1 include:
• Higher glazing performance (i.e. lower window U value). Triple glazing may be required for Tier 2 and
beyond, unless much higher savings are achieved in other design elements.
• Higher levels of opaque wall insulation ( higher R value
• Reduced thermal bridging of transition elements like slab edges, parapets and window to
• wall interfaces.
• Improved air tightness and reduced energy use for ventilation and building pressurization
• (i.e. better heat recovery effectiveness and lower corridor ventilation for residential
• Capitalize on passive elements such as solar to maximize building resilience
• Partial or full replacement of conventional natural gas heating with electric systems like heat
pumps variable refrigerant flow (VRF) technologies or district energy systems
• Introduction of low carbon energy generation technologies like solar PV panels.
The energy report concludes that through the use of these measures, key energy and financial savings
can occur in the project. The design team will assess the current development proforma to understand
the baseline investment assumptions and the associated design strategies to determine the likely
level of attainable performance.
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4.5 Downtown Water Strategy
The Downtown Water Strategy seeks to address challenges associated with infrastructure capacity
and constrains imposed by groundwater infiltration and wet weather flows. The Water Strategy
outlines the following priority actions:
• Water Supply Infrastructure:
Complete the Toronto Optimization Study to assess water supply system performance, as this relates
to major components of the system, and identify any deficiencies to be resolved.
Complete a plan to upgrade watermains with the potential to increase fire suppression capability to
support future growth and implement the plan accordingly. These projects will be considered under
Development Charges.
• Wastewater Infrastructure:
○ Implement recommendations of the Waterfront Sanitary Servicing Master Plan Environmental
Assessment Update to resolve capacity constraints related to the Scott Street Sewage Pumping
Station service area within the Downtown.
○ Extend programs to find and fix deficiencies in the existing sewer system to reduce the impacts
of wet weather flow and to optimize existing sewer capacity.
○ Continue to improve hydraulic models to increase their accuracy as opportunities arise.
• Stormwater Infrastructure:
○ Complete the Basement Flooding Protection Program studies and, based on the results, schedule
specific infrastructure improvements through the Toronto Water Capital Works Program.
○ Review the integration of projects identified by the Basement Flooding Protection Program and
growth-related projects through the capital works program.
○ Assess the feasibility of proposed Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change stormwater
controls in high-density development areas, such as Downtown.
○ Update the City’s Wet Weather Flow Management Guidelines.
○ Complete an implementation strategy for the Green Streets Technical Guidelines.
• Water Strategy implementation:
○ Complete infrastructure assessments to identify capacity constraints based on future growth
and implement projects to resolve the capacity constraints through the Capital Works Program.
As with the Mobility Strategy and Energy Strategy, the priority actions are almost exclusively within
the purview of the City; as a result, individual development applications will not be able to directly
address the priority actions.
Counterpoint Engineering prepared a Functional Servicing and Stormwater Management Report in
support of the application. In summary, the report presents a site servicing strategy for the proposed
development that addresses the requirements of the applicable design guidelines and provides the
basis for detailed servicing design.
Regarding water servicing, the proposed development is to be served by new watermain connections
to existing services on Huntley, Linden, and Selby Streets. The proposed development The water
demand requirement of the proposed development for Maximum Day Demand plus Fire Flow for the
West Building is 7,207 L/min, for the East Building is 10,180 L/min, and for the daycare is. 7,008 L/min.
The proposed development results in an increase in Maximum hour and Maximum Day demand. The
site-specific tests on Selby Street and Linden Street indicate that the existing watermains will provide
a sufficient level of service to meet the water demand for the proposed development.

Regarding drainage, the report finds that the maximum short-term discharge rate for the development
to be 35,000 L/ day (0.41 L/s) for the West Building and 45,000 L/ day (0.52 L/s) for East Building. There
is no anticipated short-term drainage for the daycare as it is a slab on grade building. The long-term
foundation drainage discharge rate is estimated to be 2,000 L/day (0.02 L/s) for the West Building
and 2,000 L/day (0.02 L/s) for the East Building. There is no anticipated long-term drainage for the
daycare as it is a slab on grade building. A peak flow rate of 0.631 L/s has been incorporated into
the sanitary calculations for each building. Discharge of foundation drains will be in accordance with
Toronto Municipal Code, Chapter 681 Sewers.
With respect to sanitary servicing, The proposed development is to be serviced by new sanitary
connections. The West Building serviced by one sanitary connection to the 450 mmø combined sewer
on Huntley Street, the East Building is to be serviced by one sanitary connection to the 450 mmø
combined sewer on Linden Street, and the daycare will be serviced by one sanitary connection to
the 450 mmø combined sewer on Linden Street. The peak sanitary design flows for the buildings are
13.28 L/s for the west building, including the anticipated peak groundwater flow of 0.63 L/s, 11.75 L/s
for the east building, including the anticipated peak groundwater flow of 0.63 L/s, and 0.17L/s for the
daycare. A capacity analysis concluded that the existing municipal sewer does not have the capacity
to accommodate the proposed flows without the need for wet-weather flow reduction, external
upgrades, or retrofits. Opportunities for external wet-weather flow reduction will need to be explored
to offset the proposed increase to combined sewer system to allow this development to proceed.
Regarding stormwater servicing, the proposed development is to be serviced by new storm
connections. The West Building will be serviced by a new storm connection to the existing 375 mmø
storm sewer on Huntley Street, the East Building will be serviced by a new storm connection to the
existing 450 mmø storm sewer on Linden Street, and the daycare roof
leaders will discharge to grade.
For the West Building quantity control will be provided on-site by approximately 49 m3 of underground
storage tank in combination with an outlet control to ensure that the 100-year post development peak
flows are attenuated to the 2-year predevelopment allowable release rates. For the East Building
quantity control will be provided on-site by approximately 71 m3 of underground storage tank
in combination with an inlet control to ensure that the 100-year post development peak flows are
attenuated to the 2-year predevelopment allowable release rates.
For the West Building a water balance volume of 5.6 m3 for Tier 1 and 14.6 m3 for Tier 2 is required and
will be retained. For the East Building a water balance volume of 8.1 m3 for Tier 1 and 23.2 m3 for Tier
2 is required and will be retained. The feasibility of achieving the water balance requirement through
the re-use of stormwater internally within the building and through irrigation of landscaped areas will
be explored.
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5

Conclusion

The proposed development will introduce to the Study Area an additional 1,241 residential units and
1,014 square metres of non-residential gross floor area within two towers of 48 and 59 storeys atop a
3-4 storey podium. In addition, a new public park is proposed to be created on the southwest corner
of the subject site.
In our opinion, the proposed development will contribute to the achievement of complete communities
within the existing and planned context of the area. The proposed development would intensify an
underutilized site in an area that is extremely well served by public transit and that has a range of
jobs, stores, housing types, transportation and public service facilities. The proposed range of uses –
residential, retail, community space, and a new daycare facility – will contribute to a mix of uses on a
site designated Mixed Use Areas in the Official Plan and Mixed Use Areas 1 in the Downtown Secondary
Plan, and help serve the growing population of the St. James Town neighbourhood and the Downtown
as a whole.
The statistical data included in Sections 2.0 and 3.0 suggests that the incremental impact of approval
of the proposed redevelopment will not fundamentally change the composition of the Study Area,
which will continue to evolve as a mixed-use neighbourhood with convenient access to jobs, shopping,
services, housing, transportation options and public service facilities.
This complete community assessment considers the co-ordination of development with infrastructure
in the context of the Downtown Secondary Plan’s Infrastructure Strategies, as follows:
• From a Parks and Public Realm perspective, the proposed development will promote an active
street frontage and an active use along all street frontages and clear views into the building from
the public realm, supporting the objectives of pedestrian vitality. Additionally, the provision of an
on-site public park will help the city address it’s parkland shortage in the downtown.
• From a Community Services and Facilities perspective, the proposed development includes a
new daycare facility with a capacity of approximately 43-53 children and 428 square metres of
new community space to increase the availability of such space in the neighbourhood. Further
consultation is also recommended with staff is recommended to determine appropriate actions, if
any, to address potential gaps in the existing community services and facilities in the surrounding
area, through the application process.
• From a Mobility perspective, the subject site is located in an area very well-serviced by public
transit. The subject site is within walking distance of two subway stations on Line 1 and Line 2,
including approximately 130 metres from the nearest entrance to Sherbourne station and proximity
to bus routes along Sherbourne and Wellesley Streets.
• As it relates to Energy, the proposal will include a number of sustainable design features which will
be explored further at the Site Plan Approval stage of the development process where a detailed
level of design will occur.
• With respect to Water, The Functional Servicing and Stormwater Management report determined
that there is adequate capacity in the existing water supply, wastewater, and stormwater
infrastructure to accommodate the proposed development. A capacity analysis concluded that the
existing municipal sewer does not have the capacity to accommodate the proposed sanitary flows
without the need for wet-weather flow reduction, external upgrades, or retrofits. Opportunities for
external wet-weather flow reduction will need to be explored to offset the proposed increase to
combined sewer system to allow this development to proceed.
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Attachment1 – Complete Existing Building Data

Address

Detail Uses

Res. GFA

Non-Res GFA

Bloor Street

345 Bloor Street East

409 Bloor Street East

Apartment/Multi Residential

33794.4

Residential Ancillary

762.5

Office - Commercial

24710.3

Restaurant/Tavern

278.7

Retail - Food and Beverage

265.7

Retail - General Merchandise

6741.4

Retail - Retail Service

1737.2

Transportation - Truck Depot

218.5

Utilities - Ancillary

1909.4

Utility - Transmission

1208.4

Apartment/Multi Residential

3368.7

Residential Ancillary

91.5

Office - Commercial

1631.8

Restaurant/Tavern

357.2

Retail - General Merchandise

448.7

Earl Street
2 Earl Street

Semi-Detached House

240.1

4 Earl Street

Semi-Detached House

249

6 Earl Street

Semi-Detached House

286.7

8 Earl Street

Semi-Detached House

351.7

10 Earl Street

Row/Town House

222.5

12 Earl Street

Row/Town House

230.3

14 Earl Street

Row/Town House

211.3

16 Earl Street

Row/Town House

224.8

18 Earl Street

Row/Town House

221.5

20 Earl Street

Row/Town House

221.5

22 Earl Street

Row/Town House

221.1

24 Earl Street

Row/Town House

218.7

26 Earl Street

Row/Town House

242.4

28 Earl Street

Row/Town House

204.5

Multiplex Dwelling House

849.3

Row/Town House

1235.3

Apartment/Multi Residential

1544.4

Apartment/Multi Residential

1341.7

Residential Ancillary

97.5

Utilities - Ancillary

198.2

38 Earl Street
40 Earl Street
50 Earl Street
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Address

Detail Uses

Res. GFA

Non-Res GFA

Huntley Street
5 Huntley Street

Single Detached House

214.9

30 Huntley Street

Semi-Detached House

285.9

32 Huntley Street

Semi-Detached House

363.1

35 Huntley Street

Semi-Detached House

201.5

37 Huntley Street

Semi-Detached House

201.5

38 Huntley Street

Semi-Detached House

288.7

39 Huntley Street

Semi-Detached House

210.3

40 Huntley Street

Semi-Detached House

288.7

41 Huntley Street

Semi-Detached House

210.3

43 Huntley Street

Multiplex Dwelling House

232.2

44 Huntley Street

Apartment/Multi Residential

725.4

44 Huntley Street

Apartment/Multi Residential

725.4

47 Huntley Street

Apartment/Multi Residential

415.8

51 Huntley Street

Row/Town House

179.4

53 Huntley Street

Row/Town House

176.7

55 Huntley Street

Row/Town House

207.9

57 Huntley Street

Row/Town House

130.6

59 Huntley Street

Row/Town House

180.7

61 Huntley Street

Single Detached House

193

63 Huntley Street

Semi-Detached House

212

65 Huntley Street

Semi-Detached House

252.3

Isabella Street
112 Isabella Street

Row/Town House

208.1

114 Isabella Street

Single Detached House

208.1

116 Isabella Street

Single Detached House

208.1

118 Isabella Street

Single Detached House

208.1

120 Isabella Street

Single Detached House

208.1

122 Isabella Street

Semi-Detached House

205.7

124 Isabella Street

Semi-Detached House

246.8

135 Isabella Street

Apartment/Multi Residential

5757

136 Isabella Street

C20

Office - Commercial

7823

Utilities - Ancillary

254

137 Isabella Street

Apartment/Multi Residential

4282.8

141 Isabella Street

Single Detached House

430.9

164 Isabella Street

Apartment/Multi Residential

476.2

166 Isabella Street

Apartment/Multi Residential

438.2

168 Isabella Street

Single Detached House

469.3

Complete Community Assessment
Bousfields Inc.

Address

Detail Uses

Res. GFA

Non-Res GFA

Linden Street
1 Linden Street

Semi-Detached House

191.3

5 Linden Street

Semi-Detached House

191.5

7 Linden Street

Semi-Detached House

191.1

9 Linden Street

Semi-Detached House

220.1

11 Linden Street

Semi-Detached House

340

12 Linden Street

Single Detached House

163

16 Linden Street

Semi-Detached House

293.2

18 Linden Street

Semi-Detached House

190.2

20 Linden Street

Row/Town House

145

22 Linden Street

Row/Town House

138

24 Linden Street

Row/Town House

109.8

26 Linden Street

Row/Town House

94

29 Linden Street

Single Detached House

254.2

3 Linden Street

Semi-Detached House

191.3

31 Linden Street

Semi-Detached House

170.1

33 Linden Street

Semi-Detached House

168.1

Mount Pleasant Road
Apartment/Multi Residential

1 Mount Pleasant Road

644.6

Office - Commercial

56708.9

Pedestrian Walkway

95.5

Restaurant/Tavern

2905.2

Retail - General Merchandise

531.6

Row/Town House

988.4

Transportation - Truck Depot

779.2

Utilities - Ancillary

8071.5

Selby Street
1 Selby Street

Semi-Detached House

218.5

3 Selby Street

Semi-Detached House

235.9

Apartment/Multi Residential

274.4

5 Selby Street

Office - Health Services

141.7

7 Selby Street

Row/Town House

204.9

9 Selby Street

Row/Town House

203.2

11 Selby Street

Row/Town House

266.9

Apartment/Multi Residential

37899.1

Residential Ancillary

1153.1

25 Selby Street

Retail - General Merchandise

225

Appendix
Huntley Selby

C21

Address

Detail Uses

Res. GFA

Non-Res GFA

Sherbourne Street
540 Sherbourne Street
545-565 Sherbourne
Street
546 Sherbourne Street

Apartment/Multi Residential

9071.4

Apartment/Multi Residential

78952

Retail - General Merchandise

3716

Retail - General Merchandise

1200

Utility - Transmission

326.6

Apartment/Multi Residential
Office - Health Services

356.6

Recreation Facilities

2458.1

Restaurant/Tavern

84.6

Retail - General Merchandise

3869.1

Storage

68.7

Utilities - Ancillary

937.4

556 Sherbourne Street

Hotel/Motel

1504

562 Sherbourne Street

Multiplex Dwelling House

234

564 Sherbourne Street

Row/Town House

188.8

566 Sherbourne Street

Row/Town House

171.4

568 Sherbourne Street

Row/Town House

179.5

570 Sherbourne Street

Row/Town House

252.5

572 Sherbourne Street

Row/Town House

230.6

574 Sherbourne Street

Row/Town House

249.9

576 Sherbourne Street

Semi-Detached House

229.9

578 Sherbourne Street

Semi-Detached House

276.1

Apartment/Multi Residential

22549.37

Residential Ancillary

607

Apartment/Multi Residential

203.4

555 Sherbourne Street

582 Sherbourne Street
583 Sherbourne Street
601 Sherbourne Street

Retail - General Merchandise
Apartment/Multi Residential

TOTAL

C22

77387.6

Complete Community Assessment
Bousfields Inc.

109.1
455.7

Restaurant/Tavern

227.8
302,252

131,901

